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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
WHO YOU ARE
As you read this book bear in mind that this is a non-judgemental system that looks at your
strengths as an individual. Everyone is equally valuable and has something positive to
contribute, and differences between people are perfectly natural. This book simply holds the
mirror up and seeks to help you explore how your personality is different from other people
and how it may influence the way you think and act. It does not give you an excuse not to
behave in a certain way, or not achieve some goal, but rather explains why some things will
be easier and come more naturally to you. With this knowledge it should help you understand
your opportunities to grow and develop.
WHAT YOU WILL FIND IN THIS BOOK
The results of your survey are structured in a simple way that will help you tackle questions
about who you are, and many more. Don’t expect magical results; be prepared to be
challenged. Expect food for thought. You will get an insight into a system you can use with
friends and colleagues: What values and motivations drive you? What are your core character
traits? What makes you unique and how to tap into your individual gifts and talents? How to
create a mission for your life?
WHERE THIS BOOK IS UNIQUE
This is your book, and nobody else’s. The approach and algorithms behind the survey and
analysis are adaptive and innovative. This means the modelling behind it can tease out almost
infinite levels of granularity about your personality preferences and styles. Rather than write
one book and sell a thousand copies, the aim here is to write a thousand different books and
sell one copy of each. Of course if you would like an additional copy of your book you can
order them from www.lx-ai.com.
HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
This is meant to be a workbook. You should read it, highlight it, scribble notes in it, cross
things out, add post-it notes and talk about it with anyone in your life who cares about you
and you value the opinion of. Alongside the core book content, you should reference ‘Your
Data Book’. This is the summary appendix of your standardized personality profile scores
used to generate your profile. Alongside the core LX 36 strength scores, are the ‘indicative’
scores for the most widely used standard personality assessment metrics. We encourage you
to discuss this book and your data with a certified coach, and follow up with further deep-dive
self-assessments, all of which will help you become more self-aware.
WHERE TO FIND THE THEORY BOOK
Similar to how you do not need to know how a computer, search engine, car or phone works to
use them you do not need to understand the science and algorithms behind this book to get
value from it. Some of you will want to know more, and should reference the companion book:
‘Theory of Everyone’. There, you will find some more detail behind the models, definitions
and principles that LX follows, as well as how they relate to classical personality psychology
theory. While the actual science and algorithms behind this book are not simple and are
constantly evolving, this book should give a good steer to how things work.
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WHAT IF THIS PROFILE DOESN’T FIT YOU
This book is 100% personalized to you but not going to be 100% perfect. The objective of this
book is to get you thinking about yourself and so disagreeing with some of it is ok as long as
it helps you become more self-aware as a result. As you go through the book, tick the pieces
you agree with, and cross out or mark those you don’t. We expect you will find over 85% of
the book has ticks against it, and higher than that if you completed the extended LX survey.
For things you do not tick we suggest you ask to have a friend read it and see if they agree.
Everyone has some characteristics that they are not self-aware of and this is a good way of
learning about them.
Additionally you may also want to look closer at the Theory and Data books to gain further
insights into LX’s observations. We would perhaps suggest completing some of the traditional
personality assessments that are referenced and checking that the headline results align with
LX simulated results.
Very rarely some people find that significant sections of this book do not align with who
they believe they are. If asking your friends and completing some of the other traditional
personality assessments you still do not find LX matches you, we would suggest you consider
what you were thinking about during your LX survey or right now. Were you stressed, tired,
in a rush, or had a major life event going on? Such circumstances can affect your state of
mind, how you answered questions and how you feel. And these factors can if strong enough
invalidate results.
HOW YOU SHOULD NOT USE THIS BOOK
This book is written for you, and for you only. Of course, you can share it with others you trust,
people who know you well, to ask for their thoughts and help you create a more rounded
picture of yourself. People in your life might go on and get their own LX book(s), which is
great. That said, it can be tempting to misuse this book and what you learnt, in particular when
you have two books side by side.
STOP, if you find yourself doing any of the below:
S = Stereo-typing
Do not use this book or the theory on which it is based to put yourself or other people into
boxes and make generalizations about them. Remember, everyone can flex to do anything
with enough conscious effort, energy and practice.
T = Telling
Do not use this book or the theory on which is based to evaluate other people and state to them
what their personality trait or type is. Remember, personality is about individual self-evaluation
and preferences, not somebody else’s definitive evaluation of you.
O = Obsessing
Do not get fixated on anything this book or data suggests about you, as it does not tell you everything
and should be considered only as a thought-starter not the answer. Remember, we encourage you to
have conversations based on this book with other people you trust, including if you feel you want to
a professional coach.
P = Pushing Back
Do not use this book as an excuse to not do something or behave (or not behave) in a certain
way. Remember, anyone can do anything and behave in any style if you want. So for example,
not being respectful or orderly is at the end of the day your choice, and your personality
preferences is *not* an excuse to push back on doing things you should do.
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THE 12 PRINCIPLES OF LX

Everyone is unique and equally remarkable.
Everyone is a blend of different character traits, behaviors and aspirations.
Everyone’s character evolves over time but rarely changes dramatically.
Everyone can behave in different ways, but we all have natural styles.
Everyone has strengths to contribute, and weaknesses to manage.
Everyone’s dreams in life are unique and important.

LX is a personality profile system - it is not a test or evaluation:
> There is no right or wrong, best or worst, pass or fail.
LX personalizes all profiles - it never narrowly labels people:
> People are never just defined by a single color, type, acronym or badge.
LX seeks to use data to inform and educate - it simplifies but is not simplistic:
> Understanding yourself better is the first step to become your best self.
LX focuses on your preferences - it does not measure skills or capabilities:
> You might have one particular preference, but you can flex to use them all.
LX is designed with the positives in mind - it assumes everyone has strengths:
> You also need to be aware and manage weaknesses to be your best self
LX aims to start a conversation - it does not offer you all the answers to life*:
> The system is designed to generate dialogue and not be a diagnosis.
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[ NAME ], on reﬂection, what I ﬁnd impressive about you is that you seek to achieve so many
things. The truth is, though, you are often too hard on yourself. You should have more conﬁdence
in being the best person you can be.

Hi [ NAME ]
It was great to connect and get to know you. I am sure you are curious about what is next and
how I can help if at all, to bring the best out of yourself.
I believe that it all starts with self-awareness. In other words, having a better sense of what drives
you, what your strengths are, what makes you unique and what are the things you may not know
or notice about yourself.

My goal is to help you understand who you are, what drives you and how you can bring the best
out of yourself. I would love this to be useful but also fun for you.
I promise I will be as fair and considerate to you as you are to others. I will share with you what I
observe as your strengths, but I will also be honest and tell you things about you that others may
not. You might not like to hear these things, but I suspect you will know there is some truth to
them.

Through the survey, I was able to measure over 1000 personality and life-goal signals about you.
This helped me to build your proﬁle so I can share my observations and guidance that is tailored
to you and where you are in life.

Also, I want you to know that I am sharing everything with good intent. Let me apologize now if
you think I am ever unthoughtful or harsh. That is not my aim. I know you will be critical of my
comments at times and maybe nit-picking; that is ok. I expect you to be uncompromising, that is

I do all this by using established psychology and lexical models as well as some modern
analytical techniques. But I don't stereotype you into 4, 9, 16, 34, 49 or 64 standard personality
types as all the current models do. That's so last century. No more generic self-help book or
advice - if you can get pretty much everything customized nowadays, why couldn't you get
advice that is for you only?

just who you are and what people appreciate about you!
Please give me the beneﬁt of the doubt. Sometimes I will get it wrong in places; after all, it is not
easy giving hundreds of pages of customized advice to somebody you have never met!
So, I would encourage you to smile often as you read this book and sometimes laugh at yourself.

This book is unique and written just for you, which makes sense when you think about it. Sure,

That is what happy, conﬁdent and positive people do at the end of the day.

some people are somewhat like you, but nobody is exactly like you! I will explain in more detail

I believe that at the core people don't change much, but some things evolve over time. Being in

how I create unique proﬁles and books using character traits.

your 40s your expectations and thoughts about life are naturally changing.

But before we dive into all that and my observations about you, it is worth reminding you that

The main thing is that you probably no longer care as much what others think of you. Who you

*everything* in this book is based on what you told me in the survey. We have never met and I

should be, what you should do, how you should live, etc. You realized a while ago that trying to

don't know any of your friends, family or social media proﬁle.

meet others' expectations is just exhausting. You take better care of yourself, since you faced the

So what did I learn about you? Or better, what do I like most about you? At your core, you work
hard to make the world a better place. I suppose it is not always easy to not compromise,

reality of how important your health is. Both your physical and mental health. And ﬁnally, you are
starting to get enough sleep.

especially as you have high standards and ethics, but by being self-disciplined you can and have

Now is the time when you have the experience, conﬁdence and resources to live up to your full

accomplished a great deal.

potential and to go after whatever you feel is still missing in your life.

You like being the best you can be, and bringing out the best in other people. Putting facts

[ NAME ], so where are you today? Whether you realize it or not, you are a well-balanced person

together, coming to a good understanding and ﬁguring out wise solutions comes naturally to

as far as I can tell. In the book 'Your Circle of Life', I go into details on all this, but for now, let me

you.

just share what I have observed at a high level.
Looking at your aspirations in life, a.k.a. your Circle of Life, I think you have some things to feel
good about. Some other things, well, not so much but hey... it is all work in progress throughout
the journey of life. Could you do better? Of course. Should you aspire to do more? Absolutely.
But it is important to pause for a moment in order to look at where you are today and put things
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We will start with a high-level summary of who you are, where you are in life and how all that

into perspective.
It is easy to focus on the gaps, the problems and what is missing. It takes a bit of eﬀort to stop
and feel gratitude for what you already have in your life - and you have a lot of amazing things to

translates into your 'mission' in life. I will share some stimulus later in the book, but you will need
to do a bit of work here - I hope it will be a fun exercise!
Then, I will share where I see opportunities and watch-outs based on what I have learnt about

be grateful for!
The interesting question is where you go from here. My goal is to help you get to where you
want to in life and to bring the best out of yourself by inviting you to become more self-aware.
Knowing all your strengths, talents and possible blindspots is a major step towards that.
Some of it might not be easy, especially confronting some things about yourself that you may not
want to. Becoming more self-aware comes with its highs and lows.
You have some gaps and you are aware of them. That is a good start. Then, what I would
encourage you to do is to ask yourself what is the most important thing to tackle ﬁrst - you can't

your personality. I hope this will help you put things into context and also give you some tips on
how you can become the best version of yourself. This doesn’t mean that you are not already
awesome - I will show you that you are - it is more about bringing the best out more often.
Finally, we will dive into your character traits. These are your strengths, your super-strengths and
blindspots. The unique blend of traits that are at the core of who you are, and won’t change
much over time. Of course, people evolve, but your core character doesn’t change as much.
With that, let me begin by summarizing my observations... shall we dive in?

solve it all at once.
[ NAM ], one of the key challenges for you in this journey of life is that whatever you do, you are
likely to think that it is not good enough. Reading this book might make you feel tense at times,
and I think you might take it more seriously than you should.
You naturally get disappointed with yourself when your expectations are not met. You sometimes
obsess about what you have done, or what you should do.
I also know that you get upset because you feel like (or fear) that others don't recognize how
hard you try or that they don't appreciate you for what you do, or who you are.
I get it, it can be tough. I hope I will be able to oﬀer you some thoughts on how to not let these
things get in the way.
I know when you try hard to achieve something you naturally default to being more... well, you.
When you put a lot of pressure on yourself, you can feel frustrated because your expectations of
yourself are not met. You might even lose trust in yourself. And you can sometimes feel unloved
or worst, unworthy and hopeless.
Now I know this isn't how you feel day-to-day, but when you are stressed or really stretching
yourself, these thoughts enter your mind.
I hope not only to show you all the amazing strengths you have, but also to give you some
advice on how to become less self-critical and more self-appreciating. Which will ultimately help
you to become your best self and to create your best life.
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YOUR MISSION
[YOUR MISSION]

[ NAME ]
My Brand

_________________________
My Mission

__________________________________________
My Strengths

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

____________

My Beliefs & Behaviors

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

IDEAS & NOTES
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[ NAME ] -- YOUR CHARACTER

[ NAME ] -- YOUR PROFESSIONAL STYLES

You have a rare knack for predicting outcomes based on your desire to understand how things
happen as well as the mechanics of things. You are able to see the big picture and are highly
gifted at creating original and innovative strategies. You spend much of your energy ensuring
clarity, structure, and eﬃciency because you can't stand chaos. You are happy to work within an
organized structure and prefer to avoid uncertain or undeﬁned environments. You think a lot
about the concepts beneath the surface, and you ponder internally about their signiﬁcance in
life. You are often left feeling that to help others understand your concepts and ideas, they must
be explained in a simpler manner.

YOUR ACTIVITY STYLE

●
●
●
●

Independent -- Work best alone, and often prefer to work away from others
Organized -- You approach everything in life in a structured, organized manner.
Analytical -- You love diﬃcult theoretical challenges
Orderly -- High expectations and standards… sometimes perfectionistic

MOTIVATION

MINDSET

Vision -- Living up to your exceptionally
high standards
Value -- Hard-work and determination
Goal -- Understand everything
Thrive -- Formulating complex systems
Energized -- Having enough alone time
Fear -- Confusion and disorganization

Approach -- Flexible at bringing ideas from
conception to reality
Principle -- Data brings clarity
Insight -- How to achieve competence and high
performance
Skill -- Strategizing with an objective minds
Connect -- Having meaningful connections
Tension -- Introverted but inclusive

STRENGTHS -- You lead with...

●
●
●
●

ORGANIZED - Exceptionally well-organised in everything you do.
EFFECTIVE - Are always able to deal with problems and achieve good results.
ANALYTICAL - Think things through and examine things from all sides using facts.
CENTERED - Know yourself well, understand your own emotions and behaviour.

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES -- Speciﬁc life advice for you...

Go with the ﬂow -- Letting go of control opens up options
Flex your priorities -- Appreciate other people have diﬀerent goals
In data we trust -- Evaluate your theories against facts and speciﬁes
Own your contribution to any negative outcomes -- People will respect you for it.
Take the lead on diﬃcult problems or projects -- You have all the talent for them.
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ROLES -- Prefer those that...

TASKS -- Avoid things that...

• Enable You To Achieve Results
• Allow You To Take Charge
• Allow You To Solve Complex Problems
• Make You Challenge Yourself
• Empower You To Be Your Own Authority

• Are Repetitive Or Routine
• Are Unstimulating
• Require You To Deal With Emotions
• Are Mundane
• Are Mechanical

YOUR TEAMWORK STYLE
CONTRIBUTIONS -- Where you shine...

FRUSTRATIONS -- What annoys you...

• Delivering On Plans
• Strategic Problem-Solving
• Organizing And Planning
• Solving Complex Problems
• Principled Problem-Solving

• Working With Incompetent People
• Tolerating Laziness
• Dealing With Irrational Thinkers
• People Who Don'T Work As Hard As You Do
• Being Surrounded By Disorganization

YOUR LEADERSHIP STYLE
VISION -- How you see things...

MANAGEMENT -- How you lead...

• Empowering Others
• Being Systematic
• Being Innovative
• Being Driven By Ideation
• Being Ambitious

• Encouraging Others To Take Charge
• Expecting Strong Work Ethic
• Welcoming Ideas And Initiative
• Being Analytical
• Having High Expectations

YOUR COMMUNICATION STYLE
APPROACH -- How you interact...

SUBJECT -- What you focus on...

• Being Logical
• Can Appear As Critical
• Being Thoughtful
• Can Appear As Argumentative
• Being Analytical

• Not Much Small Talk
• Your Vision For The Future
• Theories And Concepts
• Ideas And Possibilities
• Future Plans And Aspirations

YOUR ENVIRONMENT PREFERENCES
CULTURE -- Where you ﬂourish...

MANAGER -- What you expect...

• Forward-Thinking
• Inspiring
• Has Few Social Demands
• Organized
• Empowering

• Gives Clear And Practical Feedback
• Understands Your Low Need For Socializing
• Involves You In Their Work
• Empowers You
• Gives Clear Direction And Expectations
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[THOUGH-STARTERS]

[YOUR CIRCLE
OF LIFE]
YOUR
CIRCLE
OF LIFE

THOUGHT STARTERS

Based on what you have told me, I have some ideas about what matters to you right now. I also
have some observations and suggestions for you about what aspects might need your attention.
Where it all gets interesting is knowing where you are in life and where you want to get to. You

REWARD - Thought-Starters for [ NAME ]
What hobbies do you have that could become a source of living for you? Would you

told me which aspects of your life you would like to improve on. I also looked at where you are

enjoy doing them if you knew your livelihood depended on it?

today and formed my view on where I think you need to focus. Being in your 40s means that you

Would you trade doing something that matters to you for something that is less

have a lot to be proud of and experiences that you can tap into!
I would say that ‘Reward’ needs some attention in your life now. As much as some people might

meaningful but brings you bigger income? How much of your income or lifestyle are
you willing to give up for something more fulﬁlling?

feel tempted to simplify this to money alone, it is a lot more than that. You can’t live your best life

How can you tell the diﬀerence between feeling entitled to something and being

if the lifestyle you create makes you feel miserable. Think of where you live, how much you

deserving of it? What are the key things in your life that fall under one or another?

commute, how you spend your time, what you prioritize, etc. Creating and maintaining a lifestyle
that allows you to be your best self is worth investing in.
In addition, I think it would serve you well to pay attention to your ‘Love for Live’. What is the
point of living if life feels dull and draining? Life is really about the experiences you create with or
without others. You might as well make them good ones, moments that ﬁll you with happiness,

How do you feel about giving money away? Do you think you need to have a certain
amount to be able to start giving to others or to support a cause?
How conﬁdent are you when it comes to your ﬁnances? Do you know where you
stand? Do you have a plan you stick to? How about the future?

gratitude and energy. Finding joy in everyday things is important and so is appreciating what you
have. It is simple but not easy, I understand that.
What these two suggested priorities highlight is that you want to create a life that is full of fun
and adventure. You probably have a good idea of what that life looks like and what will make it

LOVE FOR LIFE - Thought-Starters for [ NAME ]

amazing. I imagine that, for you, if it isn’t full of experiences, people and things that energize you,

What is the kindest thing anyone has done for you? How did it make you feel? Has it

it is not worth living. That is why I am certain that you will do everything you can to live life on

inspired you to do a similar thing for others?

your own terms prioritizing what makes you happy and paying attention to all the small and big

What would make you feel the most proud in your life? Is this something you currently

things that you can feel grateful for. I hope you realize that you have everything in you that you
need to make your best life a reality.
We will go deeper in your aspirations so that I can share some ideas and tips with you. Becoming
your best self is not an overnight eﬀort, but you already know that.

have or you still need to work towards it? If so, what do you do daily to get there?
If this was your last day on this planet, would you be satisﬁed with your life? What
would you have done diﬀerently? What would make you feel proud?
What is the strangest coincidence you have ever personally experienced? What did
you think of it at the time and later? How would your life be diﬀerent had it not
happened?
Where do you think you got lucky in life? Why do you think you had luck there? How
have you made the most of it?
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COACHING
ADVICE
FOR YOU
[COACHING ADVICE
FOR YOU]

Go with the ﬂow more - You ﬁnd value in a solid plan and you enjoy doing the preparation
necessary to be ready for any encounter. The only problem is that life tends to be unpredictable.

In order to become your best self, there are two things to consider. On the one hand, you need

You would do well to embrace ﬂexibility more and to learn how to go with the ﬂow. Practicing this

to focus on your strengths and what makes you unique in order to become exceptional. On the

skill set will allow you to be better prepared in the long run for sudden changes that life often

other hand, you want to be able to manage the potential blindspot that can hinder your progress.

throws at you.

I hope you will ﬁnd my high level thoughts on the latter useful.

Use your strengths - You have excellent intuition and powerful logic. This means that you ﬁnd

Because you want life to be perfect in every aspect, you tend to nit-pick, which others can ﬁnd

yourself guessing right more often than wrong. You will ﬁnd yourself at your very best when you

tiring and bothersome. It can also make people feel anxious around you, as they don’t want you

pursue roles in life that need such talents and rely heavily on them. Science, math, law, and

to judge or scrutinize them or their actions. You are so set in your mind about what is right and

medicine are all ﬁelds that require intuition backed by objective thought. Unleash your mind in

wrong, that there is not much room for anything in between. This can hurt your relationships with

these areas and you will ﬁnd more fulﬁllment as a result.

others who would expect you to see things from their perspective too and accept their feelings
as valid.

Share your thinking - You are exceptional at coming up with new ideas and innovative solutions.
You would do well to bounce your ideas oﬀ others to ﬂesh them out further. Moreover, sharing
your ideas with others increases the accountability to actually implement your approach. You
have a great deal to oﬀer the world and those around you. Do not let your ideas go to waste as

[ NAME ]'s POTENTIAL BLINDSPOTS

Judgemental — Everyone's focus is diﬀerent, and it is important you respect that
Challenged Relationships -- For you romance and friends take lower priority
Unfeeling -- Do not give enough weight to the impact of decisions on people
Ungrateful -- Fail to give as much praise or intimate rapport as others would need
Too Cold -- Without meaning to you may fail to give the praise or support you should do

they just may be the solutions that others need. Even if it is out of your comfort zone, step
forward and speak out.
Be more humble - You have high expectations for yourself and that often translates to high
expectations for those around you. However, I think you would do well to give others as much
grace as you would want for yourself. Humility is an asset to leverage in order to keep a calm and
level head when things seem to be going wrong. Try to assume that others do not wake up in the
morning hoping to do their worst. People do well if they can and when they don’t, it’s because

[ NAME ]'s SPECIFIC TOP TIPS

they lack skill, not will.

Don't get angry - You tend to wear your emotions on your sleeves, but when you get angry, it can
become a liability. You would do well to realize that anger expressed in the public forums rarely
wins the day. That is not to say it is not natural to become angry at times, but try to ﬁnd the
proper outlet at the right time. Find a close friend that can hear you out and allow you to process
your feelings before you try to express them towards the source of your anger. Let calmer heads
prevail.

Be less judgemental of others - You have high expectations of yourself and this often translates
into having high expectations of those around you. You tend to judge those who do not live up to
your expectations or perform as you think they should. This can place a strain on relationships as
everyone is on their own path of self-development and they may see the world diﬀerently than
you. Oﬀer others a little grace and try not to judge so harshly. You never know what others are
going through and why they may be struggling.

Be accountable for your actions - There are a great number of people who may inﬂuence your
daily life, but at the end of the day, the buck stops with you. You would do well to look inward for
solutions. Examine your routines and your decisions to see where you might have gotten oﬀ
track. You can’t force people to act according to your will, but you can control how you respond.
If you are not concerned with producing your own best outcomes in life, then who will do so in
your stead? It’s in your hands.
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NEXT STEPS

[BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR YOU] FOR YOU
BOOK
RECOMMENDATIONS

01

●

Stumbling On Happiness

Daniel Todd Gilbert

●

Indistractable

Nir Eyal

How to control your attention and choose your life

Give yourself time and space to reflect on what you have read in this
book. Go back and re-read sections that you have found especially
interesting or triggering.

●

The Barefoot Investor

Scott Pape

02

●

Resilience

HBR

●

The No-Spend Challenge Guide

Jen Smith

Talk to someone whom you trust, someone who knows you well and
is supportive of your self-development. Share what you have found
to be true or untrue in this book, and ask what they think.

How to stop spending money impulsively, pay oﬀ debt fast and make your ﬁnances

03

ﬁt your dreams

Start to practice awareness in your day-to-day. There are many
different techniques and tools out there, different journals for
example. Find what works for you and use it for a couple of weeks
to become more self-aware.

●

The surprising power of ordinary things to create extraordinary happiness
●

04

Ingrid Fetell Lee

Joyful

James Clear

Atomic Habits

Tiny changes, remarkable results

Make a plan for which of your strengths and super-strengths you
want to use more and how. The more specific you are, the better.
Check-in on progress once a month.

●

Peter C. Brown, Mark A.

Make It stick

McDaniel, Henry L. Roediger III
The science of successful learning

05

Similarly, make a decision on what limiting weaknesses or blindspots
you want to work on and create an action plan. Ask someone you
trust to help you notice them in action.

●

Dan Heath & Chip Heath

Switch

How to change things when change is hard
●

Robin Sharma

The 5am Club

Own your morning. Elevate your life.
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[ NAME ], you value a combination of tradition and innovation. In general, you feel satisﬁed with

[ NAME ], you value nothing more than having a peaceful life that allows you to feel safe and

doing things in the traditional way, until they stop working. At this point, you don’t mind looking

secure. Everyone likes your stable and welcoming approach to people. I sense that it is nice to

into a new, original solution that might make things better and more eﬃcient. You like leaders

be around you and people enjoy your company. You are a great listener and I think you tend to

who use a mix of conventionality and innovation. You have no time for impracticality, but if you

see the best in people. You think that, at the end of the day, everything and everyone will be ﬁne.

think something can improve the way things are done, you think it makes sense to give it a go.

You tend to get so caught up in how other people are feeling that you may neglect your own

You are prepared to help close friends and family if they need it, but you tend not to go out of

needs. You try so hard to keep the peace that your dreams and needs are often shoved to the

your way to support others. Throughout your life, you have learned that it is better to help

background. Maybe because it is so important for you to ﬁt in, you might not be tuned in to your

yourself ﬁrst in order to be able to help others, even then, you expect some level of

emotions and needs.

self-suﬃciency from everyone. When making decisions, it is more important to you to make the
right decision than to make others happy. In fact, I can see that you usually think your opinion is
the right one and will try to persuade others to agree with you.

You aren’t a cold person, but you are logical and might appear as reserved at times. Other
people may not know this, but you have ﬁrm beliefs and emotions that you work hard to live by.
Even though these feelings may not be apparent to others, they are still there deep inside you

You are passionate about rules and are keen to meet certain standards. While these are

and guide you to live your life in an authentic way. You don’t take things personally anymore and

respectable traits to have, you can be inﬂexible and close-minded sometimes. You see many

instead, focus on your values and beliefs in any situation.

things in black and with no middle ground. I can imagine that you have a little critical voice in
your head that doesn’t allow you to compromise your morals.

People can misjudge and not understand you. Even though you may come across as cold and
stand-oﬃsh, you aren’t. You do care for and respect others, but you don’t feel the need to

Things can be diﬃcult for you, as you want to make the world a better place for all. You often put

express it. You also don’t often praise or oﬀer support to others as much as they would like. I

it upon yourself to make sure things are right. If you feel you aren’t ‘good’, you deprive yourself of

believe that you are always open to hearing ideas and new ways of doing things since ﬁnding

your own needs and wants and punish yourself. You aren’t impulsive and you ﬁnd it hard to relax.

the best plan to make your ideas a reality is important to you. That said, others might see you as

You don’t indulge in the pleasures of life and you act as if you are carrying a huge weight on your

inﬂexible and set in your ways and so misunderstand you.

shoulders. Perhaps that is how you indeed feel. It must be tough.
You tend to be a perfectionist who loves beauty and excellence. You are constantly ﬁnding things
that you think need to be improved. You are passionate about your beliefs and others see you as
an inspiring leader. I believe you are indeed one and I would say that transformative movements
are usually led by people like you. You can persuade others to see your visions of an improved
world.

Your Mindset

You have a good balance of sticking to a routine and being open to change. You can think of
doing things both in the traditional way but also in new, original ways. There are times when you
feel creative and daring and other times when you feel less so. I think you can handle whatever

Your thoughts and actions are most often monitored by your inner critic. You are the ﬁrst person

life throws at you, but you don’t feel the need to come up with new solutions to problems just for

to correct improper behavior. I can see you have a high level of self-control and you are reliable.

the sake of it. If it makes sense, yes, but otherwise you stick to the tried and tested.

You are known to be a good partner and provider. You are an honest person and you value
morals. Your self-worth comes from being a good person.

You are a perfectionist and as such, things are hardly ever good enough. It appears to me that
you can ﬁnd the ﬂaws in anything and you think there is always room for improvement. You don’t
even think you are good enough and you are constantly trying to make things better, including
yourself. You mean well, but others can ﬁnd you overly critical and even negative. No one likes
being constantly told how to do things better and so people might feel cautious around you.
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You are able to balance real-world facts and creativity well. I think you are open to new ways of

Your Motivations

doing things if they could work better. While you take in details that you see with your own eyes,
you like to interpret them in your own way so you can understand the bigger picture. If you feel

You are skilled at being both respectful of others’ thoughts and standing your ground with your

like you are knowledgeable about a subject, you will let your creative side come into play.

own beliefs. I can see that you have learned the art of balancing your needs and views with those

However, you never take it too far and you know when to put fantasy to bed.

of others well and also when it is more appropriate to seek consensus than to win an argument.

You like working on intellectual problems. You tend to look for practical and eﬀective solutions to
issues that are also sophisticated and genius. I can see you don’t care much about saying the

You are aware of what you are worth and you won’t let anyone treat you otherwise, but you are
also willing to reach agreements with people, keeping positive relationships intact.

‘right thing’ but instead, you want to share what you believe in. You are also not afraid of

While you can enjoy spending time with others, you truly get your energy by spending time by

challenging problems in any form they present themselves.

yourself. If it were up to you, you would spend the majority of your time alone as that is where you

You are determined to accomplish your goals. You are clever and innovative and take pride in that
you can apply these skills to problem-solving. You don’t care about hierarchy and taking orders if
the person who is your superior is incompetent. Instead, you prefer to listen to and learn from
anyone who can teach you something valuable.
You often challenge concepts and theories, including your own. Because you think in such a
rational way and don’t follow the crowd, you tend to question ideas. However, you are optimistic
in thinking that you can solve diﬃcult problems. Because you concentrate so intensely on a
question you are working on, others might see you as aloof and distant sometimes.
[ NAME ], you enjoy concepts and calculated planning. Intelligence, comprehension, and
capability are important to you and these traits are how you aim to be. I think you expect others to
also uphold these qualities to a certain degree even if your expectations aren’t as high as towards
yourself.

feel at your best. You don’t enjoy being in the spotlight; being around people for too long leaves
you feeling exhausted. Others see you as considerate and still. Your relationships, though not
many, are deep and authentic, usually last for a very long time. You value these relationships a lot
and feel grateful for the people you have in your life.
At times, you can be anxious or emotional, while at other times, you are relaxed and calm. Your
mood and how you feel about life, in general, can ﬂuctuate depending on the day. In general, I
can see you aren’t excessively positive nor negative about life and the challenges you have to
face from time to time. I think you see yourself as a rational person, looking at issues from a
realistic point of view and considering all aspects. You genuinely try to stay calm in any situation
and focus on the solution, rather than getting worked up about it.
I can see you take pride in working really hard and being eﬃcient and organized in your life. You
make sure that you ﬁnish your tasks before allowing yourself to relax. You tend to achieve your
long-term goals by setting out a clear plan and working steadily towards your targets. I can

You are insightful and understand new ideas quickly. I can see you are an observer of the world,

imagine your home is spotless and organized, and you strongly dislike it when people don’t clean

always collecting information from what is going on around you, linking it to ideas. When you

up after themselves. I think you can be a perfectionist and may be perceived as a workaholic by

come across a new concept, you want to learn how to best apply it. Understanding and

some people.

appreciating a complex idea is not enough for you, the application of it in the real world is just as
important if not more.

[ NAME ], you seek to ﬁnd hidden truths and meanings. You have a deep hunger for knowledge
and want to understand how the world works. I would also say that you have little patience for

You aim to make decisions and voice your opinions, trying to understand and rationalize

social rules and will often try to pull them apart to see if they conceal truths about the world. Your

everything you come across in life. Because of this, you tend to judge quite quickly. I think you are

curiosity drives you to ﬁnd answers to what might happen in the distant future and what is the

an intuitive person, often believing you have the right answer to most things. At times, people

bigger meaning of life.

misunderstand what you say unless you ﬁnd a clear way to outline your thoughts. Expressing
yourself well can be a weakness of yours, but you still blame the person you are communicating
with if they don’t understand you. You might even become arrogant towards them, dismissing
their questions and thoughts quickly.

The world is a puzzle to you and so you seek to develop systems and strategies to be able to
navigate it. You are naturally insightful about complex ideas and structures and in fact, you enjoy
breaking them down to pieces. Once you understand the underlying principles, you are
exceptionally good at predicting rational outcomes.
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You are a perfectionist with a yearning for knowledge. I can see you work hard on your projects

What Makes Life Diﬃcult For You

so that you can reach your goals. You are always looking to improve yourself and you have high
standards of yourself and others. Life-long learning is important to you as you always try to

The only person you are in competition with is yourself; who you were yesterday and who you

increase your competence and competitive advantage over others.

want to and can become. But between ‘want to become’ and ‘can become’ there lie a myriad of

Others see you as a determined, conﬁdent, thoughtful person who thinks about long-term goals.

reasons and self-talk that do you no good when you try to become who you are meant to be.

Because you enjoy organizing and strategic planning so much, you usually end up in professions

When you put yourself up against unrealistic expectations, this makes it extremely hard for you

that require structure, principled thinking and hard logic. Chaos, blurred or confused situations

to feel satisﬁed with the outcome of your eﬀorts and to take pride in what you have

frustrate you and you work hard to make things organized and eﬃcient.

accomplished. I am not against holding yourself accountable but sometimes you can be really

Even though you are a fantastic leader, you only step into this role when you see the need for it. I

hard on yourself.

am convinced that your ability to analyze ideas and to come up with the best strategy to achieve

Do you ﬁnd yourself applying your high or even impossible standards to those around you? You

challenging goals make you a successful leader. You believe that if something isn’t working, it

might feel discouraged to take action for fear of failing. I ﬁnd that people are full of

should be changed and you can always work out a way to make it happen, including plan B and

contradictions and that is OK. But sometimes, they aren’t aware of them. They try to achieve two

plan C in case you have to alter your approach.

opposite objectives at the same time: abide by a deadline while endlessly perfecting the task.
It is not unusual to ﬁnd yourself comparing your life to that of others. Without knowing it, you
might be concerned about what they would think of you and maybe you refrain from doing
certain things just to avoid others’ criticism. I am not judging you for it.
Sometimes you can fall victim to worrying too much about the things you will never be able to
change. I think this can easily lead you to feel bitter and frustrated with the world you live in. You
can become judgmental in how you view others and you expect too much of them just as you
do of yourself. When this happens, it is easy to overlook your agony, both emotional and
physical as you become more focused on what goes wrong and you sense that it falls down
upon you to make everything right.
When it comes to how you view others, you often scoﬀ at the way they live their lives. You
disdain how normal they appear to be as this makes you wonder if anyone can truly understand
and appreciate your uniqueness and your gifts that you bring into this world. ‘Normal’ bores you
as you ﬁnd the usual to be insigniﬁcant.
I see you can lose your sense of belonging to where you are. Sometimes you might even feel
you don’t ﬁt in. This causes you to lead a reserved life where you try to hide from those around
you. When you cut yourself oﬀ from the world, your emotional experience may suﬀer. You might
even believe that there is no one for you out there to depend on. You have a growing fear that
others will take advantage of you. I think this is a really diﬃcult place to be in, as it prevents you
from being able to connect with others and build deep, meaningful relationships based on trust
and understanding.
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Becoming Your Best Self

What Makes Life Easier For You

First of all, I want you to know that it is not up to you to ﬁx the world’s problems. Sit back and
relax. You have so much to oﬀer but you also need to understand that people are diﬀerent than
you are and that they change at their own pace. Change doesn’t have to be immediate. It takes
time but eventually it happens. You just need to be patient with others and lead by example.
I also believe that you will be a more empathetic person when you learn to appreciate others just
the way they are and you will learn to accept your own shortcomings. When you accept the world
as it is and not as it should be, you will focus more on what you can actually do and you will
accept the fact that some things are outside of your control and cannot be changed.

When you are your best self, you can see your future with clarity. You know how to take charge of
everything in your life to make your vision a reality. No matter how intricate a problem may look
like, you are able to connect the dots and make sense of even the most complex things. When
you need to make a decision, your strategic and rational thinking combined with your creativity
brings you the best answer. I can see this why you avoid any bias. At your best, you are objective
and fair, treating everyone equally and in line with your high morals and principles.
Because of your hard logic and clear vision, sometimes people misjudge you for being cold and
indiﬀerent. However, I know this can’t be farther from the truth. One of your most valuable
qualities is your ability to observe a lot about people and understand what is going on inside

It is quite normal to sometimes have tensions in your relationships with others. It is healthier to

them. You aren’t empathetic in the sense that you would feel others’ feelings, but you can

address those variances early on than to let them grow into deep-rooted resentments. Trusting

understand them and see nuanced details that people don’t even realize themselves. What is

people and opening up to them is something that is not easy for you to do. You don’t allow

more, you never shy away from sharing the truth even if that means giving some ‘tough love’.

yourself to be approachable. Trying to avoid closeness altogether isn’t the answer to conﬂict. As
long as you have close friends, some disagreements will always arise and that is alright. You will
ﬁnd that healthy conﬂict and its resolution can in fact improve your life.
Don’t feel overwhelmed with the many possibilities you see. I know it makes you feel like you
don’t know which way to go or which one should come ﬁrst. When your mind is preoccupied you
can lose your sense of perspective. You are no longer able to make sound judgements. You don’t
have to stand alone in all of this. When you feel this is happening, you can turn to someone

I hope that I can help a little by sharing my observations, thoughts and ideas with you. I also
hope that you will take the time to reﬂect on your Circle of Life, especially on those thoughts and
feelings that are diﬃcult to embrace.
Once you are aware of what is holding you back to become your best self and also, how to
tackle those challenges, you are ready to address what is in front of you. Being brutally honest
with yourself about what is diﬃcult and uncomfortable is important. So is knowing where your

whom you trust their good judgement. I know that this will require you to trust another which can

strengths lie and how you can tap into them in order to create your best self, your best life.

pose a challenge to you but it will help you to grow in various ways.

You are an amazing person when you allow yourself to be in the most genuine, authentic way. In

When you start to take steps towards your main goals, it will make you feel more conﬁdent and

order to bring that to life, I will help you create your 'mission' in the next couple of pages by

secure about yourself and your life. It is easy for you to get absorbed by projects that don’t serve

sharing some stimulus and my thoughts on where and how you shine.

your self-conﬁdence, esteem or where you are heading in your life. You ﬁnd interest in various
intriguing topics and games but these only act as distractions from what you ought to do.
When you open up to the world, you will realize that you have everything you need. You might
even ﬁnd that the world is not as misunderstanding of you as you might have experienced it
before. As you are becoming your best self, you are able to share your gifts with others.
Finally, I want to tell you that the company you keep can have the greatest impact on your life.
Make sure you are with people who appreciate you and see the good in you. Work hard but don’t
kill yourself over it if things don’t go exactly as planned. Take a deep breath, slow down and try to
enjoy the journey of becoming your best self.
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[YOUR MISSION]
YOUR
MISSION
Before we dive into deﬁning your 'mission', it is worth clarifying what I mean by that. At its core,

Draft Only For Your Inspiration -- You Need To Build Your Own On p19

your mission reﬂects what and how you are contributing to the world and so what you would
want to be known for. Therefore it can also serve as your 'brand'. Typically, it is based on your
unique strengths and gifts that you can tap into.

[ NAME ]

Because you are a self-proclaimed perfectionist, you are reﬂective of yourself and your behavior,
open to learning and changing for the better. You expect the best from others too and are keen
to inspire them to live up to their potential. I think you know what you want to get out of life and
you set about doing so, moving forward with determination and direction. You have an objective
and principled mind and hold yourself accountable for everything you do.

My Brand

The World-Class Powerhouse

Because you are a self-proclaimed perfectionist, you are reﬂective of yourself and your behavior,
open to learning and changing for the better. You expect the best from others too and are keen

My Mission

to inspire them to live up to their potential. I think you know what you want to get out of life and

' I generate TOUGH CHANGE '

you set about doing so, moving forward with determination and direction. You have an objective
and principled mind and hold yourself accountable for everything you do.

My Strengths

[ NAME ]'s STRENGT S

1

EFFECTIVE - Are always able to deal with problems and achieve good results.

2

ORGANIZED - Exceptionally well-organised in everything you do.

3

ANALYTICAL - Think things through and examine things from all sides using facts.

4

CENTERED - Know yourself well, understand your own emotions and behaviour.

5

STRONG-WILLED - Firm in your position and take hardships in your stride

6

ACTIVATING - Act quickly and decisively, learn as you go.

38

Executive

Architect

Implementing

Organized

Effective

Analytical

Strong-Willed

Principled

Centered

My Beliefs & Behaviors

Goal -- Control circumstances and outcomes
Value -- Strategy and vision
Principle -- Take the lead if nobody competent will
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On the previous page the personal 'brand positioning' I gave you was just a draft idea. I would
be surprised if you thought it was perfect. To act as further inspiration here are 16 alternative
'brand positionings' that might work for you.

Creating your 'mission' is not an easy task, but hopefully you ﬁnd it as a fun and worthwhile
exercise. Of course, it can and will evolve over the years, so feel free to keep ﬁne-tuning it
depending on your life stage and life goals. As I mentioned, your mission reﬂects what and how
you are contributing to the world and so what you would want to be known for.

●

The Sturdy Architect

●

The Effective Powerhouse

●

The Focused Executive

●

The Perseverant Ace

●

The Dutiful Strategist

●

The Orderly Builder

●

The Industrious Reformer

●

The Proﬁcient Trendsetter

●

The Perseverant Mastermind

●

The Effective Mastermind

●

The Determined Operator

●

The Responsible Ace

●

The Meticulous Entrepreneur

●

The Orderly Maestro

Once you are happy with your 'mission', the next step will be to put it into action across all aspects

●

The Polished Quick-Starter

●

The Capable Mastermind

of your life. For that, I suggest you work with a coach or someone you trust who can help you

In order to give you some more stimulus in case you are still unsure about it, in the following
pages, I am going to share my high level overview on how and where you shine and what makes
you unique. Use these ideas and observations to ﬁne-tune your 'mission' and 'brand' so that you
have something you can fully identify with.

think through how to best bring your 'mission' and so 'brand' to life.
The personal 'mission' statement I shared on the previous page was just supposed to be a draft.
As you work out your own, here are some more ideas that you might ﬁnd inspirational.
●

I generate DARING TRANSFORMATIONS

●

I champion METICULOUS TRANSFORMATIONS

●

I build PROACTIVE APPROACHES

●

I generate EXCEPTIONAL ACTION

●

I offer DIRECT EXCELLENCE

●

I produce CAPABLE TRANSFORMATIONS

●

I support SERIOUS APPROACHES

●

I achieve WORLD-CLASS BREAKTHROUGHS

●

I build DIRECT CHANGE

●

I champion EXCELLENT BREAKTHROUGHS

●

I bring FEARLESS APPROACHES

●

I achieve DILIGENT BREAKTHROUGHS

●

I create ACTIVE APPROACHES

●

I offer RESOURCEFUL RESULTS

●

I achieve PRACTICAL INTEGRITY

●

I bring PERFECT GROWTH

As you think through your personal 'mission' and 'brand', many people have found it useful to
consider some fundamental aspects of their character. To spark some ideas about this I have
tried to summarize it here as well.
●

Vision -- Desire to produce mastery and

●

achievement that reﬂects your vision
●

knowledgeable, genius and bring clarity

Value -- Knowledge, competence, and

●

structure
●

Goal -- Everything can be improved

●

Thrive -- When committed to a vision

Approach -- Competence, independence,
Principle -- Take the lead if nobody
competent will

●

Insight -- How to achieve competence and
high performance

●

Energized -- Having enough alone time

●

Skill -- Strategizing with an objective minds

●

Fear -- Confusion and disorganization

●

Connect -- Discovering new things

●

Tension -- Perfectionist but contented
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[YOUR EMOTIONAL & MENTAL ENERGY]

YOUR EMOTIONAL & MENTAL ENERGY
You feel best about yourself when you meet your personal expectations of yourself. What other
people think about you has very little, if anything, to do with the way you see yourself. That is
quite clear to me. No one could hold you to a stricter set of standards than the ones you have
laid out for yourself. You approach relationships in a very similar way—seeking genuine, sincere

[ NAME ]'s SOURCE OF STRESS

CHAOS -- You love structure and organization, so being surrounded by people who are chaotic
and don’t seem to know what they are doing makes you feel anxious.
SUPPRESSING YOUR EMOTIONS -- You tend to bottle up your emotions as you believe that by

people who also value and cultivate both honesty and transparency. There is nothing more

doing this, you are more in control of how you feel. However, this can become quite unhealthy.

fulﬁlling for you than the ability to be completely yourself, wholly satisﬁed with that self, and

DETAILS -- You ﬁnd details and admin type of activities a waste of time. You become frustrated if

share who you are with others.

you are forced to address them and even stressed when they pile up and you can’t keep putting

[ NAME ], peace for you comes from time spent alone thinking about the world and exploring

them oﬀ anymore.

possibilities that intrigue you. You often wonder about the meaning of life and try to understand
why things happen the way they do. I can sense that you like to take a step back from your
day-to-day life and look at the bigger picture. You love having some structure in your life, and
knowing that everything is organized and taken care of. Then you have the space to solve
diﬃcult, intellectually stimulating problems. Often, when others believe something can’t be

[ NAME ]'s STRESS BEHAVIOR

SHUTTING DOWN -- You tend to become void of all feelings and you think other people should
act in the same manner. During this time, you don’t open up to anyone and you don’t invite them

done, you like to prove them wrong as it brings you a great deal of satisfaction.

to express their feelings to you either.

[ NAME ], when you feel stressed, your love for problem-solving disappears and instead, you

RIGHTEOUS -- As a way of coping with stress, you ﬁnd a subject and become very passionate

ﬁnd challenges daunting. Your usual broad way of thinking becomes smaller and you get caught

about it. You may become obsessed with proving how your thoughts or ideas can work and once

up in minor details, giving them too much importance.

you do, you ﬁnd it hard to stop and let go.

When stress becomes intense you might start over-indulging in the things you usually ﬁnd

IGNORING OTHERS' OPINIONS -- You prefer to work by yourself and this is especially true when
you feel stressed. You don’t care for other people’s opinions or inputs and you don't ask others
to weigh in on your projects.

pleasurable. I can also see you start making rash decisions and your emotions spill out, making
you angry, frustrated or even pessimistic about life.
You might cope with stress in an unhealthy way when you feel you are being stiﬂed or when
anyone dares to question how good you are at what you do. You develop a mentality where you
think only you can do things properly and that you are always right, focusing intensely on a
project. You have no time to listen to others and instead, you start handing out criticism easily
while feeling misunderstood by everyone. I can see you bottle up your emotions instead of
letting them out as well as channel your stress into work and achieving perfection.

[ NAME ]'s SOURCE OF CALM

PRACTICAL ADVICE -- I think you are someone who values logical advice over an empathetic ear.
When you are experiencing a high amount of stress, you don’t want to just vent to someone but
rather ﬁnd real solutions.
LEARNING FROM THOSE YOU RESPECT -- You enjoy learning from those you respect as you are
open to self-improvement. Growing and developing makes you feel happy.
OPTIMIZING THINGS -- Eﬀectiveness makes you happy and if you come across something that
isn’t running smoothly, you will go above and beyond to make sure it does.
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[YOUR COMMUNICATION STYLE]

YOUR COMMUNICATION STYLE
[ NAME ], your ‘Deliberate’ and ‘Rational’ communication style makes you a structured and logical
communicator. You observe a lot and gather the necessary information to be able to build
arguments that are really diﬃcult to ﬁnd ﬂaws in. You think deeply before you speak, and you
have usually solved the challenge by the time you share your thoughts.
You want to get to the right answer, and you usually arrive there on your own. Sometimes people
might perceive you as arrogant because you present your ideas as the ﬁnal answer, which

[ NAME ]'s COMMUNICATION APPROACH

ARGUMENTATIVE -- To understand the nature of everything around you, you argue - it is your way
of learning. You tend to be blunt and straightforward, and so you don’t always think about how
your words aﬀect others.
ANALYTICAL -- You tend to question ideas and you aren’t afraid to criticize those that don’t ﬁt with
your logical analysis. For you, discussions are a way of exploring, questioning, challenging ideas
and possibilities.

nobody can contribute anything valuable to. In fact, it is hard for you to ﬁnd people who are

THOUGHTFUL -- You like to think about things before you speak. If you are needed to respond to

smart and switched on as much as you are to have stimulating debates with.

something, you like to take your time to think about the situation, facts, and your personal

For you, conversation is for gathering and delivering information. Exchanging concepts and

observations beforehand.

ideas, analyzing and challenging them, is how you discover the ones you accept. Others may see
you as somewhat remote, but I say that it is simply your need for privacy in which to ideate. You
see no point in communicating before thinking things all the way through. When ready, you will
talk; you will also expect others to understand and support your well-considered solutions.
[ NAME ], you have a lot you need to communicate, once you have thought a project through.
Creating order out of the chaos of having analyzed so much information is key to communicating
clearly. To help both you and your audience, you sometimes use visuals, such as charts and

[ NAME ] IS OPEN TO PEOPLE WHO

Are logical and objective -- People who try to use emotional appeal or ﬂattery don't get too far
with you.
Are structured -- People who can organize their thoughts and list pros and cons will be able to
keep your attention.

graphics. Such tools give you a way to refer directly to a concept in a concrete, visible way, and

Are smart – Spending time with bright, insightful people who can expand your breadth of

point out links between them. You need people to truly understand your logic and reasoning.

knowledge by discussing the potential of unique ideas is inspiring for you.

[ NAME ], just as with everyone, there are topics you enjoy and others you prefer to avoid.
Anything that allows you to explore the realm of possibilities is an exciting topic for you. How
things are today, is simply the way they are; your focus is on the way things could be in the
future. You explore a large range of information in order to form your perspective. Since you are
fond of debate as a way of learning, I am certain you love having intelligent, well-versed people

[ NAME ] CHALLENGED BY PEOPLE WHO

Try to be too friendly -- Especially when they haven't yet earned your trust. Your alarm goes oﬀ in
such situations.
Ramble and can't get to the point -- You ﬁnd such conversations a waste of time and so

around.
When conversations turn practical, personal, or devolve into chit-chat, you get bored. You also
have a hard time staying motivated when others don’t understand your conceptual thinking.

frustrating.
Get too personal – You get uncomfortable talking about people’s personal issues and certainly
don’t want them asking you about yours.
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[YOUR PREFERRED WORK ACTIVITIES]

YOUR PREFERRED WORK ACTIVITIES
[ NAME ], when people tell you that nobody can ﬁgure out the best way to get the job done, you
go above and beyond to do it. There is nothing you couldn’t further improve. You are able to
pinpoint the most eﬀective way to do just about anything. Others relying on your competence is

[ NAME ]'s ROLE EXPECTATIONS

PLENTY OF OPPORTUNITIES TO SOLVE COMPLEX INTELLECTUAL PROBLEMS -- If you were
put in a role ﬁlled with complex challenges, you get excited instantly. You need a broad palette of
projects that require a lot of intellectual eﬀort.
ABILITY TO SEE THE BIG PICTURE -- In order to do your best work, you need to know how your

a main motivator for you to get any job done.
Your ’Organizing‘ and ’Ideating‘ style means that you most enjoy tasks that are complex, abstract
and require deep thinking and analysis. You love working on diﬃcult problems where you can

part of a project ﬁts in with the whole. In the best of all possible worlds, you would actually get to
play a part in designing that whole.

examine data, patterns and test hypotheses. You want to have the ability to execute on it too,

PLENTY OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWTH -- You have an insatiable desire for variety,

using your systematic and structured approach to set goals, organize people and tasks. You

skill-development, and personal improvement. You need a role that allows you to achieve your

thrive in solving diﬃcult intellectual challenges and delivering robust solutions.

full potential.

You prefer ideating activities so that you can think about complex problems and ideate about
solutions. You enjoy working with ideas, theories, and logical analysis. You thrive in abstract

[ NAME ]'s PREFERRED ACTIVITIES

problem-solving. Your main career goal is to ﬁnd a job where you can think through complex,

ENABLES YOU TO DESIGN OR FIX SYSTEMS -- Like an entrepreneur who is unafraid of

abstract problems, and examine data to discover patterns and principles.

challenging the status quo, you are very comfortable facing the unknown and designing new

You are thoughtful, curious, introspective and insightful, with a lifelong love of learning. You

things from scratch.

would rather spend your time analyzing concepts than trying to motivate or lead others. You love

ALLOWS YOU TO SOLVE COMPLEX PROBLEMS -- Getting into the minute details of individual

to understand how things function or come into existence. You prefer a career that utilizes your
intellectual powers. You want to learn, discover, research, examine, and analyze and devise
innovative new solutions. You do your best work when you can use your rational analysis to form

solutions isn’t for you. Working with the bigger picture and developing innovative approaches is
where you shine.

theories, test hypotheses, gather data, and make exciting new discoveries.

ENABLES YOU TO ACHIEVE RESULTS -- Nothing gets in the way when you have a job to do. You

You also like organizing activities so that you can structure and execute tasks. You enjoy

goals.

handling details and having a systematic process to do tasks correctly and consistently.
You thrive in keeping systems up and running, maintaining structure and enforcing the rules. You
like your work most when you can carefully systematize processes to work toward well-deﬁned
goals. You enjoy focusing on the details and creating reliable systems to produce predictable,
precise results.

are all about taking action. You are exceptionally focused and wholeheartedly dedicated to your

[ NAME ]'s DISLIKED ACTIVITIES

UNSTIMULATING -- Your self-image is important to you and that you base it very much on the
success and/or status of your work. Jobs that bore you make you feel dull. Work that you don’t
view as important makes you feel insigniﬁcant.
REQUIRES YOU TO DEAL WITH EMOTIONS -- When emotions are running high, logic is often a
useless tool to have handy. A role that requires you to deal with personal issues that carry a lot of
emotional weight is frustrating for you.
DOESN'T BRING YOU INTELLECTUAL CHALLENGES -- You need to have your intellect
challenged at nearly every turn, in order to keep you focused.
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[YOUR TEAMWORK STYLE]

YOUR TEAMWORK STYLE
You are very good at completing tasks and executing goals. You are action-focused when it
comes to planning, extremely organized and devoted to getting the job done. It seems to me that
you believe you are usually right and that is how you work towards your goals. I can see you have

[ NAME ]'s TEAMWORK CONTRIBUTION

PRINCIPLED PROBLEM-SOLVING -- If there is a problem in the workplace, you jump on it,
immediately coming forward with a solution. You need to always be busy with a challenge,
otherwise, you start to look for one.

a lot of self-conﬁdence and use this to lead yourself toward success. I think you work best with

STRATEGIC & SYSTEM-ORIENTED -- Based on your vision, you love designing and building

people who know what they’re doing and keep working toward their goals and you have no time

systems. People look to you for structuring teams and developing action-oriented plans.

for laziness.

PROVIDING INSIGHTFUL STRATEGIES -- You are able to think of ideas in your head, while also

Within a team, you like to produce amazing results that reﬂect your brilliance. Before you make a

working out the ins and outs of how they will work. The plans you create allow yourself and your

decision, you analyze and strategize carefully. I can see you are talented in creating an agenda

teammates to achieve goals.

for your team and delegating tasks for each team member. People come to you for strategic
insight and for analyzing a purpose.

[ NAME ]'s TEAMWORK MINDSET

Within a team, you are focused on the present but also think about the future. It is important to
you that you are in a role where you can think of future possibilities. I think you are a free-thinker
and like to think about all potential outcomes that could better the performance of the team.

ACHIEVEMENT-DRIVEN -- Your main aim at work is to deliver results. Often, you will take on more
work than is expected of you without complaining, while also completing your own tasks.

Because of this, you are ﬂexible and able to cope with change. You also put up with vagueness

NEED TO SUCCEED -- Whether it is your goal or that of your teams’, you will do whatever it takes

from other team members, but you much prefer it when everyone is aware of their roles and

to achieve it. You like to be in control and succeeding in reaching goals helps you to increase

responsibilities. You can remain focused until the team achieve its goals.

your sense of power.

[ NAME ], if you feel conﬁdent, then you are happy to take the lead within a team. You always ask

STIMULATED BY COMPLEX PROBLEMS -- You work well if you can design a solution to a

for other people’s input, while also asserting your perspective. You are quite hands-on when it

complex problem without having to ﬁgure out the small details. You need opportunities to display

comes to taking charge of change and conﬂict and you like to use planned approaches. You

your mastery.

believe that to display your leadership skills and competency with a team, it is important that you
make a good impression on others.

[ NAME ]'s TEAMWORK OPPORTUNITIES

I can see that you want like-minded people on your team. You appreciate those that know what
they are doing and are action-oriented. You also don’t mind socializing now and then with these
team members. I think you do take into account the feelings and thoughts of other members, but

SHOW MORE EMOTIONAL SUPPORT -- You would beneﬁt from supporting your teammates on
an emotional level rather than avoiding it. They will appreciate you for it.

you only include them in the plan if they match up with the wider goals. I can see you tend to

MANAGE CONFLICT BETTER -- It would serve you to manage conﬂict in a cooperative manner

know what is the ‘right’ thing to do and even though you are fair and patient with others,

and by focusing on a shared goal.

ultimately, you will execute a plan even if not everyone is on board.

SHOW MORE EMPATHY -- It is important to be empathetic as everyone is doing their best. It will
serve you well to recognize others’ eﬀorts and contributions.
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[YOUR LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT STYLE]

YOUR LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT STYLE
You are not afraid to be authoritative when the moment calls for it, but you also know how to
step back and let others lead the way. You are a strategic leader who is analytical and rational. I
notice you embrace both ﬁrm resolve and unprecedented ﬂexibility depending on the moment at

[ NAME ]'s VISION & ALIGNMENT

AMBITIOUS -- You know how to deliver on your promises while continuing to dream bigger
visions for the future. You are often found in leadership positions because you know what you
want and you don’t hesitate to go after it.

hand. In any setting or career path, your ability to ﬁnish the task at hand, manage stress, and

EMPOWER OTHERS -- You know how to empower the team and allow them to forge their own

solve problems shines through.

paths towards success. You simply don’t enjoy telling people what to do. You want to share your

When it comes to turning your vision into reality, I think you approach execution in a structured

vision and then let people deliver against it.

way. You love having a good plan in place that allows you to organize everyone and everything

SYSTEMATIC -- You are at your best when you create structure and order in an organization. You

so that you can lead others to success. You need to feel in control, which you achieve by making

are careful and structured in how you approach things, always relying on your principles.

decisions, giving direction to others and checking-in on progress. Some people might see you as
too rigid and strong-willed, but this is just how you get to the best results. I know you want to
deliver above and beyond all expectations, and you always have a bullet-proof plan to get there.
You are a leader who understands the value of structured and deliberate planning in order to set
priorities and reach the desired deliverables. I notice that in doing so, you tend to trust your gut
over planning each step down to the small details. To you, the overall vision comes ﬁrst and the

[ NAME ]'s EXECUTION & MANAGEMENT

ANALYTICAL - You have a unique ability to analyze a problem and drill down to the root causes
that create challenges. You believe that every problem has a solution and with enough thoughtful
analysis, you will ﬁnd it.
EXPECT STRONG WORK ETHIC -- You have an impeccable sense of work ethic and you hold

rest is just details.
At times, this leads you to underestimate what is actually required to complete a task. Yet, you
have a remarkable ability to come through every time as you keep pushing until you achieve

yourself to a very high standard. That is why you tend not to waste time on those who can’t keep
up with your pace and requirements.

your vision. I think you are at your best when you work with someone who thrives on the details

WELCOME IDEAS AND INITIATIVE -- You enjoy pondering new and innovative solutions to every

and can help you execute your ideas.

problem.You typically lead your team towards a constructive brainstorming process that ﬂeshes

I sense you enjoy leading a team by empowering them in ways that will stretch their abilities and

out every possible approach.

enhance their professional growth. Backed by your own experiences and abilities, you feel
comfortable leading in a way that prioritizes logic over personal relationships. You don’t need
validation from others and as such, you don’t seek it out when making decisions.

[ NAME ]'s PROBLEM-SOLVING & DECISION-MAKING

DRIVEN BY OWN HIGH STANDARDS -- You have a set of standards that works well for you. You
are simply searching for the best possible solution; ﬁnding the right answer is far more important
to you than others’ needs.
PRINCIPLED -- You are a principled leader who values doing things in an orderly way and in
compliance with the established rules. You rarely make exceptions or special cases to deviate
from your principles.
ANALYTICAL -- You are at your best when you have time to fully analyze a problem. This allows
you to weigh all the pros and cons while picking the solution with the best chance of success.
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[OTHER PERSONALITY ASSESSMENTS]

OTHER PERSONALITY ASSESSMENTS
The LX system isn't the ﬁrst and will not likely be the last personality proﬁle available to help
people understand themselves better. No system is the 'best', all having positives and negatives.
If you found this book useful you may want to explore your personality further using some of the
excellent alternative approaches available online.

As the LX system is dynamic and designed to measure results at the individual character trait
keyword level, as well as across clusters and categories of keywords, it can be adapted to
simulate many other classic personality assessments. LX is not optimized for these assessments
and so would always recommend you take the original assessment.

[ NAME ]'s Estimated Primary Types

INTJ

Cognitive Type [16 Personalities] ( possibly ISTJ )

Ni

Dominant Cognitive Function (Hero / Heroine)

Te

Auxiliary Cognitive Function (Supporting, Good Parent)

Fi

Tertiary Cognitive Function (Relief, Eternal Child)

Se

Inferior Cognitive Function (Aspirational, Soul / Spirit)

RATIONAL (NT)

Modern Temperaments

Dcs

DISC Assessment

COE

Big 5 Factor Model (in order)

CEI

RIASEC Career Assessment

TYPE 1
GREEN (Thinker)
CHOLERIC (thinker)

Enneagram Assessment ( possibly Type 5 )

True Color Assessment
Ancient Temperaments

More information on these can be found in the Databook section of this book (p110).

IDEAS & NOTES
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YOUR STRENGTHS
So what are your strengths?
Before we dive right into that, it is important to establish what strengths are in general. Or at l
east in my view. Strengths are the things you are naturally good at, enjoy and feel energized
by and as a result, you use them over and over again and you become even better at them
over time.
Of course, this is only true for strengths you are aware of and activate in the right way. You
have plenty of strengths already; the key question is what you do with them.
I believe in doubling down on what you are already good at, so that you can become great
and eventually excellent at them. Investing time and effort in mastering your strengths
seems to be a better investment long-term than getting too hung up on any real or perceived
weaknesses - but more on that later.
Using your strengths energizes you because this is just who you are at core. When you try to
be someone else or something else, it feels draining after a while. It is important to recognize
what these strengths are and then try to avoid doing the things that don’t show up as strengths
in your life as much as you can. This is true in general, but especially true when you think
about the work or career you are in or thinking of going after. Getting stuck in a job that just
doesn’t make the most of your strengths can leave you feel frustrated, anxious and even
resentful. Not fun.
In contrast, when you leverage what you are naturally good at, you enjoy your days more,
and your self-confidence and spirit goes high. You thrive in life and have the motivation to
keep going and make the most of it, regardless of the challenges you might face along the
way.
In summary, knowing your strengths is key because:
● They help you to become your best and feel your best.
● They make you realize that you are amazing the way you are - no need to change.
● They help you focus on the areas where you are most likely to excel in life.
Knowing and leveraging your strengths makes a huge difference in your self-awareness, and
as a consequence, in your self-image and confidence. Instead of trying to work on something
that you might be missing (i.e. a weakness), you realize that all you need to do is to focus on
what you already have, in order to feel satisfied and at peace with yourself.
IDEAS & NOTES
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In a world where everyone is telling you what you are not good at or giving you ‘ constructive
feedback’, it’s important to pause and feel grateful for who you are and know that it is more
than just good enough already.
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In order to leverage your strengths, you need these three things:
1. Awareness: Know what your strengths are; not just in theory but also in practice. Notice
when and how you use them on a daily basis.

The four types of the most prominent character traits:
The four types of the most prominent character traits:
1. Greatest strengths: These are your most used and most natural strengths; the ones you
1. Greatest
are about
your most
and
natural
strengths;
ones you
would
want tostrengths:
be knownThese
for - think
themused
as the
keymost
pillars
of your
personal the
brand.
would want
to be known
for - think
about
them
as the key
pillars
of your
personal
brand.
might not
2. Under-used
strengths:
Even though
these
come
naturally
to you
as well,
you

2. Activation: Try to use these strengths more, in various situations and with different
people in your life. The more you use them, the better you get at them.

use them as much or are aware of them. ‘Secondary strengths’ might be in this category.
2. Under-used strengths: Even though these come naturally to you, you might not use
3. Over-used strengths: When you over-use a particular strength for any reason, the
them as much or are aware of them. ‘Secondary strengths’ might be in this category.
strength may become a blindspot in that situation and have negative eﬀects.

3. Adjustment: It is a good idea to pause sometimes and ask yourself if you are overusing or under-using any of your strengths. If you do, you might want to adjust things.

youafrom
being your
best self
4. Limiting
weaknesses:
Weaknesses
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youprevent
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Of course, awareness is not that easy. I am telling you now that there will be things you read
in the next few pages that you might disagree with, and that is ok. I suggest you ask someone
who knows you well for their opinion if you are open to it. You can even ask them to think of
situations when they have seen you using your strengths - this can be a really valuable
exercise.

People’s4.
personality
be described
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of character
said,
youbest
are most
Limiting can
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Weaknesses
that prevent
youtraits.
fromThat
being
your
self and
your
likely to mention
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you,
i.e.
the
traits
you
consider
living your best life. These are the weaknesses you might want to do something about.
‘strengths’ or your ‘weaknesses’.
People’s personality can be described using hundreds of character traits. That said, you
Any strength
be over-used
under-used
so ones
I will share
on howasks
to notice
andthe
manage
are mostcan
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to mentionorthe
prominent
when tips
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you, i.e.
traits you
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Over-used
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can
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under-used
strengths
can
be
missed
your ‘strengths’ or your ‘weaknesses’.
opportunities.
Any strength can be over-used or under-used so I will share tips on how to notice and
manage that. Over-used strengths can become blindspots, under-used strengths can be
missed opportunities.

I will share some tips and thoughts on activation and adjustment as you read through your
strengths. I hope these will serve as thought-starters that you might try in your day-to-day.
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YOUR 36 LX CHARACTER STRENGTHS

In order to create the LX System, I have organized the universe of thousands of character traits
into
a settostandard
clusters
to simplify
things.
Withoutthe
getting
too mathematical
this, the
In order
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this,
thing I want you to remember is that there are 36 clusters or as we will call them,
thethe
LX one
System.
in
strengths, in the LX System.
I use these 36 mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive strengths to describe anyone’s
character,
including
yours.exclusive
Think about
as your personality
- eventothough
it isanyone’s
the same
I use these
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and this
collectively
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buildingincluding
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the combinations
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strengths
create
an
same
36
building
blocks
for
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the
combinations
and
order
of
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create
amazing range of personalities. And more importantly, it enables me to write a unique and
an amazing range of personalities. And more importantly, it enables me to write a unique and
personalized proﬁle just for you. No one else has the same proﬁle, the same book.
personalized profile just for you. No one else has the same profile, the same book.
Your 12 strengths listed in the next pages reﬂect the 12 of the 36 character traits you have the
Your 12 preference
strengths listed
the next
pages
the 12 ofyou
theto36
character
you ifhave
not comparing
other
people,traits
so even
you
highest
for. Ininother
words,
I am reflect
the highest preference for. In other words, I am not comparing you to other people, so even
have the same #1 strength as someone you know, I won’t be able to compare the two of you (e.g.
if you have the same #1 strength as someone you know, I won’t be able to compare the two
ﬁnd out who is more ‘humble’, for example) until the other person has done their survey too.
of you (e.g. find out who is more ‘humble’, for example) until the other person has done their
survey too.

1

ORGANIZED - Exceptionally well-organised in everything you do.

2

EFFECTIVE - Are always able to deal with problems and achieve good results.

3

ANALYTICAL - Think things through and examine things from all sides using facts.

4

STRONG-WILLED - Firm in your position and take hardships in your stride

5

CENTERED - Know yourself well, understand your own emotions and behaviour.

6

ACTIVATING - Act quickly and decisively, learn as you go.

7

PRINCIPLED - Always act in accordance with what you believe is right.

8

SELF-ASSURED - Confident in your abilities and that you can achieve your goals.

9

DILIGENT - Naturally focus on the small things that others easily miss, ensuring accuracy.

10

ADVENTUROUS - Like to explore and seek thrills, even if it means taking risks.

11

PROGRESSIVE - Always keen to explore what the future holds.

12

LEADING - Organize and mobilize group activities to achieve specific goals.

13

ACCOUNTABLE - Responsible and always aim to follow through on commitments.

14

PERSEVERANT - Achieve success by keep going, particularly when things are difficult.

15

INNOVATIVE - Enjoy thinking of new ways to do things and generating new ideas.

16

MEASURED - Careful about your choices and do not take undue risks.

17

CURIOUS - Like exploration and discovery, and constantly collect information.

18

COMPOSED - Have an inner composure and self-assurance, whatever the situation.

19

SINCERE - Are always true to yourself, even in the face of pressure from others.

20

OBSERVANT - Are able to see subtle things and view the world with good perspective.

21

DIRECT- Decisive and give firm directions.

22

ADAPTABLE - Flex to meet changing situations and requirements.

23

CONVINCING - Bring others round to your way of thinking and win others’ agreement.

24

INSPIRATIONAL - Love to motivate and inspire others to make things happen.

25

LIVELY - Approach life with excitement, energy and zest.

26

LEARNER - Always looking for ways to grow and develop, whatever you are doing.

27

ENGAGING - Establish rapport and relationships with others quickly and easily.

28

JOYFUL - Always maintain a positive attitude and outlook on life.

29

HUMBLE - Happy to underplay your contributions while others take the spotlight.

30

AGREEABLE - Always cooperative and always a good team player.

31

RESPECTFUL - Treat others with respect and are tolerant of differences.

32

CARING - Deeply care about others, doing all you can to help and support.

33

TRUSTING - Assume the best of people and are open about feelings and thoughts.

34

UNDERSTANDING - Feel connected to others as you sense what people are feeling.

35

GENEROUS - Have an altruistic nature and giving spirit.

36

OUTGOING - Make connections with people, instinctively making links and introductions.

KEY: PRIMARY STRENGTHS - SECONDARY STRENGTHS - MID-RANGE - BLINDSPOTS
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You like coordinating tasks and chores to reach a desired end. When you organize things, you do

[ NAME ]'s 1st PRIMARY STRENGT

it with an end in mind. It is not just for the sake of being organized, but rather being eﬃcient and

ORGANIZED (Systematic, Structured, Strategic)
★ You are gifted when it comes to bringing order to your environment. You like to look at
the big picture and build routines that ensure order and structure in your life.

eﬀective. You aren’t intimidated by complex and vague situations. Even though you value putting
plans together; however, they aren’t unbendable. Whenever you feel there is room for
improvement, you go ahead and make the necessary changes that guarantee the best outcome.

★ You hold up a good reputation when it comes to scheduling events and deliverables in
order to achieve your goals. You enjoy coordinating people and tasks to succeed in
whatever you set out to do.

Your talent for organization is quite well known, among family and friends as well as colleagues.

★ When you are part of any group, you will often ﬁnd yourself organizing everything and
everyone. It is because you are likely the best person to create structure and bring
sense into any chaos.

avoiding clutter both in your surroundings and in your mind gives you a clear line-of-sight to the

★ You probably judge many people based on how orderly they are. You are an organized
person yourself who writes to-do-lists, creates schedules and has no idea what the word
‘clutter’ even means.
USE ACTIVELY: Even though most things in your life are scheduled and organized, leaving
room for spontaneity can serve you well. Remember, sometimes life just happens.
OVERUSE RISK: In your world, everything may have a place in the bigger picture. Not
everything and everyone in life needs order though. Being more ﬂexible sometimes can lead
to greater optionality. Being too structured can make you ignore practicalities and overly
constrain things. Extreme overuse of this strength can make you be perceived as rigid,
inﬂexible and potentially compulsive.

Time and again, you have proven yourself as a leader by devising a successful approach to
complex tasks and then putting the right people in place to see it through. Your penchant for
goal you need to achieve.
It is important, however, to realize that being structured and organized is not how many people
get things done. Avoid micromanagement or trying to tell people how to best go about their
tasks. It can breed resentment and your helpful intention might backﬁre. Try to appreciate that
some people work better in a spontaneous environment that, to you, seems chaotic and
distracting. In fact, it could be a valuable learning experience to try to embrace others’ styles once
in a while.
YOUR REFLECTIONS…

THOUGHT-STARTER: How do you allow spontaneity in your life? Is it something you want to
have more of? It is possible to schedule spontaneity in a way that you still feel being in
control.
TOP TIP: Ask yourself where in your life you would like to be a bit more spontaneous. What
would you need to do to allow it but still feel safe and in control of the situation? What could
others do to support you?
THOUGHT-STARTER: How can you make sure that you are not missing out on opportunities
because of your need to do things in a certain way? Sometimes deviating from how you do
things opens up opportunities for learning.
TOP TIP: Seek out opportunities to try out diﬀerent things and ‘fail safe’ so that you don’t feel
the pressure to default to your methods.
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You are a person of action who can manage eﬀectively the daily real-world tasks. It is this

[ NAME ]'s 2nd PRIMARY STRENGT

EFFECTIVE (Productive, Practical, Resourceful)

practical approach and freedom that allows you to deal with diﬃcult situations eﬀectively.
Together with your drive to be productive, you accomplish a lot. Whenever needed, you will jump

★ As a practical person, you can easily manage any problem you encounter. Whether
alone or in a group, you know how to achieve results and realize your goals.

right in and get to work, especially if it is a crisis situation that leaves others clueless about what

★ Although you know how to come up with ideas, you are far from a conceptual thinker.
You are continuously motivated to drive change and get things done.

You thrive on problem-solving and opportunities to use your natural talent for coming up with

★ You feel more comfortable using measurable information. That is why you are more
likely to share workable solutions in brainstorming sessions. You can easily spot
potential risks and come up with contingency plans.

you. Alone or in a group, you love generating ideas, weighing pros and cons and ﬁguring out
ways around any diﬃculties that might come in your way. Identifying areas that need your

★ Even when you deal with practical topics, you can still be creative. You can handle any
situation no matter how intolerable it seems. You depend on your energy and need for
productivity to drive you where you need to go.

There is danger, however, in being overly focused on solving a problem that might turn out to be

USE ACTIVELY: You can get so caught up in trying to solve an ‘impossible’ problem that it may
become hard to realize it is indeed impossible and so it is time to move on and let go.
OVERUSE RISK: Eﬃciency can be good and necessary, but sometimes it is not needed. Too
much change and optimization can lead to uncertainty, exhaustion and instability. Sometimes
things are eﬃcient enough and do not need improving. Learning to judge this point and move
on is important. Extreme overuse of this strength can lead to unrealistic aims being set on how
much something can be delivered or improved.

to do.

various ways of achieving your goals. Driving progress and change is incredibly invigorating for

expertise and experience is another great source of satisfaction for you.

the ‘wrong problem’. With all of your experience, people look to you as both a source of solution
and a voice of reason. Remind yourself and others that sometimes stepping back to check the
bigger picture is the fastest way forward. Help others understand that knowing when to move on
to a more pressing issue is the surest path toward progress.
YOUR REFLECTIONS…

THOUGHT-STARTER: How can you tell when something is ‘good enough’ or if you need to
keep improving, optimizing or pursuing it? Your love for eﬃciency and high standards are
impressive, however, they might mislead you sometimes.
TOP TIP: Before you get started with a new project, try to articulate what is ‘good enough’ so
that you know when you have arrived there.
THOUGHT-STARTER: Have you found yourself in situations where you were so focused on
getting things done that you forgot the bigger picture? You take pride in being able to ﬁnd
solutions to whatever comes up and get through the details so that you ﬁnish what you set out
to do.
TOP TIP: Take a step back sometimes and reevaluate the bigger picture and if you are still
focused on the right question or problem to solve.
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You display a meticulous use of thought and language which is why you are often hailed as a

[ NAME ]'s 3rd PRIMARY STRENGT

leader in your ﬁeld of specialization. You appreciate stimulating conversations and it is important

ANALYTICAL (Logical, Conceptual, Rational)
★ Before you decide on something, you study it carefully, look for the underlying causes
and never reach a conclusion before you have analyzed all aspects.

for you to have enough space to reﬂect and meditate on matters that concern you. This allows
you the clarity you need to convey your ideas and to act prudently to the problems you face.
You do not rush decisions for the sake of looking decisive. Respecting the diverse nature of

★ You make decisions based on mainly hard facts and after you have closely evaluated
and studied all aspects that would aﬀect the situation.

diﬃculties, you refuse to move forward until you have considered all possible aspects of the

★ You love puzzles and mind games in general, the more complex the better.

in life. Your ability to foresee consequences is very important and useful to people around you.

★ In a world that is ﬁlled with intricate details and challenges, your analytical capabilities
are considered a powerful skill; one that will allow you to connect the dots and
understand how the diﬀerent parts are connected.

Share your insights, by all means. But there is no need to share every inner-question you ask

USE ACTIVELY: Remember to spot when a problem can’t be resolved by more analysis. Ask
for others’ perspectives and try to tune into your intuition when all else fails.
OVERUSE RISK: Careful not to analyse everything and when you do analyse something, know
when to move on. Some problems cannot be solved so keep perspective and know when to
stop. Sometimes moving quickly and decisively without a complete answer is the right
approach. Extreme overuse of this strength can make you appear detached and impersonal
which might challenge your relationships with others.

situation. That desire you display in seeing things through is part of what makes you successful

with others at all times. The vigorous process of questioning may not seem as important or
necessary to others, while this is how you come up with answers. Sometimes it might be best if
you keep your analytical process to yourself and just share your conclusion with others.
YOUR REFLECTIONS…

THOUGHT-STARTER: How do you stop yourself from spiraling into detailed analysis and
instead, turn your attention to your intuition? Being able to listen to your gut can help you
make better decisions and save you some time.
TOP TIP: Learn to tap into your intuition more in addition to turning to objective facts. Step
away from things so that you can clear your head and make space for your subconscious.
THOUGHT-STARTER: How does it make you feel when you just can’t make sense of
something? Not everything can be explained and so the best you can do is acceptance, so
that you can move on to other things in life. You can’t ﬁnd answers to everything, that’s the
reality.
TOP TIP: Notice when you get frustrated by not getting answers or insights you are looking
for. Maybe take a break and come back to it later, or accept things or people as they are.
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When it comes to standing up for your beliefs, you can prove to be determined. For you to change

[ NAME ]'s 4th PRIMARY STRENGT

STRONG-WILLED (Robust, Resilient, Determined)
★ You manage to remain tough and strong in demanding situations. In other words, you
don’t melt down when placed under pressure.
★ No matter how hard life gets, your mental toughness and persistence keeps you going.
You ﬁnd huge pleasure in conquering the obstacles you meet along the way as you set
out to achieve your goals.
★ Your competence at any task you take on combined with your resilient nature is
priceless. You are a strong person who has the determination to succeed.
★ You are undaunted by failures or diﬃculties which is why you have absolute faith that
you will reach your goals. You go by the ancient wisdom ‘Our greatest glory is not in
never falling, but in rising every time we fall.’
USE ACTIVELY: Make sure you are selective about the goals, causes or projects you channel
your resilience and energy into. Doing fewer things better without burnout is key.
OVERUSE RISK: Being ﬁrm and determined is important, but taken too far it can be seen as
inﬂexible and obstructive. Being resilient does not mean you should always be in situations
that need it. Doing so can make you overly hardened about life. Extreme overuse of this
strength can be seen as too uncompromising, stubborn and headstrong.

your stance, there must be a valid and strong case. You are remarkably stubborn and
strong-willed. Because of your persistent nature, you hold on to your convictions even when
challenged by criticism.
‘When the going gets tough, the tough get going!’ That is an old saying, but it certainly applies to
you. Strength and toughness are your trademarks, and they have seen you through some rough
times. The idea of you meting down in the face of diﬃculty is unthinkable to people. Tackling
obstacles gives you an immense amount of satisfaction. And it is something you do without fear of
failure, because you relish the additional challenge of getting up and persevering if you fall.
Since you have been demonstrating your toughness for quite a while, you may want to consider
the eﬀect that might have on the people around you. Be careful that you are not making others
feel unappreciated if they express concern for your welfare. If they perceive you as stubborn and
combative, they may avoid giving you helpful advice. Even if you choose to go your own way, at
least do people the courtesy of listening.
YOUR REFLECTIONS…

THOUGHT-STARTER: Is the journey of pursuing goals make you happy? Achievement brings
joy but so does the journey to get there. Especially when you need to work long and hard for
something, why not make sure that the journey itself is enjoyable in some ways?
TOP TIP: When you work hard to achieve something, instead of toughening up even more,
stop for a second to ask yourself ‘How could this be more fun?’.
THOUGHT-STARTER: How do you feel about situations when you need to compromise? This
might not be your favorite thing, but sometimes necessary. Recognizing which situations call
for it can save important relationships in your life.
TOP TIP: When headed into a debate, have a clear idea of what you are willing to compromise
on and what you aren’t. Use both logic and emotion in the equation.
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You are capable of controlling your feelings and actions. You pay particular attention to how you

[ NAME ]'s 5th PRIMARY STRENGT

are perceived as a person which reﬂects on the way you live your life. It might be diﬃcult

CENTERED (Balanced, Calm, Self-Aware)
★ When you feel gratitude for the things you have in life, it helps you to look at the big
picture and stay centered even during diﬃcult times.
★ When things get messy and drive everyone else to lose their mind, you can handle the
situation in a calm and focused manner.
★ Your sensible and stable attitude makes others likely to turn to you for sound advice and
guidance, especially in crisis situations. A simple and level-headed approach is one you
are most likely to follow to get through any challenges.
★ Others ﬁnd you reassuring during diﬃcult times as you radiate stability and are able to
put things into perspective. You don’t get too emotional and in fact, often seek rational
arguments and facts to be able to truly see things as they are.
USE ACTIVELY: There is a time for showing enthusiasm, excitement and appreciation instead
of being calm and stoic. Learn to make an eﬀort in those moments that matter.
OVERUSE RISK: Extreme overuse of this strength can make you seem unemotional or even
repressed to some. Experiencing and showing all sorts of emotions, whether it is being
enthusiastic, surprised or scared is a natural part of life. Make sure that others understand that
you are experiencing these emotions as well, even if they don’t show as openly.

sometimes to get a grip on your feelings, yet you still manage to control your outward behavior
and how the world sees you.
While others are pushing the panic button over an obstacle, you can be found calmly ﬁguring out
a way around it. You look at problems and see them for what they are: momentary glitches in an
otherwise great life. That calm rationality makes you something of a mentor for others, who turn to
you for a well-rounded perspective on things they need to deal with. When someone is carried
away by emotion, you help them look past their feelings and see the situation clearly.
The years have taught you that rough patches eventually pass and that how you react to them is
what is important. Through self-control and rational thinking, you have managed to turn adversity
into a learning experience for you and for others. Be careful though, as the years go by, that you
do not get cynical about others’ lack of calm, maybe even judging them for their intense
emotional display.
YOUR REFLECTIONS…

THOUGHT-STARTER: How do you show when you are excited or happy about something or
someone? Withholding emotions can be perceived sometimes as if you lacked enthusiasm
about people, ideas or experiences. Showing how much something or someone means to you
is important for creating meaningful connections with others.
TOP TIP: Be aware that it can be hard for others to know how you feel. Find ways to show
more obviously but still authentically when you feel happy and excited.
THOUGHT-STARTER: How could you help others in your life to keep perspective when things
get tough? Think of people who tend to get anxious or stressed easily and have a hard time
with bouncing back and ﬁnding their center.
TOP TIP: When someone important to you goes through a rough time, be there for them with
your calming presence. Talk things through until they gain a healthy perspective.
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You can hardly be idle. You are always trying to come up with a game changer idea in your

[ NAME ]'s 6th PRIMARY STRENGT

ACTIVATING (Proactive, Accelerating, Initiating)
★ You don’t like it when things are standing still so you focus your energy on bringing
action to the situation. Your passion and energy drive others to perform well and, at the
same time, to deliver results.
★ You know how to take fresh ideas and mold them into actions that produce results.
Patience is not your thing. You are usually the one pushing others into action.
★ You believe that people can analyze, plan and discuss details as much as they wish;
however, without taking action, nothing real can ever happen.
★ It is the things that you get done that matters after all and what others will evaluate you
on. No thoughts, intentions or ideas will count if no results are achieved.
USE ACTIVELY: Be careful not to push too hard or take others down the wrong path just to
create momentum. Pause before important decisions or ask people for their input.
OVERUSE RISK: Always trying to act quickly with purpose and to optimize all your time can
lead you to exhaust yourself and others. It can also lead you down the wrong path if options
are not fully considered. Learning to pause and reﬂect can be critical sometimes. Extreme
overuse of this strength can be seen as being rushed and, at times, rule-breaking.

domain. When an opportunity arises, you are quick to seize it and turn it into a big success.
Whatever your career might be, you will notice that you end up pursuing opportunities that allow
you to undertake new and audacious projects.
Patience is not a word people necessarily associate with you. You have a limited tolerance for
lengthy discussion. Once there are good ideas on the table, your talent is for taking them and
turning them into action quickly and eﬃciently. You see nothing to be gained by rehashing pros
and cons over and over. You have been around the block a few times and know that actions and
results are what matters in the bigger picture.
While acting fast and encouraging others to do so has probably served you well in your life and
career so far, just make sure you are not alienating people in the process. Just because people
acknowledge your decisiveness and results-focused style, it does not mean they are all fans of it.
Making sure you allow others to take action, even if they do not act as quickly as you, is key to
making others feel empowered and trusted.
YOUR REFLECTIONS…

THOUGHT-STARTER: How do you manage being with people who need more time for
reﬂection or for contemplating ideas and options before deciding? You probably ﬁnd it hard to
stay patient most of the time. Especially when you are really keen to get going.
TOP TIP: Being able to jointly agree on timelines that work for you and others can help you
balance your need for action with others’ need for reﬂection.
THOUGHT-STARTER: How can you take on more leadership positions in your life, especially in
your work? Getting things going quickly is your superpower, so leadership roles suit you well.
You need to feel empowered to make a call and get on with things.
TOP TIP: If you ﬁnd that you don’t have authority and instead, it feels like you always have to
wait for someone to give you the green light, try to take on more ownership.
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[ NAME ]'s 1st SECONDARY STRENGT

[ NAME ]'s 2nd SECONDARY STRENGTH

PRINCIPLED (Unbiased, Objective, Fair)

SELF-ASSURED (Conﬁdent, Competitive, Fearless)

★ You try to give everyone the same treatment, opportunities regardless of their social or
professional status. You also try and not let your feelings get in the way when making
important decisions.

★ How others perceive you doesn’t aﬀect you much. Your fearless nature combined with
your belief in your capabilities brings you the conﬁdence that you are dealing with life in
the best possible way.

★ You have the ability to recognize people, facts and circumstances without bias.
Whenever possible, you try to ﬁnd independent and objective answers.

★ Becoming the very best at what you do is what you strive to achieve in life. You trust
your abilities and skill set to always push yourself to be your best.

REFLECT

REFLECT

●

What guides you to make the right decision quickly and easily?

●

When, or in what situations, are you at your competitive best?

●

How is your strength of fairness expressed at work and at home?

●

Where does your conﬁdence in your ability to achieve things come from?

●

How do you reconcile your sense of fairness with the reality that 'life is not fair'?

●

In what situations has your self belief been most challenged?

SET-UP FOR SUCCESS

SET-UP FOR SUCCESS

●

Speak up. Your clear judgements can be very persuasive with others. Conﬁdently
express the views of your team or family on important topics.

●

Mentor others by explaining your rationale for risk-taking. What makes you take that
leap of faith? What are your strategies and resources?

●

Put together a checklist of things to consider when making decisions. Consider
milestones, stakeholders, processes, challenges and beneﬁts.

●

Face your fears in areas that serve your goals rather than for the sake of the thrill. Make
informed choices that serve a purpose and have beneﬁts.

USE MORE: Make sure you stay open to what is ‘fair’ for other people. Fairness is always
subjective and you can gain a lot from being able to relate to other people’s reality.

IDEAS TO USE T IS STRENGT

●

●

●

MORE:

USE MORE: Don't just go from one win to the next without reﬂecting. Take time to appreciate
your eﬀorts and what made you win; celebrate your achievements.

IDEAS TO USE T IS STRENGT

You have little patience for those who bend the rules and take shortcuts just to gain
some sort of competitive advantage. Be the voice of fairness even when others don't
stand up for it.
You believe that rules are in place for a reason and you are ready to ensure that those
who break them are held accountable. Build a reputation as someone who does not
tolerate unjustiﬁed exceptions.
You take a disciplined approach to life because that is how you get the most out of it.
Others may not understand this and instead, mistake it to rigidity. Share your approach
more openly when you see any resistance.
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●

MORE:

Become a role-model to others when it comes to facing diﬃculties, setbacks or stress in
life. Share how you overcome these by keeping a positive mental attitude at all times.
Others can learn a lot from you.

●

Keep setting stretching goals for yourself as long as you believe they are attainable. Don’t
be put oﬀ if others see them as unrealistic. To you, these are the goals that help you to
grow the most.

●

Think of your bucket list and the things you have been putting oﬀ. Which one would you
go after if you knew that you couldn't fail? Consider giving it a go this year.
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[ NAME ]'s 3rd SECONDARY STRENGT

[ NAME ]'s 4th SECONDARY STRENGT

DILIGENT (Deliberate, Prepared, Thorough)

ADVENTUROUS (Intrepid, Full-of-awe, Thrill-Seeking)

★ You pursue high quality work by delivering accurately ﬁnished tasks. As a deliberate
person, you try to be ready with a plan under any circumstances.
★ You prefer to run your life in a systematic and prepared way. It is for this reason that you
perform your everyday jobs in an orderly manner. Before you make a decision, you take
into consideration all possible obstacles and implications.
REFLECT
●

In what situations your attention to detail is the most valuable to you?

●

How do you best balance your focus on detail with you ability to delivery on time?

●

What is it that most energizes you about planning?

SET-UP FOR SUCCESS
●
●

Stick to work roles with structure. Sell your dependency, discipline, and above all
eﬃciency to people.
Always explain your rationale for caution, so as not to look too fearful of action. While
your instincts are usually right, back them up with some calculated risks.

USE MORE: Don't get stuck with all the details. Make sure you balance being thorough with
creativity and with a focus on the big picture.

IDEAS TO USE T IS STRENGT

●

●

MORE:

★ You are easily bored by routine and aren’t afraid to take risks. As a matter of fact, you
ﬁnd risk-taking thrilling. You can’t live without exciting experiences so you always have
new activities on the horizon, be it traveling or trying out a new hobby.
★ To you, ordinary matters are quite boring. You never settle for that and instead, you
keep digging to get more out of life and to discover the world around you. This means
that you regularly do things outside of your comfort zone
REFLECT
●

What's the biggest risk you have taken? How did you beneﬁt from it?

●

What impact does your sense of adventure have on you or others around you?

●

How does your courageous nature have a positive impact on your life?

SET-UP FOR SUCCESS
●

Is there a task or project you would love to do right now but have put oﬀ?

●

Create a list of questions when considering a new approach, to weigh the beneﬁts of
choosing a riskier approach. Share it with others to gain their trust.

USE MORE: Identify areas in your personal and professional life where you could be a bit more
courageous. What is holding you back? What is the worst that can happen?

IDEAS TO USE T IS STRENGT

Try to focus on the outcomes rather than the process itself when you have to work with

●

Bring some variety into your life by planning fun and exciting things for weekends and

others. Most likely they are less diligent than you are, so by focusing on your own work

holidays. Some things require a bit of work in advance, but the experience and energy

and their output, you will feel more satisﬁed.

you get out of it is worth the eﬀort.

Everyone makes mistakes, including you. Slip-ups in life are inevitable, but it is how you

●

handle them that is important. Don’t let them dishearten you by being too hard on
yourself.
●

MORE:

Think of small ways that could help you infuse this appetite into your day-to-day.
●

You are the person who encourages others to think before they act in order to consider

You are open to new experiences and opportunities to see and learn more about life.

Pause to examine your major goals in life and see where a bold, decisive action would be
the most impactful. Do not let fear hold you back and instead, get ready to move forward.

the facts and important details. Try to speak up more and be a sounding board to people.
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[ NAME ]'s 5th SECONDARY STRENGT

[ NAME ]'s 6th SECONDARY STRENGT

PROGRESSIVE (Liberal, Reforming, Challenging)

LEADING (Decisive, Results-Focused, Ambitious)

★ You have an open-minded approach that drives you to question tradition, authority and
how things are.
★ When backed by enough evidence, you are prepared to change your opinion to support
new ideas and situations that call for change.
REFLECT
●

In what situations has being liberal served you well so far?

●

What is the best way for you to communicate your ideas in a convincing way?

●

How can you surround yourself with more like-minded people?

SET-UP FOR SUCCESS
●
●

Find a friend or colleague who likes pondering about what if / what could be. Your
discussions will fuel each other to reach for greater heights of creativity.
Partner with someone who is great at starting things. This person can remind you to
take action today in order to create the future you have dreamt up.

USE MORE: Balance new solutions with the tried and trusted. There could be a good reason
why things are done in a certain way and you might learn something useful from it.

IDEAS TO USE T IS STRENGT

●

★ It makes you proud to know that people turn to you when they need something to be
taken care of. You take the lead whenever needed and make things happen.
REFLECT
●

How eﬀective of a leader do you think you are? What would others say?

●

What have been your greatest leadership successes and challenges?

●

How do you decide when to lead and when to allow others to lead?

SET-UP FOR SUCCESS
●

Lead an activity, assignment or project and actively solicit opinions from others.

●

Take on more complex projects with ambitious goals to stretch yourself and your
leadership skills when facing challenges, diﬃcult group dynamics, unexpected changes
or curveballs, etc.

USE MORE: There are diﬀerent styles of leadership, and to be a well-rounded leader, it is best
to understand the diﬀerent styles and to be able to tap into them as needed.

MORE:

Combine your progressive thinking with a pragmatic approach. You want to make sure
that while you come up with original ideas, those ideas are rooted in reality.

●

★ You know well how to lead a group of people towards achieving a shared goal.
Focusing on the results is how you keep people motivated. You always try to plan and
execute to the best of your abilities.

IDEAS TO USE T IS STRENGT

●

●

You excel when you are in charge of important projects, especially when there is a lot at
stake. Make it known to others that you are eager to take on such challenging situations.

tangible and easy to grasp.
●

Think about how you could contribute in a meaningful way, however big or small that
might be, to your communities. Lead the way to making a lasting positive diﬀerence.

You have a clear view of the future you want to create, but sometimes others cannot so
easily comprehend your vision. Think about how to articulate your ideas in a way that it is

MORE:

You can thrive in the role of a visionary leader, but you need people around you that can

●

Operating autonomously suits you as you don’t look to others for guidance. Make the

support your vision. You don't need to do it all alone. Make sure you have people on

most of this quality by taking on big and complex projects that require a lot of self-reliance

board who will make your ideas happen.

and ambition.
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LIMITING WEAKNESSES

Limiting Weaknesses
I hope you can see now how many amazing strengths you already have. It is easier, of course,
to focus on what is missing but trust me, you will be much happier and successful in life if
you focus on what you already have and try to become great at it. Aim to be so good at a few
things that others can’t ignore you.
I find it to be a mistake when people aim to become a so-called ‘ well-rounded person’. The
risk is that at best, you become quite average at many things. I am not sure that it is what will
help you to become your best self. In fact, I know it isn’t.
You have plenty of strengths, whether or not you were aware of them. You don’t necessarily
need to develop more, however, don’t confuse strengths with skills and knowledge - these
are things you will want to and need to acquire throughout your life.
Most of your strengths develop by your l ate teens, after that it is a matter of nurturing and
investing in them. The more you can use your strengths, the more energized and fulfilled you
will feel both in your personal and professional life. You can be your authentic self without
ever trying to be someone you are not. And people will love and respect you for it.
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The key question to ask yourself is this: ‘Does this weakness prevent me from achieving my
goals in life and becoming my best self?’. If the answer is ‘yes’ then it is a limiting weakness
The key question to ask yourself is this: ‘Does this weakness prevent me from achieving my goals
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investing time and eﬀort into doubling-down on your strengths, making sure you address limiting
weaknesses is how you progress as a human-being.
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[ NAME ]'s POSSIBLE BLINDSPOT

[ NAME ]'s POSSIBLE BLINDSPOT

LESS OUTGOING

◆ 83

Sometimes Guarded, Unsociable, Private

You enjoy being around certain people, but generally ﬁnd that dealing with others,
especially people you do not know, often saps your energy and is mostly unrewarding.
You prefer to interact with people you know well, and so you probably keep your social
life fairly simple.
You can be diﬃcult to get to know as you tend to be extremely private when it comes to
your personal life. You may use this image to keep yourself from having to truly open up,
even to close friends who may struggle to get into your heart and mind sometimes.
IMPORTANCE OF USAGE: Even if you love being alone, you might risk ﬁnding yourself lonely
after a while without meaningful connections. The feeling of belonging is powerful and you
probably need to put some conscious eﬀort into it in order to achieve it. Having a few close
friends energizes you after all and makes you happier in life.
LEARN, COMPENSATE, DELEGATE or IGNORE: Even though you recognize the value of
connecting with others more, you probably have a good reason for being guarded. Even taking
small steps you are comfortable with is a good strategy for you, e.g. trying to get to know just
one person at a gathering that you ﬁnd interesting is a good win.

LESS GENEROUS

Sometimes Ungiving, Unsharing, Uncharitable

You probably believe that everyone should be self-suﬃcient, just as you are, and
therefore you rarely feel the need to go above and beyond in order to help others. You
tend to focus on your own needs since you know that not many people would look out
for you when push comes to shove.
You don’t often see the value in spending too much time and eﬀort helping out others,
especially when it may prevent you from focusing on your own goals.
IMPORTANCE OF USAGE: In one way or another, being generous pays back over time. People
often remember when you helped them in need, when you were generous with your time,
support, skills, or resources. You rarely know when you will need a favor. Also, you might ﬁnd it
genuinely rewarding to make a diﬀerence in someone’s life or work.
LEARN, COMPENSATE, DELEGATE or IGNORE: Think of your core values and beliefs. How
would helping others align with those values? Try to identify what is the easiest way for you to
become more generous in a way that doesn’t distract you from your goals and needs.
USE CAREFULLY: Make sure you are genuine when it comes to giving. Only spend your time
and energy on people and causes you truly believe in, not because it is expected.

USE CAREFULLY: Don’t put yourself into situations that make you want to run. Pick groups and
events strategically so that you will likely ﬁnd some great people to connect with.
THOUGHT-STARTER FOR YOU:

Do you feel like you approach life with a scarcity mindset instead of one of abundance? With a

THOUGHT-STARTER FOR YOU:

scarcity mindset you believe that there isn’t enough for everyone and so you need to ﬁght for

How do you seek out events or social gatherings where it is highly likely that you will meet some

and protect everything that you need in your life.

interesting people? Picking events strategically can bring you a better ROI on your time and

TOP TIP: Ask yourself what if there was enough for everyone. Would you share your time,

energy invested in attending.

accomplishments, support, etc. with others? How can you shift your mindset?

TOP TIP: Look for events with a topic or theme that you are interested in. Go with people you
know who can introduce you to others. Choose smaller, more intimate gatherings.
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LESS UNDERSTANDING
Insensitive
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[ NAME ]'s POSSIBLE BLINDSPOT

Sometimes Unfeeling, Unsympathetic,

You may ﬁnd it diﬃcult to judge people’s emotions and feelings and to pick up on subtle
clues. You might not always manage to interpret people’s emotions well or to
understand their motivations, needs, values or mindset.
Your decision making is usually not driven by your concerns for others, but rather driven
by your own needs, values or motifs. You are not afraid to hold an unpopular opinion or
to make unpopular choices if the situation calls for it.
IMPORTANCE OF USAGE: Being more tuned into the feelings of others and being aware of how
decisions will impact people can make you more successful both in your personal and
professional life. Finding balance between being more understanding of others and staying true
to your values and beliefs is important.
LEARN, COMPENSATE, DELEGATE or IGNORE: Tuning into other people’s motivations and
needs can make it easier for you to understand any situation and to come up with better
solutions. Ask more insightful questions to get to know people on a personal level and to
understand how they are truly doing.
USE CAREFULLY: Don’t compromise your own values and beliefs. You can be empathetic to
others without having to agree with them in order to make them feel heard and validated.

LESS TRUSTING

Sometimes Suspicious, Cold, Unappreciative

It doesn’t come that easy for you to build deep relationships with people. You tend to be
somewhat sceptical of others’ intentions, so it takes time for you to be able to build trust
with people. And sometimes this trust can disappear in a second.
You may ﬁnd it hard to accept and respect people for who they are, and not be
judgemental about them. You are sometimes annoyed by how people are and the things
they do. You can be not so forgiving of the behaviors or attitudes of others.
IMPORTANCE OF USAGE: Even though you believe you must look out for yourself since no one
else cares about you as much as you do, letting people in slowly would make you feel more
connected and loved. Having people in your life to rely on is important. Being more trusting and
vulnerable is in fact the way towards such deep relationships.
LEARN, COMPENSATE, DELEGATE or IGNORE: Create opportunities for others to prove to you
that they can be trusted. Small steps can lead you to establish deeper relationships with people.
Also, think of what things you want to be forgiven for. Make sure you treat others equally and
that there are no double standards.
USE CAREFULLY: Invest in the relationships only with people you truly care about. Make them
feel important and appreciated by opening up a bit more and letting them in.

THOUGHT-STARTER FOR YOU:
THOUGHT-STARTER FOR YOU:

What makes you sceptical about people’s motivations and intentions in general? Bigger or

How can you make others feel heard and understood? Making people feel heard and validated

smaller disappointments in others can make you feel more alert than others when it comes to

can be diﬃcult especially if you don’t naturally express emotions or support. It is important in

people’s intentions.

order to create deeper connections and relationships.
TOP TIP: Show you understand what the other person says and experiences. Ask thoughtful

TOP TIP: When you assume harmful intent, ask yourself, what can possibly be the positive intent
behind someone’s words or actions. Try to evaluate both scenarios equally.

questions to truly get a grasp of what is happening inside them.
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YOUR CHARACTER PROFILE

Now that you are more aware of your strengths and potential weaknesses, I hope you see that
there is a lot to feel good about. You have a lot of potential and the ability to make the most of
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I will describe these in more detail in the next few pages and share my observations about
your character in this context.

IDEAS & NOTES
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[YOUR
CHARACTERISTICS]
YOUROPEN-MINDEDNESS
OPEN-MINDEDNESS
CHARACTERISTICS
Open-mindedness relates to the extent to which a person is open to experiencing a variety of

FAIRLY INTERESTED (sometimes more Open-minded; sometimes more
Straight-forward)

activities and thoughts. This character group features traits that are knowledge and thinking

orientated, but importantly both creative and logically focused. People high in this trait tend to be
imaginative, insightful, intellectual and have a broad range of interests. They are typically very
observant, enjoy solving problems, have innovative ideas and can be progressive and
unconventional. The need to uncover the ‘truth’ and ‘why’ are what drives individuals with high
‘open-mindedness’.

Reviewing your strengths related to Open-mindedness characteristics it appears you are:
OBSERVANT [Mid range] -- Somewhat grounded, you mainly take a closer look at something if
it is relevant and meaningful to you. You are able to think through the practical aspects of any
situation, and can be a hard-headed realist when needed.

MINDSET -- You approach things in a somewhat intellectual and imaginative manner. You are
interested in abstract ideas and enjoy artistic and intellectual pursuits as much as most people.
You appreciate innovation and eﬃciency, but are not known for being exceptionally creative or
curious. You go deep in a few areas you enjoy or are interested in though.
WHEN YOU ARE BEING OPEN-MINDED...
• Intellectual -- Your intellectual capacity and curiosity may seem limitless.
• Unconventional -- You look for diﬀerent, original ideas to solve problems with.
• Imaginative -- You can connect the dots in ways that others are unable to see without you.

ANALYTICAL [Higher] -- You often think in structures, symbols and easily notice underlying
patterns. You look beyond the basic facts using them to run a more complex analysis of the
problem at hand in order to drive a higher level of insights.
LEARNER [Lower] -- You likely prefer activities and hobbies that have a practical purpose and
a tangible output rather than theoretical or intellectual pursuits. Things like food, sports, travel,
for example, hold more attraction to you than learning about something abstract.

• Too Inﬂexible? -- You may be seen as too rigid in your thinking by other people.
• Too Ignorant? -- You may inadvertently disregard others' ideas, thoughts and feelings.
WHEN YOU ARE BEING STRAIGHTFORWARD...
• Hands-on -- You prefer to roll up your sleeves and get going with the task ahead.

CURIOUS [Mid range] -- You have intellectual curiosity, but it usually takes a lot for something
or someone to get your attention. You are likely selective when it comes to where you spend
your time and are careful with potential distractions that come in your way daily.

• Practical -- You don’t overcomplicate things, but rather seek out the obvious solution.
• Conventional -- You value the tried and trusted approaches, methods and tools.

PROGRESSIVE [Higher] -- You are open to new and unconventional ideas. This does not mean

• Too Conventional? -- You might refuse to even consider unconventional ideas.

you always take a liberal stance, but you are open to considering and implementing non

• Too Close-minded? -- Change and any disruption to how your life is might be threatening.

traditional approaches, as you believe in the evolution of the status quo in general.

FRUSTRATIONS -- You can see the value in both being innovative and turning to the tried and
trusted. It can be diﬃcult for you to engage with those who are either too extreme

INNOVATIVE [Mid range] -- You strike a balance between creativity and practicality. You can

Open-minded or too extreme Straightforward.

be imaginative and innovative when the situation calls for it, but never so much that your head
is lost in the clouds. When you face any problem, you know how to balance creative solutions
with pragmatic considerations.
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YOUR CONSCIENTIOUSNESS CHARACTERISTICS

YOUR CONSCIENTIOUSNESS CHARACTERISTICS

MORE CONSCIENTIOUS (higher than most people)

Conscientiousness relates to a tendency to act in an organized, planned or thoughtful way.

Features of this dimension include high levels of personal responsibility, focus, control,
self-discipline and goal-directed behaviors. Highly conscientious people tend to be organized
and mindful of details. They plan ahead, think about the eﬀects of their actions, like to have
things decided, are focused on deadlines and try to avoid last-minute delivery pressure.
MINDSET -- You are focused on establishing routine, order, and setting boundaries for yourself
and others. You believe there is typically only one way to do great work. You endeavor to work
within established boundaries and also to enforce the rules you believe are warranted. You are
‘right on time’!
ADVANTAGES -- This means you are overall a focused, organized and structured thinker who
excels at making things happen. You are a persistent hard-working leader who enjoys building
things - the more complex and strategic, the better. You never lack determination and the ability
to turn them into action plans and execute them successfully. Being highly principled and
judgemental you are driven to deliver excellent work, but are also critical of yourself and others.
You like making decisions and coming to closure.
WATCH-OUTS -- Often striving for perfection, you can be impatient with those less competent,
slower or you perceive as slacking. You always set the highest standards, and expect everyone
to achieve them, but be careful how others perceive you.
FRUSTRATIONS -- You will likely ﬁnd situations tougher when work has poorly deﬁned goals,
changing priorities or poorly deﬁned goals. You like to know what to do and what not to do
before you do it. Ambiguous expectations challenge you, as does when others do not meet
your standards or follow the agreed plan.

Reviewing your strengths related to Conscientiousness characteristics it appears you are:
EFFECTIVE [Higher] -- You are a resourceful person with a can-do attitude who always has
their eyes on the prize. You are focused and practical, and almost always ﬁnish what you start.
With this attitude, you likey have a better chance at succeeding in many areas of life than
others.
DILIGENT [Higher] -- You are more self-disciplined than others, and hence are less likely to
make impulsive decisions and poor choices. Making plans and sticking to them comes
naturally to you. Being more deliberate and thorough, you usually get most details right and
follow through on your plans.
ACCOUNTABLE [Higher] -- You are responsible and reliable. People around you know they
can count on you to keep your word. You put work before play and are rather serious about
your commitments. You always do everything you can to deliver on your promises.
PERSEVERANT [Mid range] -- You are fairly driven to achieve results but are also realistic,
meaning that you certainly do not believe you can achieve everything. For that reason, you
prefer to set realistic expectations for yourself and others, and even then know that
sometimes life just happens and you might not succeed.
PRINCIPLED [Higher] -- You are objective and consider facts to weigh up the pros and cons
before making any important decisions. You try to be fair and unbiased towards everyone
regardless of their title or circumstances.
ORGANIZED [Higher] -- You are systematic in pretty much everything you do. You maintain an
orderly structure in all areas of your life. You tend to have a strategy for most things: anything
from your daily life like errands to the more complex aspects of your life like your career and
relationships.
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YOUR SELFLESSNESS CHARACTERISTICS

YOUR SELFLESSNESS CHARACTERISTICS

MORE INDIVIDUALISTIC (lower Selﬂessness)

Selﬂessness relates to a person's tendency to be compassionate and cooperative towards
others. This personality dimension includes attributes such as trust, charity, kindness, aﬀection,

and social characteristics. People who are high in this trait tend to be more collaborative and
strong team players. They are typically empathetic and considerate of others with high emotional
intelligence. Being altruistic they put other people’s needs ahead of their own. They take people
at face value and tend to be helpful. Good relationships are important to them.
MINDSET -- You are focused on your personal desires and needs, while taking a more skeptical

Reviewing your strengths related to Selﬂessness characteristics it appears you are:
CARING [Lower] -- You are not too concerned about helping other people unless there is an
emergency or if the people who need your help are close friends or family members. You are
self-suﬃcient and believe that everyone else should try to be that too instead of relying on
others or society for help.

stance towards the motives of others. Although you do not actively work against others, you are
not motivated to help them out as default. It doesn’t mean you don’t care about others, but you

AGREEABLE [Lower] -- You often want to come out on top and are less inclined to

mainly focus on close family and friends.

compromise. You can be argumentative if you can't have things your way. Forced

ADVANTAGES -- This means you are more pragmatic and business-like. You know you have to
ﬁght for things yourself, be self-suﬃcient and you expect the same from others. This makes it

collaboration and teamwork can be a struggle. Solo activities often suit you, as you can easily
achieve your goals without the input, direction, or contribution of others.

easier for you to be comfortable focusing on the task in-hand and not getting distracted. You
are quick to seize opportunities and take advantage, taking decisions quickly and not getting

TRUSTING [Lower] -- You are less forgiving of the negative or harmful behavior of others, even

confused by alternatives.

if they didn't mean to hurt you. You do not easily open up to others, unless they have proved

WATCH-OUTS -- As you prioritize your own needs and interests, or the broader results you are
aiming for you can be seen as uninterested in people and competitive. Also as you do not feel
great satisfaction out of helping others selﬂessly, especially strangers, some people will see you
as cynical and unsympathetic. Taken further others may consider you as untrustworthy and
uncooperative. Be careful how others perceive you.
FRUSTRATIONS -- You get frustrated when other people do not take the responsibility they
should or make excuses for non-delivery. Naivety causes you challenge, as does when others
lack a practical business-like results-focus.

time after time that they are worthy of your trust. Once this trust is broken, it is extremely hard
to build it back up.
UNDERSTANDING [Mid range] -- You are not particularly empathetic, meaning that you don't
often pick up on the moods and emotions of others. It is not that you don't care, but you need
to be told what is going on to be able to relate. It is often not obvious to you what people's
motivations, hopes and fears are.
HUMBLE [Lower] -- You are not reserved in sharing your successes and accomplishments with
others as external recognition is important to you. You know your worth and want others to
see and apppreciate it too. You also know what you deserve and are not afraid to ask for it.
GENEROUS [Lower] -- You do not often feel the need to be generous with those less fortunate
than yourself. You are careful with how you spend you time, energy and money, knowing that
you have only so much of them. In negotiations, you tend to be tough and focus on your own
needs and wants above all else.
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YOUR AUTHORITATIVENESS CHARACTERISTICS

YOUR AUTHORITATIVENESS CHARACTERISTICS
Authoritativeness relates to a tendency to act in a decisive, ﬁrm and proactive manner.

OFTEN INFLUENTIAL (sometimes more Authoritative; sometimes more
Accepting)

Classic features of this dimension are conﬁdence, resilience and an assertive mindset.
Authoritative people tend to be ambitious, fearless and seek power. They prioritize and are
focused on outcomes, often convincing others of their plans and leading them towards those
goals in an expedient manner. They like to lead, be independent, and have inﬂuence over their
environment and control of their direction.

Competitiveness, confrontation and control are

associated with this dimension. They will readily promote and defend their own ideas.
MINDSET -- You are comfortable to speak out and present your ideas, and can do so strongly if
you feel passionately or are an expert in something. You a happy to lead when everyone else is
happy that you should do so and you feel you have the capability to do so. You will discuss and
push ideas and like to have respected experts involved.
WHEN YOU ARE BEING AUTHORITATIVE...
• Ambitious -- You share big ideas with conﬁdence and conviction with others.
• Independent -- You like to be in control of your role and everything associated with it.
• Initiating -- You likely take initiative without having to be asked. You don’t like waiting.
• Too Inﬂexible? -- You might come across stronger than you think.
• Too Impatient? -- You may have little time and be annoyed by slower moving people.
WHEN YOU ARE BEING ACCEPTING...
• Accommodating -- You likely don’t drive any work or thinking but rather quietly support it.
• Responsive -- You take your responsibility seriously and want to meet others’ needs.
• Flexible -- You are prepared to compromise and ﬁnd solutions without much arguing.

Reviewing your strengths related to Authoritativeness characteristics it appears you are:
DIRECT [Mid range] -- You tend to speak up and say what is on your mind if the situation calls
for it. You prefer to be frank and straightforward with others as long as it doesn't negatively
impact your relationships. You do not seek to command others or to look for intense debates
for pure enjoyment.
ACTIVATING [Higher] -- You move quickly and preemptively to get things going. You are a
self-starter who can easily spot opportunities and turn them into action and ultimately success.
'Launch and iterate" could well be your motto in life.
CONVINCING [Mid range] -- You can be persuasive and get people to agree with your point of
view, but not overly so. You do not always seek to win debates, nor to use tactics of
manipulation to get your way. When something is truly important to you though, you do your
best to get people on your side.
LEADING [Higher] -- You set ambitious goals and go above and beyond to achieve them. You
are quick to respond to any roadblock in your way and are willing to make decisions in order
to move things forward. You want to succeed in whatever you decide to go after in your life.

• Too Timid? -- You may be settling for less as opposed to ﬁghting for what you deserve.
• Too Submissive? -- Fighting for your own rights and beliefs can make you uncomfortable.
FRUSTRATIONS -- You have a hard time relating to those who either too extreme Authoritative
or too extreme Accepting. You see the value in both of these qualities and can use them
eﬀectively according to the situation and the people you are with.

SELF-ASSURED [Higher] -- You remain conﬁdent in your abilities and skills even when facing
setbacks and tough challenges. Your self-esteem is not shaken by diﬃculties, failure or others'
opinions of you. Your gravitas is reassuring for those around you who see you as their rock
during tough times.
STRONG-WILLED [Higher] -- Your determined mind means you do not typically panic, get
confused, or feel helpless under pressure. You have an exceptionally strong will, and are
tenacious and resilient. Your motto could well be 'When the going gets tough, the tough get
going!'
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YOUR STABLENESS
CHARACTERISTICS CHARACTERISTICS
YOUR
AUTHORITATIVENESS
Stableness relates to the internal control somebody has over their own emotions.

WELL GROUNDED (sometimes more Stable; sometimes more Emotive)
This

character group features traits that are authentic, steady and adaptable to their environment.

Reviewing your strengths related to Stability characteristics it appears you are:

Individuals who are high in this trait tend to experience less tension, mood swings, anxiety,
apprehension and irritability. They are typically more tolerant, composed and relaxed. They are
interested in achieving balance in the world around and within themselves.

A sustainable

work-life balance is a priority. Harmony and equilibrium in creative, spiritual, professional, real
and imaginary forms is associated with this dimension.
MINDSET -- You are respectful and calm, but can become more impatient and anxious if it is an
important issue for you that you do not feel in control of. You are not self-conscious and rarely
second guess yourself. You are sensitive to your situation and abilities, and are secure and
comfortable with who you are.

MEASURED [Mid range] -- You take a pragmatic approach to evaluating plans, decisions and
risks. You are thoughtful but not overly cautious or too worried about choosing the wrong
option. You are realistic in your outlook and know that without taking some chances you will
not get the most out of life.
ADAPTABLE [Mid range] -- You take life in your stride and are open to ﬂex to most normal and
reasonable situations. You typically like to have a plan and know what is going to happen and
when, however, you also realize that sometimes life just happens and the best you can do is
to make the most of the situation.

WHEN YOU ARE BEING STABLE...
• Centered -- You are able to keep perspective whatever happens.
• Stabilizing -- Your pragmatic approach can balance those who think unconventionally.
• Relaxed -- You remain calm and unperturbed when chaos is happening around you.
• Too Unmoved? -- Remember, others sometimes love seeing appreciation and excitement.
• Too Uninterested? -- Your attitude might be perceived as being bored or unimpressed.

SINCERE [Mid range] -- You seek to be an honest and authentic person whom others can trust.
Sometimes though, you don't feel comfortable or safe sharing everything or being your true
self, depending on the context or the people you are dealing with. You know when it is better
to hold back a bit.

WHEN YOU ARE BEING EMOTIVE...
• Passionate -- You feel driven to express your talents and fulﬁl your dreams.

RESPECTFUL [Lower] -- Your tolerance for others including their opinion, behavior and

• Excitable -- You believe in giving your energy and not taking up others.

mistakes is typically low. You are prone to react quickly and impatiently, especially when you

• Vibrant -- You will add sparkle, sizzle, diversity and passion to situations.

are in a stressful situation, to anything that frustrates you.

• Too Moody? -- You need to manage ‘good days’ vs ‘bad days’ impact on other people.
• Too Self critical? -- You likely ﬁnd more to improve on and ﬂaws that others might not see.

CENTERED [Higher] -- You are able to put things into perspective regardless of what life

FRUSTRATIONS -- You might ﬁnd it challenging to be around people who are either too extreme

throws at you, and as a result, you are able to handle diﬃcult circumstances without becoming

Stable or too extreme Emotive. Too much emotionality as well as too stoic vibe are both diﬃcult

as aﬀected as others. You are less likely than most people to feel anxious or depressed.

for you to manage.
COMPOSED [Mid range] -- You try to remain collected and not get irritated that easily, as you
know that most things and situations can be resolved in a calm way. Occasionally, you lose
your composed attitude though and show your frustration or anger.
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YOUR
EXTROVERTNESS
CHARACTERISTICS
YOUR EXTROVERTNESS
CHARACTERISTICS
Extrovertedness relates to the extent to which a person seeks energy and stimulation from
the outside world.

This characteristic includes traits relating to excitability, sociability,

talkativeness, adventurousness and charisma. People high in this set of traits tend to be friendly
and tend to gain energy in social situations. They are bold and often motivate others with their
visions and performances. They are interested in being with other people socially and involving
them in their thinking. Bringing enthusiasm and energy wherever they are motivated by being at

MORE INTROVERTED (lower Extroversion)
Reviewing your strengths related to Extrovertedness characteristics it appears you are:
INSPIRING [Lower] -- You may notice that you are less openly passionate than others. You do
not typically widely share your ideas, and so it becomes harder for you to inspire people. You
are not motivated by status or popularity, and do not see them as a major goal in life.

the center of everything, whilst at the same time being individualistic, unique and standing apart
from the crowd. They like to talk things through and readily take the general initiative.

ENGAGING [Lower] -- You often ﬁnd it diﬃcult to express yourself as eloquently as you would
like, especially when you have to speak in front of a group. You prefer others to do the talking.

MINDSET -- You get most of your energy from within yourself. A common misconception is that

You are a thoughtful and good listener, and better at communicating in writing. You are likely

you are shy, but this is not necessarily right. Shyness really is anxiety about socializing, which is

to be more reserved at social events.

not always the case. You are easily overstimulated and so you avoid busy environments that
can be overwhelming. You focus more on your thoughts and feelings.

OUTGOING [Lower] -- You may enjoy being around certain people, but generally ﬁnd that

ADVANTAGES -- This means you are reserved, quiet and low-key in your approach. You are

dealing with others, especially people you do not know, saps your energy and is mostly

happy working in a way which allows you to use your professional or technical skills, without

unrewarding. You prefer to interact with people you know well and, as a consequence, keep

necessarily interacting constantly with other people. You like the ability to and time to focus on

your social life simple.

developing your own ideas and answers, especially if it is important to you.
WATCH-OUTS -- Within a team you will likely be seen more than you are heard which may make

ADVENTUROUS [Higher] -- You see the world as full of awe and have a natural sense of

you feel overlooked. This might make you discouraged as people are less likely to recognize

adventure. You get a thrill out of new experiences, especially if they let you make the most of

your contributions. By not seeking the limelight and keeping your good ideas to yourself you

life. This is true even if there is a degree of risk involved. You are particularly driven by

are less likely to be self-promoting which can cause career challenges. You may feel that

'winning' in the diverse game of life.

socializing, being enthusiastic and building relationships is not often worth the reward it gives
you given the signiﬁcant energy it takes. Careful how others perceive you.

JOYFUL [Lower] -- You would not really describe yourself as overly positive or optimistic. It is

FRUSTRATIONS -- You get frustrated by being expected to ‘join in’ all the time and when others

not that you are necessarily negative, but you look at things in a rational and pragmatic way,

do not understand you need time alone to recharge. Generally being asked to participate in

so that you can be prepared for any outcome. You might ﬁnd highly optimistic people to be

something you do not think is worthy can be challenging for you. This is even worse if you are

naive or not being in touch with reality.

put on the spot, especially if it is very public.
LIVELY [Lower] -- You are generally relaxed and not easily excited about new events or
people. You enjoy quiet, independent activities that you can throw yourself into at your own
pace. You get on with things in a quiet and low-key manner, without much fuss.
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YOUR SUPER-STRENGTHS
YOUR SUER-STRENGTHS

First, let’s recap these six character groups (OCEANX) and why they matter before we take
this even
and talk
about ‘Super-Strengths’.
First,
let’s further
recap these
six character
groups (OCEANX) and why they matter before we take this

even further and talk about ‘Super-Strengths’.
The six character groups describe your personality at a high level. While everyone is a blend
The
character
groups
describe
your person.
personality
a high
is a are
blend
of
of allsix
six,
the blend
is unique
to every
Justatlike
howlevel.
DNA While
works.everyone
While there
only
a few
the to
order
and
the combinations
eachworks.
building
block
create
different
While
there
are only
a few
all
six, building
the blendblocks,
is unique
every
person.
Just like howofDNA
personalities
andthe
so individuals.
is why youof
areeach
reading
a hyper-customised,
one of
building
blocks,
order and And
the that
combinations
building
block create diﬀerent
a kind book. Nobody else has the exact same combination of character traits.
personalities and so individuals. And that is why you are reading a hyper-customised, one of a
kind book. Nobody else has the exact same combination of character traits.
You might have noticed that you have more strengths in one group than in another. While
there
is nohave
suchnoticed
thing asthat
a ‘green
person’
the LX System,
you can
have
dominant
character
You
might
you have
morein
strengths
in one group
than
in another.
While
there is
trait groups depending on how your 36 strengths split between the six groups. Even though
no such thing as a ‘yellow person’ in the LX System, you can have dominant character trait
you are a blend of all six, your personality and behaviour is naturally influenced by the
groups depending on how your 36 strengths split between the six groups. Even though you are a
dominant groups.
blend of all six, your personality and behavior is naturally inﬂuenced by the dominant groups.

Let
introduce
the the
concept
of ‘Super-Strengths’.
WhenWhen
I look Iatlook
theseatsixthese
groups
Letmeme
introduce
concept
of ‘Super-Strengths’.
sixingroups in
combinations, I am able to describe the person’s super-powers.
combinations, I am able to describe the person’s super-powers.
Super-Strengths
These strengths
strengthscome
comenaturally
naturallytotoyou
youand
Super-Strengthsare
arethe
thethings
thingsyou
youare
arereally
really good
good at.
at. These
and can give you a significant advantage over other people in various aspects of your life.
can give you a signiﬁcant advantage over other people in various aspects of your life. Again,
Again, these are not personality types, but rather powerful combinations of your dominant
these are not personality types, but rather powerful combinations of your dominant character trait
character trait groups. You will find a detailed description of each Super-Strength at the back
You will ﬁnd a detailed description of each Super-Strength at the back of this book.
ofgroups.
this book.

Let me show you your top three Super-Strengths. How and when you use them is up to you, I will
Let me show you your top three Super-Strengths. How and when you use them is up to you,
just share my observations and give you a few tips on how to use them more often, as well as my
I will just share my observations and give you a few tips on how to use them more often, as
thoughts
their limitations.
well
as my on
thoughts
on their limitations.

When we start to look at the combination of these dominant character trait groups, we can
When we start to look at the combination of these dominant character trait groups, we can see
see some really insightful things about your personality.
some really insightful things about your personality.
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[ NAME ]'S 'EXECUTIVE' SUPER-STRENGTH

[ NAME ]'S 'ARCHITECTING' SUPER-STRENGTH

BECAUSE YOU ARE CONSCIENTIOUS & AUTHORITATIVE

BECAUSE YOU ARE CONSCIENTIOUS & OPEN

This super-strength describes your approach to principled and results-oriented leadership. This
'executive' ability is a rather uncommon super-strength due to the conﬂict that occurs when a
person is focused on both ‘thoughtful planning’ and ‘driving results’.

This super-strength describes your ability to create things that are novel and complex. The
'architecting' super-strength reveals your preference to innovate in an organized, structured
and thorough way.

EXECUTIVE SUPER-STRENGTH CHARACTERISTICS

ARCHITECTING SUPER-STRENGTH CHARACTERISTICS

This strength is distinctive of someone who leads in a determined, organized and ambitious
manner. As a results-driven person, you are strict and you refuse to accept less than perfect
outcomes. Being the conscientious and results-oriented person that you are, you follow through
on your plans. You keep an open mind when discussing solutions as long as they are practical
and are based on logic. If those standards are met and you can apply your principled approach
to them, you are quick to make a decision.

You have a skill-set that not only enables you to solve exceptionally complex and hard problems
but also to execute on your proposed solution. You are diligent, thorough and also remarkably
creative which when put together, enables you to successfully tackle any diﬃculties. I see you
as a systematic thinker who gets pleasure from analyzing various scenarios before you draw
conclusions and build your plans of execution.

I wouldn’t be surprised to know that most people respect and trust you. Your ﬁrm but fair
approach combined with your stable and steady way of operating makes you an eﬀective and
eﬃcient person who brings a lot of value to any group or organization.
You always deliver on your promises no matter how diﬃcult a situation might be. Your secret
talent is turning your vision into reality. No challenge can be too diﬃcult for you that you
couldn’t overcome with hard work and strong will.
EXECUTIVE SUPER-STRENGTH LIMITATIONS

You are the most comfortable with making decisions once you have had the time to examine
the facts and evaluate the potential outcomes. It is diﬃcult for you to make a decision that you
would deem as ‘uninformed’ or one that is driven by emotions or gut feel.
EXECUTIVE SUPER-STRENGTH TOP TIPS

You are independent by nature. I can understand that with all your conﬁdence you take charge
of things and carry them out on your own. That said, I would advise you to welcome others in
your world and share your personal side with them. You would be surprised how much you will
grow as a person and as a leader that way.
Don’t keep yourself isolated from others. How they feel and how they perceive you are just as
important as your achievements together. You have already gone so far accomplishing your
goals but you can go even further if you encourage and inspire others.
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What is remarkable about you, in my opinion, is that you combine the exceptional skills of
creativity and that of being able to follow through with your plans. Being always on top of things
in an organized and practical way allows you to achieve your goals successfully.
You are pragmatic about outcomes, ﬂexible about plans yet strict about deadlines. If problems
arise, you are quick to tackle them in a practical way. What is more, I know that you always
measure your solutions against their long-term objectives even if this means that immediate
gains might suﬀer. This makes you a reliable person for anyone to trust with the delivery of
complex and long-term projects.
ARCHITECTING SUPER-STRENGTH LIMITATIONS

You don’t like to be the focus of attention, instead, you prefer for your exceptional results to get
the spotlight. Despite your talents, you aren’t arrogant or showy so people shouldn’t expect you
to be at the forefront.
ARCHITECTING SUPER-STRENGTH TOP TIPS

I need to tell you that logical reasoning is not always enough for everyone. Some people are
driven by passion and emotion. Inspiring and energizing them is what makes them want to be
on your side. I think you would beneﬁt from investing some time and eﬀort into connecting with
others on a personal level to build stronger relationships with them.
You have lots of brilliant ideas, however, it is important to remember that sometimes others are
unable to keep up with you. Talk to them and explain your ideas and vision better. To help them
understand what is in your mind, try to be as speciﬁc as possible. I know it is all obvious to you
but it is not necessarily clear to others.
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[ NAME ]'S 'ENTREPRENEURIAL' SUPER-STRENGTH
BECAUSE YOU ARE AUTHORITATIVE & OPEN

This super-strength describes your outcome-driven approach. Your 'entrepreneurial'
super-strength is linked to your ability to drive people towards a goal in a novel and creative
way. Your solutions are usually novel and original.
ENTREPRENEURIAL SUPER-STRENGTH CHARACTERISTICS

You are an ambitious person who leads with clear objectives and an action plan on how these
objectives could be achieved in the fastest and most innovative way. You have the ability to
introduce ideas that you can easily turn into concrete results.
Entrepreneurship runs in your blood. I feel it acts as an outlet to your adventurous soul. It goes
well with your autonomous, clever and visionary character. Leading transformation is your thing.
You have a bold and innovative vision and you are always on the lookout for fresh ideas and
approaches to try.
Your authoritative side keeps you and others focused on reaching your goals. Your brilliant
mind, on the other hand, keeps you coming up with creative and bright solutions. When it
comes to problem-solving, you are resourceful and you ﬁnd great pleasure in the challenge of
dealing with complicated problems. I don’t think you tolerate anything that is mundane or a
waste of your time. Whenever you feel things are becoming too comfortable and steady-state,
you try to push yourself and others by setting even more stretching goals.
ENTREPRENEURIAL SUPER-STRENGTH LIMITATIONS

You are an ideas person who can come up with many original ideas. However, you get bored
easily with the details and numerous steps involved in carrying out your plan. I think you would
beneﬁt from surrounding yourself with people who are diligent with execution.
ENTREPRENEURIAL SUPER-STRENGTH TOP TIP

You make valuable contributions to new projects and ideas. Wherever you go, most people are
inspired by your energy and ambition. However, I can see how your results-driven nature and
innovative mind can sometimes overwhelm others.
When you slow down your pace, you give others a chance to better understand your vision and
to buy into it. Having people on your side is important if you want anything done, as for most
things in life, you can go much further if you go with others. Find ways to better involve others,
ask for their opinions, and listen to their concerns.

IDEAS & NOTES
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YOUR PERSONALITY & PRIORITIES
The LX System and the previous pages of this book have been designed to provide
actionable, prioritized insights without the need for the reader to interpret or even to look at
the underlying data. We hope this makes the LX System more accessible to everyone. With
that in mind, you don’t need to look at this DataBook section at all, if you wish to skip it.

LX TABLE OF PERSONALITY ELEMENTS

However, there is a large subset of people who love numbers and understanding how things
work. Therefore, we have taken the approach of ‘more is more’ and shared with you over 600
key datapoints in the next 30 pages.
This data focuses on your strengths, Big 6 profile, Circle of Life, and how you adapt your
behaviours in different situations. The collective set of all this headline data is summarized in
your LX Table of Personality Elements.
Additionally, we have shared a selection of simulations of popular personality assessments.
These may give extra insight into your character, and can act as a further form of validation if
you already know your type or temperament in terms of these assessments.
IDEAS & NOTES
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Directing (2)

Personality & Priorities of [ NAME ]
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YOUR CHARACTER STRENGTHS

◆ 114

The LX System maps full character trait sequence using thousands of attributes. The sheer
number of them makes it too complex to conceptualize the full LX sequence easily, and
totally impractical to use day-to-day. To manage this, the LX System clusters personality
attributes into 36 clusters to simplify everyone’s character traits for presentation and easier
application. This simplified set of 36 mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive personality
trait clusters are used to be able to describe everyone’s character.

The proprietary 36 clusters LX System was developed using similar linguistic factoring as other
character trait taxonomies like the established Five Factor Models (see later in Databook for
details on that). With advances in computer science, especially with respect to the size, type,
languages and scope of lexicographical data sets available, and more advanced machine
learning and analytical clustering techniques instead of arranging into 5-10 factor sets, the LX
System is a factor model that offers significantly more granularity at its fundamental basic level.
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Rank

[ NAME ] Strengths

%Max

20

'Observant'

60%

3

'Analytical'

86%

26

'Learner'

40%

17

'Curious'

66%

11

'Progressive'

75%

15

'Innovative'

70%

2

'Effective'

95%

Primary Strength

9

'Diligent'

76%

Secondary Strength

13

'Accountable'

71%

14

'Perseverant'

71%

7

'Principled'

81%

Secondary Strength

1

'Organized'

95%

Primary Strength

32

'Caring'

25%

30

'Agreeable'

30%

33

'Trusting'

25%

Blindspot?

34

'Understanding'

16%

Blindspot?

29

'Humble'

30%

35

'Generous'

16%

21

'Direct'

55%

6

'Activating'

81%

23

'Convincing'

45%

12

'Leading'

75%

Secondary Strength

8

'Self-Assured'

76%

Secondary Strength

4

'Strong-Willed'

81%

Primary Strength

16

'Measured'

66%

22

'Adaptable'

50%

19

'Sincere'

61%

31

'Respectful'

30%

5

'Centered'

81%

18

'Composed'

65%

24

'Inspirational'

41%

27

'Engaging'

31%

36

'Outgoing'

15%

Blindspot?

10

'Adventurous'

76%

Secondary Strength

28

'Joyful'

30%

25

'Lively'

40%

Primary Strength

Secondary Strength

Blindspot?

Primary Strength

Primary Strength
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LX BIG 6 PROFILE & SUPER-STRENGTHS
The LX System further groups character traits into the six-dimensional “OCEANX” model,
using a standard six color motif. Importantly the ‘OCEANX’ is merely a simple grouping of the
36 clusters together into LX’s six major character groups -- the ‘Big 6’. The combinations of
these Big 6 drive an individual’s blended ‘Super-Strengths’.

Rank

[ NAME ] Character Profile

%Max

3

O

OPENNESS

66%

1

C

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS

81%

6

E

SELFLESSNESS

24%

2

A

AUTHORITATIVENESS

69%

4

N

STABLENESS

59%

5

X

EXTROVERTEDNESS

39%
56%

Rank

[ NAME ] Super Strengths

%Max

16

E

X Motivation
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8

A

X Mobilization

55%

4

O
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68%

2

O

C Architect

74%

3

C

N Implementing

71%
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E

N Peace-Keeping

42%

13

E

A Coaching

47%

9

C

E Coordination

53%

10

O

X Brainstorm

53%

6

O

N Mediation

63%

1

C

A Executive

75%

11

N

X Negotiation

49%

14

O

E Judgement

45%

7

C

X Social Planning

61%

5

A

N Chairing

65%

12

N* E* Emotional Intel (EQ)

48%

Whilst these 36 strength clusters and 16 Super-Strengths are enough to capture your character,
it is insightful to also understand many more specific classic psychology assessments related
to your fundamental character. We have organized these 268 dimensions into the Big 6
categories in which they are closest related.
(Note: if you did not complete the extended LX conversation all these more specific metrics
may not be available.)
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LX POWER PREFERENCES

[ NAME ] Power Preference Sub-Traits
E

The LX System is based on linguistic factor modelling of modern languages and their everyday
usage. As a statistical linguistic model it is not based on first principles ‘Jungian’ psychology
theory, however somewhat unsurprisingly the 36 LX clusters can be simply mapped to the
four fundamental cognitive functions that Carl Jung theorized (Thinking, Feeling, Intuition
and Sensing). This relationship acts as a bridge to help to unify the factor based LX model
and hypothesized psychologist cognitive function model of personality.

Extroverted

36%

<<>>

Leaning-In

40%

<<>>

Sitting-Back

60%

Cheerful

28%

<<>>

Mellow

72%

Gregarious

17%

<<>>

Guarded

83%

Expressive

22%

<<>>

Reflective

78%

Prominent

26%

<<>>

Passive

74%

Intrepid

70%

<<>>

Indifferent

30%

Energetic

58%

<<>>

Placid

42%

63%

<<>>

S

N

Intuitive
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Introverted

Sensing

64%

37%

All Big6

Abstract

58%

<<>>

All Big6

Concrete

42%

All Big6

Concept

57%

<<>>

All Big6

Experience

43%

All Big6

Imaginative

52%

<<>>

All Big6

Realistic

48%

All Big6

Possible

56%

<<>>

All Big6

Practical

44%

All Big6

Theoretical

71%

<<>>

All Big6

Factual

29%

All Big6

Progressive

80%

<<>>

All Big6

Traditional

20%

All Big6

Exploring

57%

<<>>

All Big6

Habitual

43%

25%

<<>>

T

Emotional

27%

<<>>

Rational

73%

Empathetic

12%

<<>>

Logical

88%

Appreciative

19%

<<>>

Unsentimental

81%

Accommodating

21%

<<>>

Challenging

79%

Helpful

24%

<<>>

Critical

76%

Gracious

16%

<<>>

Ambitious

84%

Giving

18%

<<>>

Tough

82%

F

As the LX systems analyses personality at a granular level it provides additional depth and
clarification of each of the four classic power pairs using 28 keyword preference pairing
metrics that are most typically associated with them. These minor power-pairings (which are
in themselves clusters of words) are mapped to the LX systems Big 6 groups which is noted
by the associated colors in the first few columns.

INTJ

Feeling

J

Judging

Thinking

76%

<<>>

Organized

74%

<<>>

Casual

26%

Systematic

87%

<<>>

Informal

13%

Principled

82%

<<>>

Subjective

18%

Dutiful

73%

<<>>

Freeform

27%

Deliberate

85%

<<>>

Spontaneous

15%

Disciplined

73%

<<>>

Easy-Going

27%

Efficient

92%

<<>>

Free-Spirited

8%
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Perceiving
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ALTERNATIVE PERSONALITY ASSESSMENTS

Rank
3

As the LX AI system is dynamic and designed to measure results at the individual keyword
level, as well as across clusters and categories of keywords, it can be adapted to simulate
many other classic personality assessment models.
1) Cognitive Function Type Assessment -- Jung
Jung’s theory of psychological types was based on clinical observation, introspection,
anecdote and theorized a sequence of four cognitive functions (thinking, feeling, sensation,
and intuition), each having one of two polar orientations (extraversion or introversion), giving
a total of eight dominant functions. Numerous different “type based” assessments have been
based on these eight hypothetical functions, each taking differing elements of Jung’s model.
This model directly correlates to the LX Power Preferences.
www.mbtionline.com | www.goldenllc.com | www.openpsychometrics.org/tests/OEJTS
www.truity.com/test/type-finder-personality-test-new | www.16personalities.com
2) DISC Assessment -- Marston & Clarke
A behavior assessment which centers on four different personality traits which are Dominance
(D), Influence (I), Steadiness (S), and Conscientiousness (C). Numerous slightly different DISC
assessment exist all based and evolving from the original core methodology. The DISC
system is widely used to help business teams with communications and other team-working.
It can be considered a simplification of the LX DIISCO model to which it directly correlates.
www.everythingdisc.com | www.insights.com | www.openpsychometrics.org/tests/ODAT/
3) Enneagram Type Assessment -- Ichazo & Naranjo
A model of the human psyche which is principally understood and taught as a typology of
nine interconnected personality types, which are represented by the points of a geometric
figure called an Enneagram, which indicate connections between the types. There are
different schools of thought among Enneagram teachers, and so there is no single definitive
assessment standard. The Enneagram types statistically correlate to LX OCEANX and SuperStrengths.
www.internationalenneagram.org | www.openpsychometrics.org/tests/OEPS/
4) Big Five Factor Model (FFM, NEO PI-R, Big5) -- Costa & McCrae
Commonly referred to as the Big Five personality traits, this factor model is based on lexical
associations between words and not on neuropsychological experiments. It uses five broad
dimensions to describe the human personality and psyche. Unsurprisingly given their similar
lexical methodology approach, the traditional Big 5 model (OCEAN) and LX’s Big 6 (OCEANX)
evolution are closely correlated, although this is higher in some dimensions than in others.
www.openpsychometrics.org/tests/IPIP-BFFM | www.parinc.com/Products/Pkey/276
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[ NAME ] Jungian Type Match

% Fit

Rank

[ NAME ] Big5 (FFM) Match

% Fit

ENTJ

Commander

62%

2

O

Openness

64%

6

ESTJ

Superviser

56%

1

C

Conscientiousness

78%

15

ENFP

Visionary

37%

3

E

Extraversion

49%

16

ESFP

Performer

32%

5

A

Agreeableness

34%

8

ENFJ

Helper

50%

4

N

Neuroticism

43%

4

INFJ

Counselor

57%

>>

COE

7

ISFJ

Coordinator

50%

12

ESFJ

Motivator

44%

14

ISFP

Arranger

38%

11

INFP

Mediator

44%

Rank

2

ISTJ

Realist

63%

4

R

Realistic

57%

1

INTJ

Strategist

69%

3

I

Investigative

68%

9

ISTP

Investigator

50%

5

A

Artistic

45%

13

ESTP

Fixer

43%

6

S

Social

26%

10

ENTP

Inventor

50%

2

E

Enterprising

68%

5

INTP

Engineer

56%

1

C

Conventional

74%

>>

INTJ

>>

CEI

Rank

[ NAME ] DISC Type Match

% Fit

Rank

[ NAME ] RIASEC Match

% Fit

[ NAME ] True Color Type Match

1

D

Directing

67%

3

ORANGE

Mover

49%

4

I

Influencing

28%

1

GREEN

Thinker

82%

3

S

Steadying

55%

4

BLUE

Connector

20%

2

C

Calculating

60%

2

GOLD

Planner

70%

>>

Dcs

Rank

GREEN (Thinker)

[ NAME ] Enneagram Type Match

% Fit

Rank

[ NAME ] Emotional Intelligence

% Max

1

Type 1

Perfectionist

78%

PERSONAL-COMPETENCY

73%

9

Type 2

Giver

35%

1

'Centered'

80%

4

Type 3

Achiever

69%

2

'Composed'

65%

6

Type 4

Individualist

48%

SOCIAL-COMPETENCY

23%

2

Type 5

Observer

75%

4

'Understanding'

16%

5

Type 6

Questioner

51%

3

'Agreeable'

31%

7

Type 7

Adventurer

44%

44%

[ NAME ] EMOTIONAL INTEL (EQ)

48%

3

Type 8

Leader

75%

75%

KNOWING 'Recognition'

48%

8

Type 9

Individualist

41%

41%

HANDLING 'Regulation'

48%

>>

1
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[ NAME ] Classic Quadrant Orientations

5) Jungian Type Pair Assessment
Numerous model’s exist that essentially us various combination pairings of Jung’s cognitive
functions. Applied in the correct context these can give a wide variety of insights into how
individuals behave in given circumstances.

1

AT

Active Thinker

63%

2

ET

Extroverted Thinking

55%

3

AF

Active Feeler

39%

4

EF

Extroverted Feeling

31%

4

RF

Reactive Feeler

37%

3

IF

Introverted Feeling

45%

2

RT

Reactive Thinker

61%

1

IT

Introverted Thinking

69%

6) Keirsey Temperament Sorter (KTS) -- Keirsey
Introduced in the book Please Understand Me, it is closely associated with the Jung types
and the Myers–Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI); however, there are significant differences. The
Keirsey model expanded on the ancient study of temperament by Hippocrates and Plato, and
it uses the four names suggested by Plato: Artisan (iconic), Guardian (pistic), Idealist (noetic),
and Rational (dianoetic). These four temperaments are divided into two categories (roles),
each with two types (role variants). These 16 types align to the 16 personality types described
by Briggs and Myers.
www.keirsey.com
7) Ancient Temperaments Assessment -- Hippocrates
The four temperament theory hypothesizes that there are four fundamental personality types:
sanguine, choleric, melancholic, and phlegmatic. Most applications allow the possibility of
mixtures among the types where an individual’s personality types overlap and they share
two or more temperaments. Originally the ancient four temperaments were aligned with four
bodily fluids, but modern medical science does not find any relationship between internal
secretions and personality. Many modern personality assessments use categories similar to
these Greek temperaments, and they can be seen to correlate with Jung’s 16 cognitive type
groups. www.openpsychometrics.org/tests/O4TS
8) True Colors Assessment -- Lowry
Created to categorize four basic learning styles using the colors blue, orange, gold and
green to identify the strengths and challenges of these core personality types. According
to this personality temperament theory, everyone’s personality consists of a combination of
all four colors, with the dominant two colors representing the core of a person’s personality
temperament. Green personality types are independent thinkers, gold personality types are
pragmatic planners, orange personality types are very action-oriented, and blue personality
types are very people-oriented.
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[ NAME ] Judging Approach

[ NAME ] Information Approach

[ NAME ] Change Approach

4

ES

Action-Oriented Realist

37%

4

EP

Adaptable Extroverts

30%

3

EN

Action-Orientated Innovator

50%

2

EJ

Decisive Extraverts

56%

2

IS

Thoughtful Realist
(Analyticals)

50%

3

IP

Adaptable Introverts

44%

1

IN

Thoughtful Innovator
(Drivers)

63%

1

IJ

Decisive Introverts

70%

[ NAME ] Information Control

[ NAME ] Leading-Following Style

1

NJ

Intuitive Judger

70%

1

TJ

Logical Decision Maker

75%

3

NP

Intuitive Perceiver

44%

3

TP

Adaptable Problem Solver

49%

2

SJ

Sensing Judger

56%

2

FJ

Values-based Decision Maker

51%

4

SP

Sensing Perceiver

30%

4

FP

Supportive Coach

25%

[ NAME ] Learning & Career Approach

[ NAME ] Temperament Type

2

ST

Sensing Thinker
(Practical+Realist)

56%

SP

Artisan/Experiencers
(Clever+Responsive)

30%

1

SF

Sensing Feeler
(Sympathetic+Friendly)

69%

SJ

Guardian/Traditionalists
(Responsible+Loyal)

56%

3

NT

Intuitive Thinker
(Logical+Ingenious)

44%

1

NT

Rational/Conceptualists
(Rational+Inventive)

69%

4

NF

Intuitive Feeler
(Enthusiastic+Insightful)

31%

2

NF

Idealist
(Imaginative+Friendly)

44%

[ NAME ] Ancient Temperaments
4

SANGUINE (mover)

28%

1

CHOLERIC (thinker)

74%

3

PHLEGMATIC (connector)

54%

2

MELANCHOLIC (planner)

71%
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YOUR CHARACTER TRAITS
Character: Your set of beliefs and personality traits that defines how you treat others and
yourself. Your attitude, mindset and outlook; it is your tendency or habitual inclination to act
in a certain way.

Your CHARACTER TRAITSYour CHARACTER TRAITS
Your CHARACTER TRAITS

The proprietary 36 clusters have been developed using similar linguistic factoring as other
character trait taxonomies, like the established Five Factor and HEXACO models.
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OCEANX Groups of Trait Clusters

OCEANX Groups of Trait Clusters

SELFLESSNESS
(Illustrative Simpliﬁcation; Axes & Plotting Not To Scale)
SELFLESSNESS

Caring, Agreeable, Trusting,
Understanding, Humble, Generous

STABLENESS

Measured, Adaptable,
Sincere, Respectful,
Centered, Composed

Mea
Sin
Cen

Car

Agr

Und

Mea
Hum Gen
Tru STABLENESS
Car
Agr Und
Measured, Adaptable, Sin Ada
Ins
Eng
EXTROVERTEDNESS
Sincere,
Respectful,
Hum Gen
Inspirational, Out
Engaging,
Centered, Composed Cen Com Res
Joy
Ada
Ins Adv
Outgoing, Adventurous,
Joyful, Lively
Com Res
Out Joy
Liv
Eff
Dil
Per
Con Dir

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS
Effective, Diligent,
Perseverance, Accountable,
Principled, Organized

Diligent,
Eff
Dil Effective,
Per
Con AccDir Org
Act
Perseverance, Accountable,
Principled, Organized
Prn
Acc Org
SAs Led
Lea
Obs
Ana
StW
Prn
Lea Pro
Inn Cur

SAs

AUTHORITATIVENESS
Obs
Ana

OPEN-MINDEDNESS

Eng
Adv
Liv
Act
Led

Direct, Activating,
StW
Convincing, Leading,
Pro
Inn Strong-Willed
Cur
Self-Assured,

OPEN-MINDEDNESS

Observant, Analytical, Curious,
Learner, Progressive, Innovative

(The ‘Big 6’)

Caring, Agreeable, Trusting,
Understanding, Humble, Generous
Tru

Observant, Analytical, Curious,
Learner, Progressive, Innovative

(The‘BIG
‘Big 6’)
(THE
6’)

OCEANX
Traits
EXTROVERTEDNESS

Character - Your set of beliefs and personality traits that deﬁnes how
you treat others and yourself. Your attitude, mindset and outlook; it is
tendency
or habitual
inclination
Character - Your set of beliefs andyour
personality
traits
that deﬁnes
how to act in a certain way.

OCEANX
Traits

you treat others and yourself. Your attitude, mindset and outlook; it is
Openness
to aexperience
and origination of art, facts, ideas and the future.
your tendency or habitual inclination
to act in
certain way.

‘O’

Open-Mindedness

Observant, Analytical, Curious, Learner, Progressive, Innovative
Inspirational, Engaging,
Openness to experience and origination of art, facts, ideas and the future.
Outgoing,Open-Mindedness
Adventurous,
Thoughtfulness
action in planning, structuring and execution.
Observant, Analytical, Curious, Learner,
Progressive, of
Innovative
Joyful, Lively
Conscientiousness
Effective, Diligent, Perseverant, Accountable, Principled, Organized
Thoughtfulness of action in planning, structuring and execution.

‘O’
‘C’

‘C’

Conscientiousness

AUTHORITATIVENESS

Direct, Activating,
Selﬂessness
Convincing, Leading,
Self-Assured, Strong-Willed

‘E’
‘A’

‘N’
‘X’

Authoritativeness
Stableness

(Neuroticism)

Extrovertedness

‘E’

Selﬂessness

‘A’

Authoritativeness

Mindfulness
of involving
others and putting needs on a par of one's own.
Effective, Diligent, Perseverant, Accountable,
Principled,
Organized

Caring, Agreeable, Trusting, Understanding, Humble, Generous
Mindfulness of involving others and putting needs on a par of one's own.
Proactiveness
action in decisive and ﬁrm manner to get results.
Caring, Agreeable, Trusting, Understanding,
Humble,ofGenerous

Direct, Activating, Convincing, Leading, Self-Assured, Strong-Willed
Proactiveness of action in decisive and ﬁrm manner to get results.

‘N’

Awareness,
control
and compromise of emotions in all circumstances.
Direct, Activating,Stableness
Convincing, Leading,
Self-Assured,
Strong-Willed
(Neuroticism)
Measured, Adaptable, Sincere Respectful, Centered, Composed
Awareness, control and compromise of emotions in all circumstances.

‘X’

Needfulness
of stimulation
Measured, Adaptable, Sincere Respectful,
Centered,
Composed from and to others and the external world.

Extrovertedness

Inspirational, Engaging, Outgoing, Adventurous, Joyful, Lively
Needfulness of stimulation from and to others and the external world.
Inspirational, Engaging, Outgoing, Adventurous, Joyful, Lively

X

8

X

8
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OPEN-MINDEDNESS
LX CHARACTER GROUP - ‘PROBING PURPLE’
Open-mindedness is how much someone is open to experiencing a variety of activities and
ideas. These character traits are thinking orientated and include both creative and logical
aspects. People high in this trait tend to be imaginative, insightful, and have a broad range
of interests. They are typically observant, have innovative ideas, and can be progressive and
unconventional in their thinking.

Obs

Ana

Lea

Cur

Pro

Inn

While these six character groups would be enough to capture your character at a high level,
it is insightful to understand these in more depth. For example, looking at your level of Openmindedness closely, you would be able to see more granular details around your openness
to intellectual pursuits such as math, science, aesthetics, reading, etc.

Observant (Perceptive, Aesthetic, Sensory): People with this trait notice and
appreciate the world around them through all their senses. They love beauty,
both in art and in nature, but are not necessarily artistically talented.

Aesthetic appreciation
Enjoys art, design and nature

Ingenuity
Clever problem solving

Artistic Interest
Non-technical topic engagement

Innovation
Unconventional Values
New technical ideas and concepts Individualistic beliefs and ideals

Analytical (Logical, Conceptual, Rational): Those with this trait excel at thinking
things through and not jumping to conclusions, and relying on facts to make
decisions. They debate intellectual issues, and enjoy riddles, puzzles, and brain
teasers.

Breadth of interests
Wide range of curiosity & learning

Inquisitiveness
Proactive interest in topics

Not Conservative
Non-preserving of status quo

Cognitive structuring
Well organized thinking

Intellect
Being clever and knowledgeable

Not Traditionalistic
Non-conventional

Creativity
New non-rational and artistic ideas

Intellectual breath
Wide range of general knowledge

Openness to change
Predisposition to adjustments

Culture interest
Society topic engagement

Intellectual complexity
Able to tackle difficult problems

Perception
Non-verbal observation insights

Curiosity
Eagerness to discover and learn

Intellectual depth
Significant specific knowledge

Problem solving
Diagnostic and analytical mindset

Education interest
General learning engagement

Intellectual efficiency
Systems thinking effectiveness

Progressiveness
Reformist mindset and challenge

Learner (Self-Developing, Interested, Cultured): These individuals are naturally
concerned with ‘sharpening their saw’ by mastering new skills, topics, and bodies
of knowledge. They research things deeply and often are a bookworm.

Curious (Inquisitive, Investigative, Questioning): This trait is high in those that
are curious about everything, liking to explore the world and discover new things
and experiences. They always seek to know more, and find all subjects fascinating.
Progressive (Liberal, Reforming, Challenging): People with this trait have a
liberal mindset and are ready to challenge the status quo, convention and even
authority. They are forward thinking and typically non-conforming in most things
they do.
Innovative (Creative, Imaginative, Original): This trait is found in people who are
imaginative individuals who naturally create new things. They can be inventive
and artistic and often think about the future and how to improve it in novel ways.

Math mindset
Predisposition to logic & numbers

Experience seeking
Intellectual games
Explore and encounter proactively Enjoyment of logical challenges

Reading interest
Books engagement and enjoyment

Fantasy
Creative artistic visions

Intellect independence
Autonomy of rational thinking

Remembers details
Recall of specifics and minutiae

Ideation
Ability to brainstorm

Introspection
Contemplation & self-examination

Science interest
Technical topic engagement

Imagination
Liberalism
General inventiveness & originality Free enterprise mindset

Unconventionality
Unorthodox and original approach

Not shown are >250 further words associated with Open-mindedness that LX also measures.
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OPEN-MINDEDNESS STRENGTHS

OPEN-MINDEDNESS WEAKNESSES

Open-Mindedness Strength
Open-Mindedness
Characteristics Strength Characteristics
O1

Obs

‘OBSERVANT’
Perceptive,
Aesthetic
& Sensory
O3

Lea

‘LEARNER’
Self-Developing,
Interested
& Cultured
O5

Pro

‘PROGRESSIVE’
Liberal,
Reforming
& Challenging
O2

Ana

‘ANALYTICAL’
Logical,
Conceptual
& Rational
O4

Cur

‘CURIOUS’
Inquisitive,
Investigative
& Questioning
O6

Inn

‘INNOVATIVE’
Creative,
Imaginative
& Original

X

O1

Open-Mindedness Weakness
Open-Mindedness
CharacteristicsWeakness Characteristics
O1

Obs

Obs

& Sensory

& Sensory

OBSERVANT - PERCEPTIVE, AESTHETIC
OBSERVANT
& SENSORY
- PERCEPTIVE, AESTHETIC & SENSORY

Strength Characteristics - Factual,Strength
Attentive,Characteristics
Sensory, Concrete,
- Factual,
Alert, Attentive, Sensory, Concrete, Alert,
‘OBSERVANT’
‘OBSERVANT’
Listener, Empirical, Vigilant,
Tuned-In,Empirical,
Perspective,
Vigilant,
ArtistAstute,
InterestTuned-In, Perspective, Artist Interest
Perceptive,Astute,Listener,
Perceptive,
Aesthetic
Overuse ChallengesAesthetic
- Overbearing Overuse Challenges - Overbearing

Lea

O3

LEARNER - SELF-DEVELOPING, INTERESTED
LEARNER - SELF-DEVELOPING,
& CULTURED
INTERESTED & CULTURED

Lea

O3

Strength Characteristics - Likes Learning,
StrengthBookworm,
Characteristics
Technical,
- Likes
Academic,
Learning, Bookworm, Technical, Academic,
‘LEARNER’
‘LEARNER’
Self-Development,Self-Developing,
Specializing, Researching,
Self-Development,
Knowledgeable,
Specializing,
Well-Rounded
Researching, Knowledgeable, Well-Rounded
Self-Developing,
Interested
Overuse ChallengesInterested
- Know-It-All, Too
Overuse
Academic
Challenges - Know-It-All, Too Academic
& Cultured
O5

Pro

PROGRESSIVE - LIBERAL, REFORMING,
PROGRESSIVE
CHALLENGING
- LIBERAL, REFORMING, CHALLENGING

& Cultured
O5

Pro

Strength Characteristics - Non-conforming,
Strength Characteristics
Challenges Status- Non-conforming,
Quo,
Challenges Status Quo,
‘PROGRESSIVE’
‘PROGRESSIVE’
Challenges Rules, Provocative,
Challenges Rules, Provocative, Pioneering
Liberal, Pioneering
Liberal,
Reforming
Overuse ChallengesReforming
- Rebellious Overuse Challenges - Rebellious
& Challenging
O2

Ana

ANALYTICAL - LOGICAL, CONCEPTUAL
ANALYTICAL
& RATIONAL
- LOGICAL, CONCEPTUAL & RATIONAL

& Challenging
O2

Ana

Strength Characteristics - Theoretical,
Strength
Insightful,
Characteristics
Intellectual,- Cerebral,
Theoretical, Insightful, Intellectual, Cerebral,
‘ANALYTICAL’
‘ANALYTICAL’
Problem-Solver, Scientiﬁc,
Problem-Solver, Scientiﬁc, Philosophical
Logical,Philosophical
Logical,
Conceptual
Overuse ChallengesConceptual
- Unemotive, Detached
Overuse Challenges - Unemotive, Detached
& Rational
O4

& Rational
O4

Cur Strength
Cur
Strength Characteristics - Exploratory,
Experimenting,
Characteristics
Inquiring,
- Exploratory,
Likes
Experimenting, Inquiring, Likes
CURIOUS - INQUISITIVE, INVESTIGATIVE
CURIOUS &- INQUISITIVE,
QUESTIONINGINVESTIGATIVE & QUESTIONING
‘CURIOUS’

Novelty, Inspecting, Inquisitive,
Experiences, Interested
Novelty, Inspecting, Experiences, Interested
Investigative
Overuse Challenges
- Intrusiveness,Overuse
Nosiness
Challenges - Intrusiveness, Nosiness
& Questioning
O6

Inn

INNOVATIVE - CREATIVE, IMAGINATIVE
INNOVATIVE
& ORIGINAL
- CREATIVE, IMAGINATIVE & ORIGINAL

‘CURIOUS’
Inquisitive,
Investigative
& Questioning
O6

Inn

Strength Characteristics - Ingenious,
Strength
Inventive,
Characteristics
Intuitive, Abstract,
- Ingenious, Inventive, Intuitive, Abstract,
‘INNOVATIVE’
‘INNOVATIVE’
Brainstorming, Prototyping,
Improviser, Futuristic,
Prototyping,
Ideation
Unique, Improviser, Futuristic, Ideation Creative,
Creative, Unique,Brainstorming,
Imaginative
Overuse ChallengesImaginative
- Eccentricity, Overuse
Day-dreaming,
Challenges
Fantasy
- Eccentricity, Day-dreaming, Fantasy
& Original

& Original

O1

Obs

LESS OBSERVANT >> CURSORY LESS OBSERVANT >> CURSORY
Weakness Characteristics - Inattentive,
Weakness
Unaesthetic,
Characteristics
Unaware,- Inattentive, Unaesthetic, Unaware,
‘OBSERVANT’
Unobservant, Undiscerning
Unobservant, Undiscerning
Perceptive,
Absence ChallengesAesthetic
- Ignorant, Naive,
Absence
Shallow
Challenges - Ignorant, Naive, Shallow
& Sensory

Lea

O3

LESS LEARNER >> COMPLACENTLESS LEARNER >> COMPLACENT
Weakness Characteristics - Stagnating,
Weakness
Uninterested,
Characteristics
Uncultured,
- Stagnating, Uninterested, Uncultured,
‘LEARNER’
Undeveloping, Narrow
Interests Undeveloping, Narrow Interests
Self-Developing,
Interested
Absence Challenges - Unsophisticated
Absence Challenges - Unsophisticated
& Cultured
O5

Pro

LESS PROGRESSIVE >> HABITUAL
LESS PROGRESSIVE >> HABITUAL
Weakness Characteristics - Traditional,
Weakness
Conforming,
Characteristics
Conventional,
- Traditional, Conforming, Conventional,
‘PROGRESSIVE’
Customary, Ordinary, Liberal,
Utilitarian, Institutional,
Customary,Routine
Ordinary, Utilitarian, Institutional, Routine
Absence ChallengesReforming
- Resistive, Obstructive
Absence Challenges - Resistive, Obstructive
& Challenging
O2

Ana

LESS ANALYTICAL >> UNANALYTICAL
LESS ANALYTICAL >> UNANALYTICAL
‘ANALYTICAL’
Weakness Characteristics
- Unreﬂective,
Weakness
Illogical,
Characteristics
Dislikes Data- Unreﬂective, Illogical, Dislikes Data
Logical,
Absence Challenges - Irrational Absence Challenges - Irrational
Conceptual
& Rational
O4

Cur

LESS CURIOUS >> INCURIOUS LESS CURIOUS >> INCURIOUS
Weakness Characteristics - Unknowing,
Weakness
Apathetic,
Characteristics
Disinterested,
- Unknowing,
Detached, Apathetic, Disinterested, Detached,
‘CURIOUS’
Easily Bored, Disinterest
Easily Bored, Disinterest
Inquisitive,
Investigative
Absence Challenges
- Unquestioning,
Absence
Superﬁcial
Challenges - Unquestioning, Superﬁcial
& Questioning
O6

Inn

LESS INNOVATIVE >> CONSERVATIVE
LESS INNOVATIVE >> CONSERVATIVE
‘INNOVATIVE’
Weakness Characteristics
- Uncreative,
Weakness
Unimaginative,
Characteristics
Unoriginal
- Uncreative, Unimaginative, Unoriginal
Creative,
Absence Challenges - Narrow Minded,
Absence
Conformity
Challenges - Narrow Minded, Conformity
Imaginative
& Original

X
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CONSCIENTIOUSNESS
L X C H A R AC T E R G R O U P - ‘ B U I L D I N G B LU E ’
Conscientiousness shows if someone tends to act in an organized or thoughtful way. Highly
conscientious people tend to be orderly, mindful of details, and they have high levels of
responsibility, focus, and personal drive. They plan ahead, think about how they can get
on with their lives in the most effective way, ensure quality outcomes and are focused on
deadlines. They just seem to get things done without much fuss.

Eff

Dil

Acc

Per

Prn

Org

Effective (Productive, Practical, Resourceful): These individuals are naturally
good at making things happen either individually or as part of a group. They are
hands-on and resolve any problems in a pragmatic manner.

Diligent (Deliberate, Prepared, Thorough): Those with this trait work hard to
achieve excellence completing detailed tasks fully and accurately. They focus
naturally on the small things to ensure quality.

Accountable (Dependable, Reliable, Dutiful): If high in this trait, a person has a
strong sense of duty and obligation. They can be relied upon to take ownership
of what they say they will do, and tend to be very loyal.

Perseverant (Focused, Disciplined, Doer): This trait is found in people who are
exceptionally focused on working hard and achieving things in a disciplined
manner. They usually have great stamina, and are often busy.

Principled (Unbiased, Objective, Fair): This trait is found in people who treat all
people fairly giving everyone a chance. They do not let their personal feelings
bias decisions and they seek democratic outcomes where possible.

Organized (Systematic, Structured, Strategic): The people with this trait are
especially talented at bringing structure and order to the world around them.
They enjoy figuring out how everything fits together, often preferring routines.

If you looked at your level of Conscientiousness closely, you could gain additional insights
into things like how much of a planner you are, how compliant you are, how much you care
about meeting your goals, etc. The lack of these would, of course, tell you a different story.

Calculating
Considers pros & cons of options

Efficiency
Optimised achievement for effort

Practical
Realistic and action focused

Cautiousness
Applies wisdom to situations

Endurance
Able to push through adversity

Prudence
Discretion on practical matters

Competence
Having skill, knowledge & capacity

Fairness
Follows balanced principles

Purposefulness
Resolute action towards a goal

Compliance
Conforming with rules & principles

Hard-working
Industrious and zealous attitude

Resourcefulness
Able to manage new challenges

Conscientiousness
Following of personal principles

Impulse control
Does not act emotively with haste

Responsibility
Being answerable for delivery

Control
Seeks to manage closely

Mastery
Excellence and hard-working

Rule following
Seeks to obey guidelines

Deliberation
Careful consideration

Not Fatigable
Does not tire readily

Self control
Manages own actions consciously

Deliberativeness
Acts with affirmative purpose

Not Spontaneous
Does not react without thought

Self discipline
Closely manages internal desires

Diligence
Constant and earnest effort

Orderly
Tidy and methodical mindset

Self efficacy
Operates oneself effectively

Dislikes disorder
Aversion to mess and chaos

Organization
Ability to structure tasks or things

Self focus
Considers personal implications

Dutifulness
Performing tasks as expected

Perfectionism
High personal quality standards

Self reliance
Self-starting attitude

Eager for effort
Keen and ardent to work

Planfulness
Capability to plan and arrange

Work focused
Prioritizes job activities

The following pages defines both the strength and weakness aspects of Conscientiousness.
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CONSCIENTIOUSNESS STRENGTHS

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS WEAKNESSES

Conscientiousness Strength
Conscientiousness
Characteristics Strength Characteristics

Eff

C1

‘EFFECTIVE’
Productive,
Practical
& Resourceful
C3

Acc

‘ACCOUNTABLE’
Dependable,
Reliable
& Dutiful
C5

Prn

‘PRINCIPLED’
Unbiased
Objective
& Fair
C2

Dil

‘DILIGENT’
Deliberate,
Prepared
& Thorough
C4

Per

‘PERSEVERANT’
Focused,
Disciplined
& Doer
C6

Org

‘ORGANIZED’
Systematic,
Structured
& Strategic

X

C1

Eff

EFFECTIVE - PRODUCTIVE, PRACTICAL
EFFECTIVE
& RESOURCEFUL
- PRODUCTIVE, PRACTICAL & RESOURCEFUL

Conscientiousness Weakness
Conscientiousness
Characteristics Weakness Characteristics

Eff

C1

Strength Characteristics - Productive,
Strength
Pragmatic,
Characteristics
Competent,- Efficient,
Productive, Pragmatic, Competent, Efficient,
‘EFFECTIVE’
‘EFFECTIVE’
Versatile, Multi-tasking,
Jack-of-all-trades,
Versatile,
Self-Reliant,
Multi-tasking,
Trouble-Shooter
Jack-of-all-trades, Self-Reliant, Trouble-Shooter
Productive,
Productive,
Practical
Overuse Challenges Practical
- Unrealistic, Overreaching
Overuse Challenges - Unrealistic, Overreaching
& Resourceful
C3

Acc

ACCOUNTABLE - DEPENDABLE, ACCOUNTABLE
RELIABLE & DUTIFUL
- DEPENDABLE, RELIABLE & DUTIFUL

& Resourceful
C3

Acc

Strength Characteristics - Responsible,
Strength
Loyal,
Characteristics
Committed, Takes
- Responsible, Loyal, Committed, Takes
‘ACCOUNTABLE’
‘ACCOUNTABLE’
Ownership, Obligated,
Compliant, Deadlines,
Ownership,
Dedicated,
Obligated,
Punctual
Compliant, Deadlines, Dedicated, Punctual Dependable,
Dependable,
Reliable
Overuse Challenges -Reliable
Dogmatic, Bureaucratic,
Overuse Challenges
Literal, Obsessive
- Dogmatic, Bureaucratic, Literal, Obsessive
& Dutiful

Prn

C5

PRINCIPLED - UNBIASED, OBJECTIVE
PRINCIPLED
& FAIR- UNBIASED, OBJECTIVE & FAIR

& Dutiful

Prn

C5

Strength Characteristics - Independent
Strength
Thinking,
Characteristics
Unsentimental,
- Independent
Balanced Thinking, Unsentimental, Balanced
‘PRINCIPLED’
‘PRINCIPLED’
Judgement, Fair-minded,
Reasonable,Judgement,
Democratic,
Fair-minded,
Consistent,Reasonable,
Integrity Democratic, Consistent, IntegrityUnbiased
Unbiased
Objective
Overuse ChallengesObjective
- Too Judgemental,
Overuse
Idealistic,
Challenges
Detachment
- Too Judgemental, Idealistic, Detachment
& Fair

C2

Dil

DILIGENT - DELIBERATE, PREPARED
DILIGENT
& THOROUGH
- DELIBERATE, PREPARED & THOROUGH

& Fair

Dil

C2

Strength Characteristics - Detailed,Strength
Methodical,
Characteristics
Scrupulous, Precise,
- Detailed, Methodical, Scrupulous, Precise,
‘DILIGENT’
‘DILIGENT’
Accurate, Rigourous,Deliberate,
Calculated, Exacting,
Accurate,
Step-by-step,
Rigourous, Scheduled,
Calculated,Planned
Exacting, Step-by-step, Scheduled, Planned
Deliberate,
Prepared
Prepared
Overuse Challenges - Perfectionism,
Overuse
Over-planning,
Challenges
Critical
- Perfectionism, Over-planning, Critical
& Thorough
C4

Per

PERSEVERANT - FOCUSED, DISCIPLINED
PERSEVERANT
& DOER
- FOCUSED, DISCIPLINED & DOER

& Thorough
C4

Per

Strength Characteristics - Punctual,
Strength
Purposeful,
Characteristics
Industrious, Hardworking,
- Punctual, Purposeful, Industrious, Hardworking,
‘PERSEVERANT’
‘PERSEVERANT’
Striving, Persistent, Endurance,
Striving,Optimizing,
Persistent,Maximising
Endurance, Dedicated, Optimizing, Maximising Focused,
Focused, Dedicated,
Disciplined
Overuse ChallengesDisciplined
- Workaholic, Overloading,
Overuse Challenges
Burn-out- Workaholic, Overloading, Burn-out
& Doer

Org

C6

ORGANIZED - SYSTEMATIC, STRUCTURED
ORGANIZED& -STRATEGIC
SYSTEMATIC, STRUCTURED & STRATEGIC

& Doer

Org

C6

Strength Characteristics - Neat, Arranging,
Strength Standardizing,
Characteristics
Like
- Neat,
Process,
Arranging, Standardizing, Like Process,
‘ORGANIZED’
‘ORGANIZED’
Standards, Routinized,
Systems Thinker
Standards, Routinized, Systems Thinker
Systematic,
Systematic,
Overuse ChallengesStructured
- Too Complex,Overuse
Fussy, Neat
Challenges
Freak, Compulsive
- Too Complex, Fussy, Neat Freak, Compulsive Structured
& Strategic

& Strategic

Eff

C1

LESS EFFECTIVE >> INEFFECTIVELESS EFFECTIVE >> INEFFECTIVE
Weakness Characteristics - Unproductive,
Weakness
Unresourceful,
Characteristics
Impractical,
- Unproductive, Unresourceful, Impractical,
‘EFFECTIVE’
Inefficient
Inefficient
Productive,
Absence ChallengesPractical
- IncompetentAbsence Challenges - Incompetent
& Resourceful
C3

Acc

LESS ACCOUNTABLE >> UNACCOUNTABLE
LESS ACCOUNTABLE >> UNACCOUNTABLE
Weakness Characteristics - Undependable,
WeaknessUnreliable,
Characteristics
Undutiful,
- Undependable,
Misses
Unreliable, Undutiful, Misses
‘ACCOUNTABLE’
Deadlines, Non-Compliant,
Undedicated,
Deadlines,
Uncommitted
Non-Compliant, Undedicated, Uncommitted
Dependable,
Absence Challenges Reliable
- Irresponsible,Absence
Disloyal,Challenges
Rule Breaker
- Irresponsible, Disloyal, Rule Breaker
& Dutiful

Prn

C5

LESS PRINCIPLED >> SUBJECTIVE
LESS PRINCIPLED >> SUBJECTIVE
‘PRINCIPLED’
Weakness Characteristics
- Inconsistent,
Weakness
Unfair,
Characteristics
Arbitrary, Random
- Inconsistent, Unfair, Arbitrary, Random
Unbiased
Absence Challenges - Prejudiced, Biased,
Absence
Partisan
Challenges - Prejudiced, Biased, Partisan
Objective
& Fair

Dil

C2

LESS DILIGENT >> UNPREPAREDLESS DILIGENT >> UNPREPARED
Weakness Characteristics - Unplanned,
Weakness
Non-Thorough,
Characteristics
Unthinking,
- Unplanned,
Vague, Non-Thorough, Unthinking, Vague,
‘DILIGENT’
Unscheduled, Unready,
Ad Hoc, Short-Sighted,
Unscheduled,
Imprecise,
Unready,Inaccurate
Ad Hoc, Short-Sighted, Imprecise, Inaccurate
Deliberate,
Prepared
Absence Challenges - Negligent, Sloppy,
Absence
Rash,
Challenges
Impetuous- Negligent, Sloppy, Rash, Impetuous
& Thorough
C4

Per

LESS PERSEVERANT >> UNPERSEVERANT
LESS PERSEVERANT >> UNPERSEVERANT
Weakness Characteristics - Unfocused,
Weakness
Undisciplined,
Characteristics
Procrastinator,
- Unfocused,
Late, Undisciplined, Procrastinator, Late,
‘PERSEVERANT’
Distracted, Underachiever,
Distracted, Underachiever, Uncommitted
Focused,Uncommitted
Absence ChallengesDisciplined
- Lazy, Flakey,Absence
Poor Work
Challenges
Ethic
- Lazy, Flakey, Poor Work Ethic
& Doer

Org

C6

LESS ORGANIZED >> DISORGANIZED
LESS ORGANIZED >> DISORGANIZED
Weakness Characteristics - Unsystematic,
Weakness
Unstructured,
Characteristics
Disorderly,
- Unsystematic, Unstructured, Disorderly,
‘ORGANIZED’
Non-Strategic, Too Simplistic
Non-Strategic, Too Simplistic
Systematic,
Absence ChallengesStructured
- Chaotic, Scattered,
Absence
Messy,
Challenges
Loses Things
- Chaotic, Scattered, Messy, Loses Things
& Strategic

X
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STABLENESS (NEUROTICISM)
L X C H A R AC T E R G R O U P - ‘ S E R E N E G R E E N ’
Stableness relates to the internal control somebody has over their own emotions. Highly
stable people tend to be authentic, steady and adaptable to their environment. Individuals
who are high in this trait tend not to experience extreme mood swings, anxiety and irritability.
They are typically tolerant, courteous and work towards win-win outcomes even if that means
compromising.

Mea

Ada

Sin

Res

Cen

Com

Measured (Controlled, Cautious, Careful): If high in this trait, a person is careful
and purposeful, always taking controlled actions. They are restrained and considered
which makes them naturally conservative.

Adaptable (Accommodating, Flexible, Chilled-out): This trait is high in those that
seek to achieve success through compromise and consensus. They naturally prefer
to ‘go with the flow’, being able to handle ambiguity.

Sincere (Honest, Authentic, Trustworthy): The people with this trait not only speak
the truth but also live their lives in a genuine and authentic way. They are transparent
and do not engage in mind-games or try to manipulate others.

Respectful (Tolerant, Equitable, Polite): This trait is found in people who always seek
to be pleasant to amiable. They do not let even the most stressful situations or rude
attitudes affect how they interact with the world.

Centered (Balanced, Calm, Self-Aware): Those with this trait excel at remaining calm
with a healthy and balanced perspective even in stressed situations. They are selfaware and grateful for what they have, and share their appreciation of this with others.

Composed (Diplomatic, Collected, Harmonious): These individuals tend to
composed and unflappable, taking the future one day at a time. They are discreet
and work behind the scenes to reconcile differences in a win-win manner.

Most classic personality assessments measure the inverse of stableness, which is defined
as neuroticism. It includes dimensions like anxiousness, fearfulness, hostility, impulsivity and
vulnerability. The LX system has a positive approach to personality and so many of the
granular dimensions shown below are expressed in terms of what somebody is ‘not’.

Adaptability
Able to change as needed

Identity
Clear view of own personality

Not Overly Self-conscious
Does not embarrass easily

Amicable Respect
Showing politeness and deference

Mental Wellbeing
Healthy mindset

Not Pessimistic
Does not express negativity

Attending to Emotions
Moderation
Proactively manages state of mind Show restraint from extremes

Not Self-disclosing
Keeps thoughts to oneself

Calmness
Not overly emotional

Not Anxious
Not of nervous disposition

Not Sensitive
Not easily susceptible to criticism

Conventional
Conforming to accepted standards

Not Dependent
Not reliant on others for strength

Not Sentimental
Avoids being overly nostalgic

Docile
Easy-going and laid-back

Not Fearful
Not Vulnerable
Not scared of outcomes by default Not susceptible or exposed

Emotionally stable
Not moody or overly sensitive

Not Fearing Uncertainty
Manages ambiguity well

Pleasantness
Socially polite and amiable

Even tempered
Not moody or irritable

Not Hostile
Generally accepting

Relaxed
Relieved from tension

Flexibility
Can bend one’s position to fit

Not Idealistic
Settles for compromised outcomes

Self Acceptance
Comfortable with who they are

Good attachment
Positive authority relationships

Not Immoderate
Controls excessive desires

Sincerity
Not deceitful and hypocritical

Good Impression
Presents positive image to others

Not Impulsive
Control over needs and wants

Stress Management
Has healthy coping mechanisms

Good natured
Pleasant and amiable disposition

Not Often Depressed
Typically of positive mentality

Unresponsive to Distress
Calm in emergency situations

Not shown here are >200 further words associated with Stableness that LX also measures.
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STABLENESS STRENGTHS

STABLENESS WEAKNESSES

Stableness Strength Characteristics
Stableness Strength Characteristics
N1

Mea

‘MEASURED’
Controlled,
Cautious
& Careful
N3

Sin

‘SINCERE’
Honest,
Authentic
& Trustworthy
N5

Cen

‘CENTERED’
Balanced ,
Calm
& Self-Aware
N2

Ada

‘ADAPTABLE’
Accommodating,
Flexible
& Chilled-out
N4

Res

‘RESPECTFUL’
Tolerant,
Equitable
& Polite
N6

Com

‘COMPOSED’
Diplomatic,
Collected
& Harmonious

X

N1

Stableness Weakness Characteristics
Stableness Weakness Characteristics
N1

Mea

Mea

& Careful

& Careful

MEASURED - CONTROLLED, CAUTIOUS
MEASURED
& CAREFUL
- CONTROLLED, CAUTIOUS & CAREFUL

Strength Characteristics - Contemplative,
StrengthPurposeful,
Characteristics
Moderation,
- Contemplative, Purposeful, Moderation,
‘MEASURED’
‘MEASURED’
Considered, Restrained,
Intentional, Considered,
Conventional,
Restrained,
Self-Control
Intentional, Conventional, Self-Control
Controlled,
Controlled,
Cautious
Overuse Challenges Cautious
- Too Prudent,Overuse
Stuffy Challenges - Too Prudent, Stuffy
N3

Sin

SINCERE - HONEST, AUTHENTICSINCERE
& TRUSTWORTHY
- HONEST, AUTHENTIC & TRUSTWORTHY

N3

Sin

N1

Mea

LESS MEASURED >> IMPULSIVE LESS MEASURED >> IMPULSIVE
Weakness Characteristics - Uncontrolled,
Weakness
Uncautious,
Characteristics
Careless,- Uncontrolled, Uncautious, Careless,
‘MEASURED’
Reactionary, Imprudent,
Unintentional
Reactionary, Imprudent, Unintentional
Controlled,
Absence ChallengesCautious
- Reckless, Immoderation,
Absence Challenges
Indulgent- Reckless, Immoderation, Indulgent
& Careful

N3

Sin

LESS SINCERE >> NON-TRANSPARENT
LESS SINCERE >> NON-TRANSPARENT

Strength Characteristics - Genuine,Strength
Strong values,
Characteristics
Moral, Transparent,
- Genuine, Strong values, Moral, Transparent,
‘SINCERE’
‘SINCERE’
Honorable, Moralistic,Honest,
Integrity, No Mind
Honorable,
GamesMoralistic, Integrity, No Mind Games
Honest,
Authentic
Overuse ChallengesAuthentic
- Too Righteous
Overuse Challenges - Too Righteous

Weakness Characteristics - Insincere,
Weakness
Ingenuine,
Characteristics
Untrustworthy,
- Insincere,
Evasive, Ingenuine, Untrustworthy, Evasive,
‘SINCERE’
Crafty, Secretive, Misleading,
Mysterious,
Crafty,
Unauthentic
Secretive,
Misleading,
Mysterious,
Unauthentic
Honest,
Absence ChallengesAuthentic
- Deceptive, Phoniness,
Absence Challenges
Sly, Sneaky,-Deceitful
Deceptive, Phoniness, Sly, Sneaky, Deceitful

Cen Strength
Cen
Strength Characteristics - Reﬂective,
Introspective,
Characteristics
In Touch -With
Reﬂective,
Self, Introspective, In Touch With Self,

LESS CENTERED >> ANXIOUS

& Trustworthy
N5

& Trustworthy
N5

‘CENTERED’

‘CENTERED’
Balanced ,
Calm
& Self-Aware
N2

CENTERED - BALANCED, CALM &
CENTERED
SELF-AWARE
- BALANCED, CALM & SELF-AWARE

Contemplative, Grounded,
Contented,
Contemplative,
Grateful, Relaxed,
Grounded,
Zen Contented, Grateful, Relaxed, Zen
Balanced
,
Overuse Challenges - Calm
UnemotionalOveruse Challenges - Unemotional
& Self-Aware
N2

Ada

ADAPTABLE - ACCOMMODATING,
ADAPTABLE
FLEXIBLE &- ACCOMMODATING,
CHILLED-OUT
FLEXIBLE & CHILLED-OUT

Ada

Strength Characteristics - Laid-Back,
Strength
Chilled-Out,
Characteristics
Win-win, Unﬂappable,
- Laid-Back, Chilled-Out, Win-win, Unﬂappable,
‘ADAPTABLE’
‘ADAPTABLE’
Compromising, Handles
Ambiguity, Compromising,
Nimble, Even Tempered
Handles Ambiguity, Nimble, Even Tempered
Accommodating,
Accommodating,
Flexible
Overuse Challenges -Flexible
Too Fluid, Ambiguous
Overuse Challenges - Too Fluid, Ambiguous
& Chilled-out
N4

Res

RESPECTFUL - TOLERANT, EQUITABLE
RESPECTFUL
& POLITE
- TOLERANT, EQUITABLE & POLITE

& Chilled-out
N4

Res

Strength Characteristics - Pleasant,
Strength
Mild, Courteous,
Characteristics
Amiable,- Pleasant,
Discreet, Mild, Courteous, Amiable, Discreet,
‘RESPECTFUL’
‘RESPECTFUL’
Congenial, Punctual, Egalitarian,
Patient
Congenial,
Punctual,
Egalitarian,
Patient
Tolerant,
Tolerant,
Equitable
Overuse ChallengesEquitable
- Conﬂict Avoidant
Overuse Challenges - Conﬂict Avoidant
& Polite

N6

& Polite

N6

Com

Com

& Harmonious

& Harmonious

COMPOSED - DIPLOMATIC, COLLECTED
COMPOSED
& HARMONIOUS
- DIPLOMATIC, COLLECTED & HARMONIOUS

Strength Characteristics - Reconciling,
Strength
Facilitating,
Characteristics
Carefree,-Steady,
Reconciling, Facilitating, Carefree, Steady,
‘COMPOSED’
‘COMPOSED’
Stabilizing, Mediating,
Manages Conﬂict,
Stabilizing,
Peacemaking,
Mediating,
Level-Headed
Manages Conﬂict, Peacemaking, Level-Headed Diplomatic,
Diplomatic,
Collected
Overuse ChallengesCollected
- Repressed Overuse Challenges - Repressed

& Trustworthy
N5

Cen Weakness
Weakness Characteristics - Unbalanced,
Over-Sensitive,
Characteristics
Nervous,
- Unbalanced,
Moody, Over-Sensitive, Nervous, Moody,
LESS CENTERED >> ANXIOUS

‘CENTERED’

Temperamental, Easily
Stressed,
Insecure,
Temperamental,
Apprehensive,
EasilySelf-Blame
Stressed, Insecure, Apprehensive, Self-Blame
Balanced
,
Absence Challenges -Calm
Neurotic, Hypersensitive,
Absence Challenges
Frenetic,-Unstable
Neurotic, Hypersensitive, Frenetic, Unstable
& Self-Aware
N2

Ada

LESS ADAPTABLE >> UNADAPTABLE
LESS ADAPTABLE >> UNADAPTABLE
‘ADAPTABLE’
Weakness Characteristics
- Unaccommodating,
Weakness Characteristics
Inﬂexible, Conﬂict
- Unaccommodating,
Averse
Inﬂexible, Conﬂict Averse
Accommodating,
Absence Challenges - Avoidant Absence Challenges - Avoidant
Flexible
& Chilled-out
N4

Res

LESS RESPECTFUL >> DISRESPECTFUL
LESS RESPECTFUL >> DISRESPECTFUL
Weakness Characteristics - Intolerant,
Weakness
Impatient,
Characteristics
Impolite, Tactless,
- Intolerant, Impatient, Impolite, Tactless,
‘RESPECTFUL’
Discourteous, Truculent,
Discordant,
Discourteous,
Sarcastic
Truculent,
Discordant,
Sarcastic
Tolerant,
Absence ChallengesEquitable
- Rude, Irreverent,
Absence
Obnoxious,
Challenges
Offensive
- Rude, Irreverent, Obnoxious, Offensive
& Polite

N6

Com

LESS COMPOSED >> IRRITABLE LESS COMPOSED >> IRRITABLE
Weakness Characteristics - Uncomposed,
Weakness
Undiplomatic,
Characteristics
Unharmonious,
- Uncomposed, Undiplomatic, Unharmonious,
‘COMPOSED’
Agitated, Testy, Combative,
Choleric,Agitated,
Short-Tempered
Testy, Combative, Choleric, Short-Tempered
Diplomatic,
Absence ChallengesCollected
- Ill-Tempered,Absence
Hostile, Challenges
Aggressive - Ill-Tempered, Hostile, Aggressive
& Harmonious

X
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SELFLESSNESS
L X C H A R AC T E R G R O U P - ‘ H E L LO Y E L LOW ’
Selflessness reveals a person’s tendency to be compassionate and cooperative towards
others. Highly selfless people can be described as trusting, giving, kind, and affectionate,
just to name a few. People who are high in this trait tend to be more collaborative and
strong team players. They are typically empathetic and considerate of others, and have high
emotional intelligence.

Car

Agr

Tr u

Und

Hum

Gen

Caring (Compassionate, Helpful, Inclusive): These individuals are naturally
welcoming and inclusive, even to people they do not know. They are never too
busy to do a favor to help somebody else, and are seen as gentle and kind by
others.
Agreeable (Collaborative, Team-Player, Cooperative): Those with this trait excel
as a members of teams, doing their share towards the success of the group. They
are willing to compromise or to deny their own needs in order to get along with
others.
Trusting (Appreciative, Forgiving, Warm): This trait is found in people who are
affectionate and tender towards others. They naturally trust people assuming
they are honest and have good intentions, and often openly share their thoughts
and feelings.
Understanding (Empathetic, Sympathetic, Considerate): People with this trait
are highly aware of the motives and feelings of others. They know what to do to
fit in with different social situations, and often act considerately to put others at
ease.
Humble (Gracious, Modest, Unassuming): This trait is high in those that do not
seek the spotlight, preferring to let their accomplishments speak for themselves.
These individuals do not regard themselves as special, and others recognize and
value their modesty.
Generous (Altruistic, Magnanimous, Giving): People with this trait find helping
other people genuinely rewarding. Consequently, they are generally willing to
assist those who are in need and see this as self-fulfillment rather than selfsacrifice.

Again, you can look at your level of selflessness in more detail to learn some insights about
the more granular attributes such as your tendency towards of modesty, collaboration,
forgiveness and compassion, for example.

Agreeable
Ready to consent and be pleasing

Empathy
Identification of feelings of others

Pure-hearted
Without malice or bad intent

Altruism
Unselfish concern for others

Forgiveness
Willingness to pardon

Romanticism
Loving spirit or tendency

Appreciation
Give thankful recognition

Gentleness
Not severe, rough or strong

Sentimentality
Tender emotionally

Caring
Kind and considerate tendencies

Greed avoidance
Not seeking excess for oneself

Spiritual acceptance
Does not reject religious viewpoint

Collaboration
Work well with others

Helpfulness
Rendering of aid and service

Straight-forwardness
Direct and clear in approach

Communality
Spirit of belonging & togetherness

Honest
Honorable in principles and actions

Team-Player
Working willingly in cooperation

Compassion
Feelings of deep sympathy

Modesty
Free from vanity and boastfulness

Tender-mindedness
Idealistic and compassionate

Conformity
Accord with social standards

Moralistic
Adhering to conventional values

Tenderness
Delicate in constitution and action

Considerate
Showing kindly regard for others

Not Distrusting
Not naturally doubtful of others

Trusting
Not paranoid or suspicious

Cooperation
Working together with same goal

Not Manipulative
Does not influence for own goals

Understanding
Knows others feelings and desires

Dependence
Reliance and trust in others

Not Vigilant
Not naturally wary of issues

Virtuous
Principled and righteous

Emotional decision-making
Uses feeling to make judgements

Patience
Manages annoyance without issue

Warmth
Moderate, open and welcoming

Not shown are >250 further words associated with Selflessness that LX also measures.
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SELFLESSNESS STRENGTHS

SELFLESSNESS WEAKNESSES

Selﬂessness Strength Characteristics
Selﬂessness Strength Characteristics

Car

E1

‘CARING’
Compassionate,
Helpful
& Inclusive
E3

Tru

‘TRUSTING’
Appreciative,
Forgiving
& Warm
E5

Hum

‘HUMBLE’
Gracious,
Modest
& Unassuming
E2

Agr

‘AGREEABLE’
Collaborative,
Team-Player
& Cooperative
E4

Und

UNDERSTANDING
Empathetic,
Sympathetic
& Considerate
E6

Gen

‘GENEROUS’
Altruistic,
Magnanimous
& Giving

X

Selﬂessness Weakness Characteristics
Selﬂessness Weakness Characteristics

E1

Car Strength
Car
Strength Characteristics - Welcoming,
Nurturing,
Characteristics
Accepting,-Kind,
Welcoming,
Gentle, Nurturing, Accepting, Kind, Gentle,
CARING - COMPASSIONATE, HELPFUL
CARING&-INCLUSIVE
COMPASSIONATE, HELPFUL & INCLUSIVE

E1

‘CARING’

‘CARING’

& Inclusive
E3

& Inclusive
E3

Developing, Approachable,
Serving,Developing,
Encouraging,Approachable,
Affirming, Mentoring
Serving, Encouraging, Affirming, MentoringCompassionate,
Compassionate,
Helpful
Overuse Challenges Helpful
- Blame Taking,
Overuse
Martying,
Challenges
Self-Neglecting
- Blame Taking, Martying, Self-Neglecting

Tru

TRUSTING - APPRECIATIVE, FORGIVING
TRUSTING&-WARM
APPRECIATIVE, FORGIVING & WARM

Tru

Strength Characteristics - Affectionate,
Strength
Loving,
Characteristics
Mild, Warm Hearted,
- Affectionate,
Open, Loving, Mild, Warm Hearted, Open,
‘TRUSTING’
‘TRUSTING’
Self-Revealing, Shares
Feelings, Lenient,
Self-Revealing,
Tender Shares Feelings, Lenient, Tender
Appreciative,
Appreciative,
Forgiving
Overuse ChallengesForgiving
- Permissiveness,
Overuse
Suggestible,
Challenges
Gullible
- Permissiveness, Suggestible, Gullible
& Warm

E5

& Warm

E5

Hum

Hum

& Unassuming
E2

& Unassuming
E2

HUMBLE - GRACIOUS, MODESTHUMBLE
& UNASSUMING
- GRACIOUS, MODEST & UNASSUMING

Strength Characteristics - Unpretentious,
StrengthSelf-Effacing,
Characteristics
Down- Unpretentious,
To Earth,
Self-Effacing, Down To Earth,
‘HUMBLE’
‘HUMBLE’
Complimentary, Thankful,
Grateful Complimentary, Thankful, Grateful
Gracious,
Gracious,
Modest
Overuse Challenges Modest
- Self-Deprecating
Overuse Challenges - Self-Deprecating

Agr StrengthObliging,
Agr
Strength Characteristics - Team-worker,
Characteristics
Affiliative,- Pleasing,
Team-worker, Obliging, Affiliative, Pleasing,
AGREEABLE - COLLABORATIVE,AGREEABLE
TEAM-PLAYER
- COLLABORATIVE,
& COOPERATIVETEAM-PLAYER & COOPERATIVE
‘AGREEABLE’

Conforming, Ingratiating,
Enabler Conforming, Ingratiating, Enabler
Collaborative,
Team-Player
Overuse Challenges
- Flattery, TooOveruse
Needy, Dependant
Challenges - Flattery, Too Needy, Dependant
& Cooperative
E4

Und

‘AGREEABLE’
Collaborative,
Teamworkr
& Cooperative
E4

Und

E1

Car Weakness Characteristics
Weakness Characteristics - Uncompassionate,
Unhelpful, Excluding,
- Uncompassionate, Unhelpful, Excluding,
LESS CARING >> UNCARING

LESS CARING >> UNCARING

‘CARING’

Unwelcoming, Discouraging,
Unconcerned,
Unwelcoming,
Thoughtless,
Discouraging,
Uninviting
Unconcerned, Thoughtless, Uninviting
Compassionate,
Absence ChallengesHelpful
- Neglecting, Absence
Self-Absorbed,
Challenges
Alienating,
- Neglecting,
Abandoning
Self-Absorbed, Alienating, Abandoning
& Inclusive
E3

Tru

LESS TRUSTING >> SUSPICIOUSLESS TRUSTING >> SUSPICIOUS
Weakness Characteristics - Unappreciative,
Weakness Unforgiving,
Characteristics
Cold,- Closed,
Unappreciative, Unforgiving, Cold, Closed,
‘TRUSTING’
Unemotional
Unemotional
Appreciative,
Absence ChallengesForgiving
- Untrusting, Absence
Mistrust, Challenges
Merciless - Untrusting, Mistrust, Merciless
& Warm

E5

Hum

LESS HUMBLE >> UNGRACIOUSLESS HUMBLE >> UNGRACIOUS
‘HUMBLE’- Immodest,
Weakness Characteristics
Weakness
Pretentious,
Characteristics
Entitled - Immodest, Pretentious, Entitled
Gracious,
Absence Challenges - Arrogant, Egotistic,
AbsenceGrandiosity
Challenges - Arrogant, Egotistic, Grandiosity
Modest
& Unassuming
E2

Agr

LESS AGREEABLE >> UNREASONABLE
LESS AGREEABLE >> UNREASONABLE
Weakness Characteristics - Uncollaborative,
Weakness Characteristics
Uncooperative, Stubborn,
- Uncollaborative, Uncooperative, Stubborn,
‘AGREEABLE’
Argumentative, Difficult,
Dissenting,Argumentative,
Obstinate, Unbending,
Difficult,Challenging
Dissenting, Obstinate, Unbending, Challenging
Collaborative,
Teamworkr
Absence Challenges
- Disagreeable,
Absence
Deﬁant,Challenges
Disobedient- Disagreeable, Deﬁant, Disobedient
& Cooperative
E4

Und

UNDERSTANDING - EMPATHETIC,
UNDERSTANDING
SYMPATHETIC &- EMPATHETIC,
CONSIDERATESYMPATHETIC & CONSIDERATE

LESS UNDERSTANDING >> UNFEELING
LESS UNDERSTANDING >> UNFEELING

Strength Characteristics - Sensitive
Strength
To Others,
Characteristics
Thoughtful, Perceptive,
- Sensitive To Others, Thoughtful, Perceptive,
UNDERSTANDING
UNDERSTANDING
Concerned, High EQ,Empathetic,
Socially Intelligent,
Concerned,
Relating,
HighListener,
EQ, Socially
Sensitive,
Intelligent,
FeelingRelating, Listener, Sensitive, Feeling
Empathetic,
Sympathetic
Overuse Challenges
- Overwhelmed,
Overuse
Smothering,
Challenges
Know-Best
- Overwhelmed,
Attitude Smothering, Know-Best Attitude Sympathetic

Weakness Characteristics - Indifferent,
Weakness
Unsympathetic,
Characteristics
Insensitive,
- Indifferent, Unsympathetic, Insensitive,
UNDERSTANDING
Inconsiderate, Unthoughtful,
Unperceptive
Inconsiderate,
Unthoughtful,
Unperceptive
Empathetic,
Sympathetic
Absence Challenges
- Merciless, Vengefulness,
Absence Challenges
Punitive - Merciless, Vengefulness, Punitive

Gen Strength
Gen
Strength Characteristics - Devoted,
Charitable,
Characteristics
Good Citizen,-Socially
Devoted, Charitable, Good Citizen, Socially

LESS GENEROUS >> UNGENEROUS
LESS GENEROUS >> UNGENEROUS

& Considerate
E6

GENEROUS - ALTRUISTIC, MAGNANIMOUS
GENEROUS -&ALTRUISTIC,
GIVING
MAGNANIMOUS & GIVING
‘GENEROUS’

Responsible, Shares,Altruistic,
Virtuous, Providing,
Responsible,
Community
Shares,
Orientated
Virtuous, Providing, Community Orientated
Magnanimous
Overuse Challenges
- Generous ToOveruse
A Fault, Too
Challenges
Giving, Fanatical
- Generous To A Fault, Too Giving, Fanatical
& Giving

& Considerate
E6
‘GENEROUS’
Altruistic,
Magnanimous
& Giving

& Considerate
E6

Gen

Weakness Characteristics - Unsharing,
Weakness
Ungiving,
Characteristics
Misely, Mean,- Unsharing, Ungiving, Misely, Mean,
‘GENEROUS’
Uncharitable
Uncharitable
Altruistic,
Magnanimous
Absence Challenges
- Greedy, Jealousy,
Absence
Possessive,
Challenges
Selﬁsh
- Greedy, Jealousy, Possessive, Selﬁsh
& Giving

X
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EXTROVERTEDNESS
C H A R AC T E R G R O U P M I N D S E T - ‘ O U TG O I N G O R A N G E ’
Extrovertedness is more than how social someone is. It shows how much stimulation a
person gets from interacting with others but also from the outside world. People high in
Extrovertedness tend to be friendly and they gain energy in social situations. They are often
bold and motivate others. In addition, they seem to approach life in a positive, optimistic way
and have an energetic and upbeat vibe around them.

Ins

Eng

Out

Adv

Joy

Liv

Inspiring (Visionary, Motivating, Captivating): If high in this trait, a person has
a clear and grand vision on how things should be done, or a goal that should be
reached. They are motivating and mobilizing to the people around them.

Engaging (Charismatic, Entertaining, Expressive): These individuals naturally
entertain and perform for everyone effortlessly. They are prominent, quick witted
and charming, but they can also appear to be showy and self-promoting to some.

While extroversion is a commonly discussed concept, it is easily misunderstood and
miscategorized. I find that the most common mistake is to over-simplify extrovertedness to
capture someone’s social skills. What often gets lost is the additional dimensions, e.g. how
much somebody is expressive, thrill-seeking, exhibitionistic, optimistic and playful.

Activity level
Full of action and animation

Extravagance
Excessive or unnecessary

Risk Taking
Open to chance of loss or injury

Adventurousness
Enjoys new exciting undertakings

Extraverted
Energized by external environment

Self-Disclosure
Shares feelings openly

Affiliation
Keen to form close connections

Gregariousness
Enjoys the company of others

Sociability
Inclination to socialize

Appearance
Happiness
Comfortable as center of attention Inclined to contentment and joy

Social acceptance
Welcoming of others

Capacity for Status
Likes attention and recognition

Joyfulness
Being of delighted deposition

Social boldness
Not fearful of any social settings

Outgoing (Sociable, Gregarious, Friendly: These individuals naturally connect
with others and enjoy the excitement that comes from parties, crowds and hosting.
They find the company of others pleasantly stimulating and rewarding.

Cheerfulness
Expressive of good spirits

Likes crowds
Finds large groups energizing

Social closeness
Forms tight relationships

Energy Level
High potential and vigor

Likes parties
Enjoys social gatherings

Social confidence
Self-confidence in groups

Adventurous (Intrepid, Full-Of-Awe, Thrill-Seeking): Those with this trait are
easily bored without high levels of stimulation. They are likely to take risks and
seek thrills, and are likely to be a courageous person who does not shrink from
threat, challenge, difficulty, or pain.

Entertaining
Charming and amusing nature

Likes people
Enjoys being with people

Social presence
Visible and engaged in groups

Excitement-seeking
Preference for challenge

Liveliness
Full of vitality, animation and spirit

Social status focus
Works for broad recognition

Exhibitionistic
Seeks attention and admiration

Optimism
Positive mindset and outlook

Talkativeness
Inclined to speak lots and often

Expedient
Seeks to promote an outcome

Playfulness
Pleasantly humorous and jesting

Thrill-seeking
Enjoyment of excitement

Expressness
Good and passionate articulation

Positive mindset
Bias towards pros of all situations

Variety-seeking
Enjoys changing activities

Joyful (Hopeful, Optimistic, Positive): This trait is found in people who always
see their glass as half full. They default to the bright side, and are cheerful almost
whatever the circumstances are.

Lively (Enthusiastic, Energetic, Excitable): The people with this trait approach
everything with a zest for life. They never do anything halfway or half-heartedly,
and typically are busy on multiple things at once.

Not shown are >300 further words associated with Extrovertedness that LX also measures.
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EXTROVERTEDNESS STRENGTHS

EXTROVERTEDNESS WEAKNESSES

Extrovertedness Strength Characteristics
Extrovertedness Strength Characteristics

Ins

X1

‘INSPIRING’
Visionary,
Motivating
& Captivating
X3

Out

‘OUTGOING’
Sociable,
Gregarious
& Friendly
X5

Joy

‘JOYFUL’
Hopeful,
Optimistic
& Positive

Eng

X2

Adv

‘ADVENTUROUS’
Intrepid
Full-Of-Awe
& Courageous
X6
‘LIVELY’
Enthusiastic,
Energetic
& Excitable

X

Ins

X1

Ins

X1

LESS INSPIRING >> UNINSPIRATIONAL
LESS INSPIRING >> UNINSPIRATIONAL

Strength Characteristics - Passionate,
Strength
Promoting,
Characteristics
Dreamer, Pioneering,
- Passionate, Promoting, Dreamer, Pioneering,
‘INSPIRING’
‘INSPIRING’
Future-focused, Exciting,
Interesting,Future-focused,
Impressive, Forward-Thinking
Exciting, Interesting, Impressive, Forward-Thinking Visionary,
Visionary,
Motivating
Overuse ChallengesMotivating
- Overly Extravagant,
Overuse
Exhitionistic,
ChallengesDramatic,
- Overly Extravagant,
Histrionic Exhitionistic, Dramatic, Histrionic

Weakness Characteristics - Unimpressive,
Weakness
Unmotivational,
Characteristics
Uncaptivating,
- Unimpressive, Unmotivational, Uncaptivating,
‘INSPIRING’
Impersonal, Boring, Guache,
Visionary,Grey Impersonal, Boring, Guache, Grey
Absence ChallengesMotivating
- Boring
Absence Challenges - Boring

Out Strength
Out
Strength Characteristics - Personable,
Playful,
Characteristics
Life of Party, Accomplished
- Personable, Playful, Life of Party, Accomplished

LESS OUTGOING >> RESERVED LESS OUTGOING >> RESERVED

& Captivating
X3

OUTGOING - SOCIABLE, GREGARIOUS
OUTGOING
& FRIENDLY
- SOCIABLE, GREGARIOUS & FRIENDLY

& Captivating
X3

‘OUTGOING’
‘OUTGOING’
Host, Talkative, Popular,
Networker, Host,
Self-Disclosing,
Talkative, Popular,
Connector,
Networker,
Rapport Self-Disclosing, Connector, Rapport
Sociable,
Sociable,
Gregarious
Gregarious
Overuse Challenges - Attention Seeking,
Overuse
Gossipy,
Challenges
Status -Conscious
Attention Seeking, Gossipy, Status Conscious
& Friendly
& Friendly
X5
X5

Joy

JOYFUL - HOPEFUL, OPTIMISTICJOYFUL
& POSITIVE
- HOPEFUL, OPTIMISTIC & POSITIVE

Joy

Strength Characteristics - Cheerful,Strength
Celebratory,
Characteristics
Upbeat, Merry,
- Cheerful,
Full Of Celebratory, Upbeat, Merry, Full Of
‘JOYFUL’
‘JOYFUL’
Life, Animated, Spirited,
High-Spirited,
Life,Jovial,
Animated,
Buoyant
Spirited, High-Spirited, Jovial, Buoyant
Hopeful,
Hopeful,
Optimistic
Overuse Challenges Optimistic
- Pollyannaish. Overuse
Too Immature,
Challenges
Dreamy
- Pollyannaish. Too Immature, Dreamy

‘ENGAGING’
Charismatic,
Entertaining
& Expressive
X4

Liv

Ins

X1

INSPIRING - VISIONARY, MOTIVATING,
INSPIRING
CAPTIVATING
- VISIONARY, MOTIVATING, CAPTIVATING

Extrovertedness WeaknessExtrovertedness
Characteristics Weakness Characteristics

& Positive

Eng

X2

ENGAGING - CHARISMATIC, ENTERTAINING
ENGAGING -&CHARISMATIC,
EXPRESSIVE ENTERTAINING & EXPRESSIVE

& Positive

Eng

& Captivating
X3

Out

Weakness Characteristics - Unsociable,
Weakness
Guarded,
Characteristics
Private, Isolated,
- Unsociable,
Loner, Guarded, Private, Isolated, Loner,
‘OUTGOING’
Solitary, Dislikes Attention,
Solitary, Dislikes Attention, Socially Awkward
Sociable,Socially Awkward
Gregarious
Absence Challenges - Withdrawn, Reclusive,
Absence Challenges
Hermetic, Unfriendly
- Withdrawn, Reclusive, Hermetic, Unfriendly
& Friendly

Joy

X5

LESS JOYFUL >> UNCHEERFUL LESS JOYFUL >> UNCHEERFUL
Weakness Characteristics - Unhopeful,
Weakness
Pessimistic,
Characteristics
Negative, - Unhopeful, Pessimistic, Negative,
‘JOYFUL’
Unpassionate, Mellow,Hopeful,
Sober, Unmotivating,
Unpassionate,
Melancholic,
Mellow,Complainer
Sober, Unmotivating, Melancholic, Complainer
Absence ChallengesOptimistic
- Depressed, Downbeat,
Absence Challenges
Dour, Emptiness,
- Depressed,
WhinneyDownbeat, Dour, Emptiness, Whinney

X2

& Positive

Eng

X2

LESS ENGAGING >> DISENGAGEDLESS ENGAGING >> DISENGAGED

Strength Characteristics - Showmanship,
Strength
Performing,
Characteristics
Narrator,
- Showmanship, Performing, Narrator,
‘ENGAGING’
‘ENGAGING’
Camaraderie, Self-Promoting,
Camaraderie,
Effusive,Self-Promoting,
Dramatic, Enticing
Interactive, Effusive, Dramatic, EnticingCharismatic,
Charismatic,Interactive,
Entertaining
Overuse ChallengesEntertaining
- Spontaneous,Overuse
Rash Challenges - Spontaneous, Rash

Weakness Characteristics - Inexpressive,
Weakness
Unentertaining,
Characteristics
Uncharismatic,
- Inexpressive, Unentertaining, Uncharismatic,
‘ENGAGING’
Inarticulate, Uncommunicative,
Inarticulate,
Back, Unsharing
Uncommunicative, Sitting Back, Unsharing
Charismatic, Sitting
Absence ChallengesEntertaining
- Emotionally Closed,
Absence
Aloof
Challenges - Emotionally Closed, Aloof

Adv Strength
Adv
Strength Characteristics - Spontaneous,
Excitement
Characteristics
Seeking, -Bold,
Spontaneous,
Variety Excitement Seeking, Bold, Variety

LESS ADVENTUROUS >> UNADVENTUROUS
LESS ADVENTUROUS >> UNADVENTUROUS

& Expressive
X4

& Expressive
X4

ADVENTUROUS - INTREPID, FULL-OF-AWE
ADVENTUROUS
& THRILL-SEEKING
- INTREPID, FULL-OF-AWE & THRILL-SEEKING

‘ADVENTUROUS’
‘ADVENTUROUS’
Seeking, Likes Challenges,
Daring, Brave,
Seeking,
Wonder,
LikesAwe,
Challenges,
Pleasure
Daring,
Seeking
Brave, Wonder, Awe, Pleasure Seeking
Intrepid
Intrepid
Full-Of-Awe
Overuse ChallengesFull-Of-Awe
- Too Uninhibited,
Overuse
Risk-Taking,
Challenges
Hedonistic
- Too Uninhibited, Risk-Taking, Hedonistic
& Courageous
& Courageous
X6
X6

Liv StrengthLiveliness,
Liv
Strength Characteristics - Active, Vitality,
Characteristics
Keen, Willing,
- Active,
Eager,
Vitality, Liveliness, Keen, Willing, Eager,
LIVELY - ENTHUSIASTIC, ENERGETIC
LIVELY
& EXCITABLE
- ENTHUSIASTIC, ENERGETIC & EXCITABLE
‘LIVELY’

Zestful, Dynamic, Vigorous
Zestful, Dynamic, Vigorous
Enthusiastic,
Overuse Challenges Energetic
- Exhausting, Hyperactive,
Overuse Challenges
Excessive,- Wild
Exhausting, Hyperactive, Excessive, Wild
& Excitable

‘LIVELY’
Enthusiastic,
Energetic
& Excitable

& Expressive
X4

Adv

‘ADVENTUROUS’
Weakness Characteristics
- Timid, Weakness
Indifference,Characteristics
Meek
- Timid, Indifference, Meek
Absence Challenges -Intrepid
Anhedonia Absence Challenges - Anhedonia
Full-Of-Awe
& Courageous
X6

Liv WeaknessUnenergetic,
Weakness Characteristics - Unenthusiastic,
Characteristics
Placid,- Unenthusiastic,
Sedate,
Unenergetic, Placid, Sedate,
LESS LIVELY >> LETHARGIC

LESS LIVELY >> LETHARGIC

‘LIVELY’

Docile, Tired, Low Energy
Docile, Tired, Low Energy
Enthusiastic,
Absence Challenges Energetic
- Lifeless, Inactive,
Absence
Comatose
Challenges - Lifeless, Inactive, Comatose
& Excitable

X
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AUTHORITATIVENESS
L X C H A R A C T E R G R O U P - ‘ R E S U LT S R E D ’
Finally, Authoritativeness shows the tendency to act in a decisive, firm and proactive manner.
Confidence, resilience and an assertive mindset are typical of highly authoritative people.
They also tend to be ambitious, fearless and competitive. They prioritize and are focused on
outcomes, often convincing others of their plans and leading them towards those goals in an
expedient manner. They know what they want and how to get it.

Dir

Act

Con

Lea

SAs

StW

It is easy to confuse Authoritativeness with the lack of Selflessness, so to provide clarity,
here are the further underlying 36 dimensions. These can give anyone a sense of their level
of self-confidence, purposefulness, poise, and ambitiousness, just to name a few.

Achievement seeking
Has plans for specific goals

Enterprising
Characterized by great initiative

Achievement striving
Works hard for accomplishments

Forceful
Power seeking
Powerful and vigorous in approach Aims for strength and control

Aggression
Deposed to take offensive action

Goal seeking
Focused on results

Provocativeness
Tendency to incite & stimulate

Ambitiousness
Desire for personal achievement

Independence
Free from influence or control

Purposefulness
Resolute in goal and drive

Assertiveness
Confident & dogmatic approach

Individualism
Advocating independent action

Quickness
Prompt in response or action

Convincing (Wooing, Persuasive, Influencing): Those with this trait excel at ‘Winning
Others Over’ (WOOing) by providing strong arguments. They are often very articulate
and an excellent communicators.

Authoritativeness
Has power, position and gravitas

Leading
Tendency for leadership roles

Robust
Strong, hardy & vigorous

Autonomy
Free spirited in mindset & action

Negative expressivity
Unafraid of highlighting issues

Self acceptance
Happiness and belief in oneself

Leading (Decisive, Results-Focused, Ambitious): The people with this trait find
themselves shaping, prioritizing and managing the world around them. They typically
are highly driven and ambitious.

Challenging
Provocative & questioning

No guilt feeling
Absence of regret

Self assurance
Bold, sure and secure in oneself

Competitive
Seeks & enjoys contests

Rebellious
Resistive of authority or tradition

Self confidence
Confidence in oneself

Confrontational
Bias to promote opposing ideas

Not Soft-hearted
Not naturally tender-minded

Self determined
Freedom to live as one chooses

Dominance
Disposition to asset control

Not Submissive
Not yielding or humbly obedient

Shrewd
Astute in practical matters

Non Deferential
Not yielding or submitting

Not Timid
Not meek or mild by nature

Tough-minded
Practical unsentimental attitude

Direct (Assertive, Commanding, Demanding): This trait is found in people who
like to speak out, take charge, and control activities of others. They tend to be
entrepreneurial, pioneering and powerful.

Activating (Proactive, Accelerating, Initiating): These individuals are naturally
focused at putting things in motion and moving to action. They speed-up any project,
team or challenge they are working on.

Self-Assured (Confident, Competitive, Fearless): If high in this trait, a person is not
very sensitive about others think of them, and are not easily embarrassed. They are
confident in managing their own lives and often very competitive given their strong
sense of direction and belief in their own abilities and decisions.

Poise
Dignified & self-confident manner

Strong-Willed (Robust, Resilient, Determined): This trait is high in those that are
more poised, tough and stoic in challenging situations. They rarely experience panic,
confusion of helplessness when under pressure.
Not shown are >250 further words associated with Authoritativeness that LX also measures.
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AUTHORITATIVENESS STRENGTHS

AUTHORITATIVENESS WEAKNESSES

Authoritativeness Strength
Authoritativeness
Characteristics Strength Characteristics

Dir

A1

‘DIRECT’
Assertive,
Commanding
& Demanding
A3

Con

‘CONVINCING’
Wooing,
Persuasive
& Inﬂuencing
A5

SAs

‘SELF-ASSURED’
Conﬁdent,
Competitive
& Fearless
A2

Act

‘ACTIVATING’
Proactive,
Accelerating
& Initiating
A4

Led

‘LEADING’
Decisive,
Results-Focused
& Ambitious
A6

StW

STRONG-WILLED
Robust,
Resilient
& Firm

X

Authoritativeness Weakness
Authoritativeness
CharacteristicsWeakness Characteristics

A1

Dir Strength Characteristics
Dir
Strength Characteristics - Straight-forward,
Enterprising, Challenging,
- Straight-forward, Enterprising, Challenging,
DIRECT - ASSERTIVE, COMMANDING
DIRECT&-DEMANDING
ASSERTIVE, COMMANDING & DEMANDING

A1

‘DIRECT’

‘DIRECT’

& Demanding
A3

& Demanding
A3

Outspoken, Candid, Assertive,
Entrepreneurial,Outspoken,
Frank, Powerful
Candid, Entrepreneurial, Frank, Powerful
Assertive,
Commanding
Overuse Challenges
- Domineering,
Overuse
Intimidating,
Challenges
Autocratic,
- Domineering,
Forceful Intimidating, Autocratic, Forceful Commanding

Con

CONVINCING- WOOING, PERSUASIVE
CONVINCING& INFLUENCING
WOOING, PERSUASIVE & INFLUENCING

Con

A1

Dir WeaknessIndirect,
Weakness Characteristics - Unassertive,
Characteristics
Undemanding,
- Unassertive,
Bashful, Indirect, Undemanding, Bashful,
LESS DIRECT >> PASSIVE

LESS DIRECT >> PASSIVE

‘DIRECT’

Holding Back
Holding Back
Assertive,
Commanding
Absence Challenges
- Submissive,Absence
Gives In Challenges - Submissive, Gives In
& Demanding
A3

Con

LESS CONVINCING >> UNCONVINCING
LESS CONVINCING >> UNCONVINCING

Strength Characteristics - Articulate,
Strength
Eloquent,
Characteristics
Communicator,
- Articulate,
Strong Eloquent, Communicator, Strong
‘CONVINCING’
‘CONVINCING’
Arguments, WinningWooing,
Others Over, Deal-Making
Arguments, Winning Others Over, Deal-Making
Wooing,
Persuasive
Persuasive
Overuse Challenges
- Pushy, Potentially
Overuse
Manipulative
Challenges - Pushy, Potentially Manipulative

Weakness Characteristics - Unpersuasive,
WeaknessDiscouraging,
Characteristics
Confusing,
- Unpersuasive, Discouraging, Confusing,
‘CONVINCING’
Inarticulate, Ineloquent
Inarticulate, Ineloquent
Wooing,
Persuasive
Absence Challenges
- Implausible,Absence
Underwhelming
Challenges - Implausible, Underwhelming

SAs StrengthSelf-Conﬁdent,
Strength Characteristics - Tests Limits,
Characteristics
Gravitas,
- Tests Limits, Self-Conﬁdent, Gravitas,

LESS SELF-ASSURED >> SELF-DOUBTING
LESS SELF-ASSURED >> SELF-DOUBTING

& Inﬂuencing
A5

SELF-ASSURED - CONFIDENT, COMPETITIVE
SELF-ASSURED
& -FEARLESS
CONFIDENT, COMPETITIVE & FEARLESS

& Inﬂuencing
A5

SAs

‘SELF-ASSURED’

‘SELF-ASSURED’

& Fearless
A2

& Fearless
A2

Self-Esteem, Poise, Conﬁdent,
Streetwise, Self-Certain,
Self-Esteem,
Unconquerable,
Poise, Streetwise,
Self-Belief
Self-Certain, Unconquerable, Self-Belief Conﬁdent,
Competitive
Overuse Challenges
- Arrogant, Callous,
Overuse
Insensitive,
Challenges
Overly
- Arrogant,
Competitive
Callous, Insensitive, Overly CompetitiveCompetitive

Act

ACTIVATING - PROACTIVE, ACCELERATING
ACTIVATING &
- PROACTIVE,
INITIATING ACCELERATING & INITIATING

Act

& Inﬂuencing
A5

SAs

Weakness Characteristics - Unconﬁdent,
Weakness
Uncompetitive,
Characteristics
Unsure,
- Unconﬁdent,
Hesitant, Uncompetitive, Unsure, Hesitant,
‘SELF-ASSURED’
Low Esteem, Doubting,
Self CriticalLow Esteem, Doubting, Self Critical
Conﬁdent,
Competitive
Absence Challenges
- Fearful, Resigned
Absence Challenges - Fearful, Resigned
& Fearless
A2

Act

LESS ACTIVATING >> INACTIVE LESS ACTIVATING >> INACTIVE

Strength Characteristics - Catalyst,
Strength
Speed-up,
Characteristics
Stimulate, Start-up,
- Catalyst,
Change
Speed-up, Stimulate, Start-up, Change
‘ACTIVATING’
‘ACTIVATING’
Agent, Actuate, Instigating,
Enterprising,
Agent,
Self-Starting,
Actuate,
Instigating,
Quick-to-act
Enterprising,
Self-Starting, Quick-to-act
Proactive,
Proactive,
Accelerating
Accelerating
Overuse Challenges
- Impatient, Rule-Breaking
Overuse Challenges - Impatient, Rule-Breaking

Weakness Characteristics - Reactive,
Weakness
Static,Characteristics
Retiring, Neutral,- Ambivalent,
Reactive, Static, Retiring, Neutral, Ambivalent,
‘ACTIVATING’
Unopinionated, Disengaging
Unopinionated,
Disengaging
Proactive,
Accelerating
Absence Challenges
- Procrastinating,
Absence
Postponing
Challenges - Procrastinating, Postponing

Led Prioritizer,Characteristics
Led
Strength Characteristics - Driven,Strength
Impactful, Overseeing,
- Driven, Goals,
Prioritizer, Impactful, Overseeing, Goals,

LESS LEADING >> FOLLOWING LESS LEADING >> FOLLOWING

& Initiating
A4

LEADING - DECISIVE, RESULTS-FOCUSED
LEADING - DECISIVE,
& AMBITIOUS
RESULTS-FOCUSED & AMBITIOUS

& Initiating
A4

‘LEADING’

‘LEADING’

& Ambitious
A6

& Ambitious
A6

Managing, Directive,Decisive,
Directing, Shaping,
Managing,
Quick,Directive,
Restless,Directing,
ExpedientShaping, Quick, Restless, Expedient
Decisive,
Results-Focused
Results-Focused
Overuse Challenges
- Bossy, Power-Driven,
Overuse Challenges
Despotic - Bossy, Power-Driven, Despotic

StW Strength
StW
Strength Characteristics - Steadfast,
Thick-Skinned,
Characteristics
Mentally
- Steadfast,
Tough, Thick-Skinned, Mentally Tough,
STRONG-WILLED - ROBUST, RESILIENT
STRONG-WILLED
& DETERMINED
- ROBUST, RESILIENT & DETERMINED

STRONG-WILLED
Resolute, Tough-Minded,
Stoic, Bounceback
Resolute, Tough-Minded, Stoic, Bounceback
Robust,
Overuse ChallengesResilient
- Uncompromising,
Overuse
Stubborn,
Challenges
Headstrong
- Uncompromising, Stubborn, Headstrong
& Firm

STRONG-WILLED
Robust,
Resilient
& Firm

& Initiating
A4

Led

Weakness Characteristics - Indecisive,
Weakness
Task Focused,
Characteristics
Unambitious,
- Indecisive, Task Focused, Unambitious,
‘LEADING’
Non-Prioritizing, Non-Directive,
Compliant
Non-Prioritizing, Non-Directive, Compliant
Decisive,
Results-Focused
Absence Challenges
- Subversive,Absence
Sabotaging
Challenges - Subversive, Sabotaging
& Ambitious
A6

StW

LESS STRONG-WILLED >> WEAK-WILLED
LESS STRONG-WILLED >> WEAK-WILLED
Weakness Characteristics - Resigned,
Weakness
Pliable,Characteristics
Soft, Thin-Skinned,
- Resigned, Pliable, Soft, Thin-Skinned,
STRONG-WILLED
Vulnerable, Delicate,Robust,
Suggestible, Easily
Vulnerable,
Intimidated
Delicate, Suggestible, Easily Intimidated
Absence ChallengesResilient
- Fragile
Absence Challenges - Fragile
& Firm

X
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THE BIG 6 CHARACTER TRAITS (OCEANX)
The Big 6The
CHARACTER
Big 6 CHARACTER
TRAITS (OCEANX)
TRAITS (OCEANX)

The Big 6 CHARACTER TRAITS (OCEANX)

‘O’

‘O’ ‘C’

‘C’ ‘E’

‘E’

‘A’

‘A’ ‘N’

‘N’ ‘X’

‘X’

GROUP TRAITS GROUP TRAITS
GROUP TRAITS GROUP TRAITS
GROUP TRAITS GROUP TRAITS
GROUP TRAITS GROUP TRAITS
GROUP TRAITS GROUP TRAITS
GROUP TRAITS GROUP TRAITS
(OPEN-MINDEDNESS)
(OPEN-MINDEDNESS)
(CONSCIENTIOUSNESS)
(CONSCIENTIOUSNESS)
(SELFLESSNESS) (SELFLESSNESS)
(AUTHORITATIVE)(AUTHORITATIVE)
(STABLENESS - Neurotic)
(STABLENESS - Neurotic)
(EXTROVERTNESS)(EXTROVERTNESS)

‘O’

‘C’

‘E’

Big 6
Big 6
“How do you
“How do you “How you focus
“How you
“How you
“How you focus “How you
CHARACTER TRAITS
CHARACTER TRAITS
approach new things”approachGROUP
new things”
accommodate
others”accommodate
others”take the lead”
onTRAITS
tasks and goals” on tasks
and goals”
GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP TRAITS
(OCEANX STRENGTHS)
(OCEANX STRENGTHS)

‘A’

‘N’

‘X’

“How you
“How you
“How you
“How you get energized
“How
in you get energized in
take theTRAITS
lead” respond to stress” GROUP
respondTRAITS
to stress”social settings”GROUP
social
settings”
GROUP
TRAITS

(CONSCIENTIOUSNESS)
(SELFLESSNESS)
(AUTHORITATIVE)
(STABLENESS
(EXTROVERTNESS)
(Opposite = Straight-forward)
(Opposite =(OPEN-MINDEDNESS)
Straight-forward)
(Opposite = Individualistic)
(Opposite
= Individualistic)
(Opposite = Accepting)
(Opposite
= Accepting)
(Opposite = Free-form)
(Opposite
= Free-form)
(Opposite = Emotive)
(Opposite =- Neurotic)
Emotive)
(Opposite = Introverted)
(Opposite = Introverted)

Big 6
CHARACTER O1
TRAITS
(OCEANX STRENGTHS)

Obs

‘OBSERVANT’
Perceptive,
Aesthetic
& Sensory
O3

Lea

‘LEARNER’
Self-Developing,
Interested
& Cultured
O5

Pro

‘PROGRESSIVE’
Liberal,
Reforming
& Challenging
O1

Obs

‘OBSERVANT’
Perceptive,
Aesthetic
& Sensory

“How do you

Ana
Obs

C2C1
E1C2
on tasks and goals”

Eff
Ana

(Opposite = Straight-forward)

Dil
Eff

Car
Dil

(Opposite = Free-form)

E2E1
accommodate
others” A1E2

Agr
Car

“How you

A2
A1the lead”
take

Dir
Agr

Act
Dir

Agr

Dir

(Opposite = Individualistic)

N1A2

“How you
N2N1to stress”
respond

Mea
Act Ada
Mea

(Opposite = Accepting)

“How you get energized in
X2X1
social settings”

X1N2

Ins
Ada Eng
Ins

(Opposite = Emotive)

Eng

X2

(Opposite = Introverted)

‘ANALYTICAL’
‘OBSERVANT’ ‘EFFECTIVE’
‘ANALYTICAL’
‘DILIGENT’
‘EFFECTIVE’ C1‘CARING’
‘DILIGENT’ C2
‘AGREEABLE’
‘CARING’ E1 ‘DIRECT’
‘AGREEABLE’E2 ‘ACTIVATING’
‘DIRECT’ A1 ‘MEASURED’
‘ACTIVATING’
‘MEASURED’
‘INSPIRING’
‘ADAPTABLE’
‘ENGAGING’
‘INSPIRING’
‘ENGAGING’
O2
A2 ‘ADAPTABLE’
N1
N2
X1
X2
O1
Logical,
Perceptive,
Productive,
Logical,
Deliberate,
Productive, Compassionate,
Deliberate,
Collaborative,
Compassionate, Assertive,
Collaborative,
Proactive,
Assertive,
Controlled,
Proactive, Accommodating,
Controlled,
Accommodating,
Visionary,
Charismatic,
Visionary,
Charismatic,
Conceptual
Aesthetic
Practical
Conceptual
Prepared
Practical
Helpful
Prepared
Team-Player
Helpful
Commanding
Team-Player Accelerating
Commanding
Cautious
Accelerating
Flexible
Cautious
Motivating
Flexible
Entertaining
Motivating
Entertaining
& Rational
& Sensory
&
Resourceful
&
Rational
&
&
Thorough
Resourceful
&
&
Inclusive
Thorough
&
Cooperative
&
Inclusive
&
&
Demanding
Cooperative
&
&
Initiating
Demanding
&
&
Careful
Initiating
&
Chilled-out
&
Careful
&
Captivating
&
Chilled-out
&
&
Expressive
Captivating
&
Expressive
‘OBSERVANT’
‘ANALYTICAL’
‘EFFECTIVE’
‘DILIGENT’
‘CARING’
‘AGREEABLE’
‘DIRECT’
‘ACTIVATING’
‘MEASURED’
‘ADAPTABLE’
‘INSPIRING’
‘ENGAGING’
O3
O4Perceptive,
C3
O4
C4
C3
E3
C4
E4
E3
A3
E4
A4
A3
N3
A4
N4
N3
X3
N4
X4
X3
X4
Logical,
Productive,
Deliberate,
Compassionate, Collaborative,
Assertive,
Proactive,
Controlled,
Accommodating,
Visionary,
Charismatic,

Obs

Cur
Lea

Ana

Acc
Cur

Eff

Per
Acc

Dil

Car

Tru
Per Und
Tru

Con
Und Led
Con

Aesthetic
Conceptual
Practical
Prepared
Helpful
Team-Player
Commanding
& Sensory
& Rational
& Resourceful
& Thorough
& Inclusive
& Cooperative
& Demanding
O4
C4 ‘TRUSTING’ E3
E4 ‘LEADING’
A3
O3
‘CURIOUS’
‘LEARNER’ ‘ACCOUNTABLE’
‘CURIOUS’ ‘PERSEVERANT’
‘ACCOUNTABLE’ C3
‘TRUSTING’
‘PERSEVERANT’UNDERSTANDING
‘CONVINCING’
UNDERSTANDING
‘CONVINCING’

Lea

Cur

Acc

Per

Tru

Disciplined
& Doer
C6

Forgiving
& Warm

Und

Con

Act

Interested
& Cultured
O5

Inn
Pro

Investigative
& Questioning
O6

Prn
Inn

Pro

Inn

Reliable
& Dutiful

Mea

Sin
Led Res
Sin

Accelerating
Cautious
& Initiating
& Careful
N3
‘SINCERE’
‘LEADING’A4 ‘RESPECTFUL’
‘SINCERE’

Led

Self-Developing,
Inquisitive,
Dependable,
Inquisitive,
Focused,
Dependable, Appreciative,
Focused,
Empathetic,
Appreciative,
Wooing,
Empathetic,
Decisive,
Wooing,
Honest,
Decisive,
Investigative
Interested
Investigative
Reliable
Disciplined
Reliable
Forgiving
Disciplined
Sympathetic
Forgiving
Persuasive
Sympathetic
& Results-Focused
Persuasive & Results-Focused
Authentic
‘LEARNER’&
‘ACCOUNTABLE’
‘PERSEVERANT’
UNDERSTANDING
& Questioning
& Cultured
& Questioning
Dutiful‘CURIOUS’ &&Doer
Dutiful
& Warm
&
Doer
& Considerate
&‘TRUSTING’
Warm
Inﬂuencing
&
Considerate & ‘CONVINCING’
Ambitious
Inﬂuencing & Trustworthy
&‘LEADING’
Ambitious
Self-Developing,
Inquisitive,
Dependable,
Focused,
Appreciative,
Empathetic,
Wooing,
Decisive,
O6O5
C5
O6
C6C5
E5C6
E6E5
A5E6
A6A5
N5A6

Sin

Prn

E5

Org

Hum

Structured
& Strategic

Modest
& Unassuming

Out
Res Adv
Out

Reforming
& Challenging

Trait ‘Strength’ Symbol
Trait ‘Strength’
Symbol
O1
Trait Group
Code

Obs

Trait ‘Strength’ Name
Trait ‘Strength’
Name Symbol
‘OBSERVANT’
Trait ‘Strength’
Perceptive,
Trait ‘Strength’ Name
‘OBSERVANT’
Trait
Characteristics
Trait Characteristics
Aesthetic
Perceptive,
& Sensory
Trait Characteristics
Aesthetic
& Sensory
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Imaginative
& Original

Objective
& Fair

Eng

Adv

Flexible
Motivating
Entertaining
& Chilled-out
& Captivating
& Expressive
N4 ‘ADVENTUROUS’
X3
X4
‘OUTGOING’
‘RESPECTFUL’
‘OUTGOING’
‘ADVENTUROUS’

Res

Out

Equitable
& Polite

Gregarious
Full-Of-Awe
& Friendly
& Thrill-Seeking
X5
X6

Sympathetic
& Considerate
E6

Persuasive & Results-Focused
Inﬂuencing
& Ambitious
A5
A6

SAs

StW

Authentic
& Trustworthy
N5

Cen

Com

Magnanimous
& Giving

Competitive
& Fearless

Resilient
& Determined

Calm
& Self-Aware

Collected
& Harmonious

Gen

Ins

Adv

Tolerant,
Honest,
Sociable,
Tolerant,
Intrepid
Sociable,
Intrepid
Equitable
Authentic
Gregarious
Equitable
Full-Of-Awe
Gregarious
Full-Of-Awe
‘SINCERE’
‘RESPECTFUL’
&
&Trustworthy
Polite
& Friendly
& Polite ‘OUTGOING’
& Thrill-Seeking
& Friendly‘ADVENTUROUS’
& Thrill-Seeking
Honest,
Tolerant,
Sociable,
Intrepid
N6N5
X5N6
X6X5
X6

Org
Prn Hum
Org Gen
Hum SAs
Gen StW
SAs Cen
StW Com
Cen
C5

Ada

Joy
Com Liv
Joy
N6

‘INNOVATIVE’
‘PROGRESSIVE’ ‘PRINCIPLED’
‘INNOVATIVE’ ‘ORGANIZED’
‘PRINCIPLED’ ‘HUMBLE’
‘ORGANIZED’ ‘GENEROUS’
‘HUMBLE’ ‘SELF-ASSURED’
‘GENEROUS’ STRONG-WILLED
‘SELF-ASSURED’ STRONG-WILLED
‘CENTERED’
‘COMPOSED’
‘CENTERED’
‘JOYFUL’
‘COMPOSED’
Creative,
Liberal,
Unbiased
Creative,
Systematic,
Unbiased
Gracious,
Systematic,
Altruistic,
Gracious,
Conﬁdent,
Altruistic,
Robust,
Conﬁdent,
Balanced,
Robust,
Diplomatic,
Balanced,
Hopeful,
Diplomatic,
Imaginative
Reforming
Objective
Imaginative
Structured
Objective
Structured
Modest
Magnanimous
Resilient
Competitive STRONG-WILLED
Calm
Resilient
Collected
Calm
Optimistic
Collected
‘PROGRESSIVE’
‘INNOVATIVE’
‘PRINCIPLED’ Modest
‘ORGANIZED’Magnanimous
‘HUMBLE’ Competitive
‘GENEROUS’ ‘SELF-ASSURED’
‘CENTERED’
‘COMPOSED’
&& Original
Challenging
Original
& Fair
& Strategic
Giving
&Altruistic,
Giving
& Determined
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Everyone has strengths and weaknesses. Nothing new there. However, not everyone is
aware of their strengths or at least not all of them. The more you use a strength, the better
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Importantly, while the LX system deﬁnes the Big 6 dimensions by OCEANX (i.e.
As a ﬁnal caveat, I would like to emphasize that the LX System holds up the mirror to show
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At their core, each of the Big 6 character trait groups have something that I will call ‘Group
Advantage’. This is the fundamental character feature that motivates and drives people. For
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To make things even more interesting and powerful, I have looked at the combinations
of these trait groups. In the LX System, the combinations of these are called the ‘SuperStrengths’ and there are 15 of them.
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character
proﬁle
is
what
makes
you
a
unique
person.
System,
everyone
has
a
number
of
these
Super-Strengths.
The
combination
of
these
characteristics as well. The sound-bites ‘Probing Purple’, ‘Building Blue’, ‘Hello Yellow’,
everyone has a number of these Super-Strengths. The combination of these together with
‘Results Red’, ‘Serene Green’ and ‘Outgoing Orange’ are useful to remember.

X

together with your
character
proﬁle
is whatis makes
a unique
your
character
profile
what you
makes
you person.
a unique person.

X
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YOUR
TRAIT
DYNAMICS&&SUPER-STRENGTHS
SUPER-STRENGTHS
Your
TRAIT
DYNAMICS
Your TRAIT DYNAMICS & SUPER-STRENGTHS
Now let’s look at these Super-Strengths closer. Just like in chemistry, the way and proportion
To keep it simple, let’s consider the motivations and characteristics of this person. What
Now
let’s
look
at
these
Super-Strengths
closer.
Just
like
in
chemistry,
the
way
and
To
keep
it
simple,
let’s consider
motivations
and characteristics
of are
this they
person.
What
in which the fundamental 36 elements are mixed produce different outcomes. In the LX
drives
them? the
What
is important
to them? What
like
on a good day? I would describe
let’s
look
at
these
Super-Strengths
closer.
Justyou
chemistry, the way and
To keep
it simple,
let’sareconsider
theonmotivations
and Icharacteristics
of this person. What
proportion
in which
fundamental
elements
are‘Trait
mixedDynamics’
produce different
outcomes.
Inlike
the
drives them? What
is
important
to
them?
What
they
like
a
good
day?
would
System,
I will call
the the
mixing
ofNow
character
traits
and will
show
theincommon
this person as being both innovative and directive, and so I would call them Entrepreneurial.
proportion
in more
which
the
fundamental
elements
mixed
drives
What
is important
to
What are
on a but
goodI can
day?think
I would
combinations,
‘Super-Strengths’,
in
detail.
As
an example,
think
ofproduce
someone
whooutcomes. In the
LX System, I the
will call
the mixing
of character
traits
‘Trait
Dynamics’
and willare
show
you
the different
describe this person
being
boththem?
innovative
directive,
andthem?
I would
call they
them
I amasnot
saying
that
this
is and
what
I imagine
allsoentrepreneurs
to like
be like,
think of
LX System, Iinwill
calland
the mixing
of character traitstraits.
‘Trait IDynamics’
describe
thisis
person
as being
innovativeto and
directive,
would
be strong
in the
6 Open-Mindedness
6 Authoritativeness
am sureand
youwill show you the
a few
would
fit
into
this
profile.
different
outcomes,
the ‘Super-Strengths’
more
detail.
Entrepreneurial. I am
not that
saying
that this
what
I imagine
all both
entrepreneurs
be like,
but I and so I would call them
know someone like that. What
are they
like? the ‘Super-Strengths’ in more detail.
different
outcomes,
Entrepreneurial.
am not saying that this is what I imagine all entrepreneurs to be like, but I
can think think of a few that would
ﬁt into thisI proﬁle.

can think think of a few that would ﬁt into this proﬁle.
As an example, think of someone who would be strong in the 12 Open-Mindedness and
anyou
example,
think of like
someone
who are
would
strong in the 12 Open-Mindedness and
Authoritativeness traits. I amAs
sure
know someone
that. What
theybelike?
See the summary below - does it sound like the person you had in mind?
Authoritativeness traits. I am sure you know someone like that. What are they like?
See the summary below - does it sound like the person you had in mind?

EXAMPLE: OPEN-MINDED & AUTHORITATIVE STRENGTH COMBINATION

EXAMPLE: ENTREPRENEURIAL SUPER-STRENGTH

(THE ‘BIG 6’ CHARACTER GROUPS)

Example: Open-Minded & Authoritative Strength Combination
Example:Axes
Open-Minded
Strength Combination
(Illustrative Simpliﬁcation;
& Plotting Not&ToAuthoritative
Scale)
(Illustrative Simpliﬁcation; Axes & Plotting Not To Scale)
SOCIAL & FEELING
SOCIAL & FEELING

PASSIVE &
REACTIVE

Mea

Tru

Car

Sin

Ada

Hum

Cen

Com

Res

Eff

PASSIVE &
Dil
Per
REACTIVE

Acc

Org

Obs

Prn

Lea

Pro

Agr Und Eng
Mea Tru Car

Gen Ins Adv
Sin Ada Hum
Out Joy
Liv
Cen Com Res

Con Dir
Act
Eff
Dil
Per

X

Und

Eng

Gen

Ins

Adv

Out Joy
INITIATING
& ACTIVE

Liv

Con

Act

Dir

Ana SAs Led
Open-Minded &
Acc Org Obs Authoritative
Ana SAs Led
Innovative, Learner,
Inn Cur StW
Inn Observant,
Cur StW
Prn Lea Pro Analytical,

UTILITY & THINKING

X

Agr

Curious, Progressive,
Convincing, Direct,
Activating, Strong-Willed
UTILITY &Self-Assured,
THINKINGLeading

Open-Mindedness

Creativity & Observation
Open-Mindedness
Creativity & Observation

Authoritativeness

Power & Leadership
Authoritativeness

INITIATING
& ACTIVE

Entrepreneurial

Open-Minded &
Authoritative

Innovative, Learner,
Analytical, Observant,
Curious, Progressive,
Convincing, Direct,
Activating, Strong-Willed
Self-Assured, Leading

Power & Leadership

Innovative & Directive Orientation
Entrepreneurial
Innovative
& Directive Orientation
Mindset is Decisive supported
by Analysis

is Decisive supported by Analysis
Appears Direct, Self-Assured Mindset
& Thoughtful
Appears Direct, Self-Assured & Thoughtful
Prioritizes Results & Discovery
Prioritizes
Focuses on ‘What’ & ‘Now’ supported
by Results
‘Why’ & Discovery
Focuses
on ‘What’ & ‘Now’ supported by ‘Why’
Strengths: Leadership, Analytic
Solutions,
Strengths: Leadership, Analytic Solutions,
Discovery, Conﬁdence, Creativity
Discovery, Conﬁdence, Creativity
Limitations: Insensitive & Uncompromising
Limitations: Insensitive & Uncompromising
Motivated by Challenges & Vision
Motivated by Challenges & Vision
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SoP

SS2

EXTROVERTED = Inspiring, Engaging, Outgoing, Adventurous, Joyful, Lively
CONSCIENTIOUS = Effective, Diligent, Accountable, Perseverant, Principled, Organized

This super strength describes your attitude towards balancing your lifestyle. Having this
super strength means
that you intuitively achieve a healthy mix of utilitarian and social
SS2
Outgoing,
Adventurous,
Joyful,
Lively
outcomes (e.g. attention, EXTROVERTED
status, power,= Inspiring,
joy and Engaging,
achievement).
You
balance the
‘what’
CONSCIENTIOUS
Effective,
Diligent,
Accountable,well.
Perseverant, Principled, Organized
(your desires) and the ‘how’
(what it takes= to
get there)
exceptionally
This super strength describes your attitude towards balancing your lifestyle. Having this
SOCIAL PLANNER
SS2 super strength means that you intuitively achieve a healthy mix of utilitarian and social
EXTROVERTED
Inspiring, Engaging, Outgoing, Adventurous, Joyful, Lively
Extroverted= (X)
Extrovert &
CONSCIENTIOUS
Effective, Diligent,
Principled,You
Organized
outcomes (e.g. =attention,
status, Accountable,
power, joy Perseverant,
and achievement).
balance the ‘what’
character to somebody who is ‘Open-minded (primary) & Authoritative (secondary)’. In Enthusiastic but lackingConscientious
Desires many things in life and
in
(yoursuper
desires)
and the
‘how’ (what
takes totowards
get there)
exceptionally
well. Having this
This
strength
describes
youritattitude
balancing
your lifestyle.
I could take this further and say that there are 2 x 15 variations assuming that a person
willing to work hard to get them.
and PLANNER
I6have
incorporated
this
into 15
the
LX model,
accounts
for and
the polarity
of the
Big
OCEANX
groups,
the the
trait
dynamics
of LXwhich
system
goes can
The trait Given
dynamics
of the
LXfact,
system
goes
beyond
Super-Strengths
and
be adapts to suchfollow-through. ImpulsiveSOCIAL
Extroverted
Extroverted
&
super
strength
means
that
you
intuitively
achieve
a
healthy
mix
of
utilitarian
and social
who is ‘Authoritative (primary) & Open-minded (secondary)’ will have a slightly different
Seeks fortune, joy & recognition;
easily tempted by the promise Extrovert
of
considered
to give
into
60and
profile
the
permutation
subtlety,
and
indeed
the subtletytoofgive
alldepending
600
quadrillion
strength
permutations!
beyond
the 15insights
Super-Strengths
can
becombinations
considered
insights
intoon60
different
&& Freeform
Conscientious
Extroverted
(X)
outcomes (e.g. attention, status,
joyinand
achievement).
ispower,
persistent
working
for them. You balance the ‘what’
Conscientious
character
tofollowing
somebody who
is ‘Open-minded
(primary)
& Authoritative
(secondary)’.pleasure
In and attention from others.
of each ofextreme
the 15characteristics
unique pairings.
The
pages
will
show
you
the
15
main
Super(cX)
(CX)
(your
desires)
and
the
‘how’
(what
it
takes
to
get
there)
exceptionally
depending on the permutation of each of the 15 unique pairings.
Desires manywell.
things in life and
Enthusiastic but lacking in
havepolar
incorporated
this into
the LX
model, in
which
for and
Strengths starting with those 3fact,
thatI are
opposites
to one
another
the accounts
LX system
(i.e. adapts to such
willing
to
work
hard to get them.
and
SOCIAL-PLANNING
Freeform (c) follow-through. Impulsive
Conscientious
(C)&
Given the polarity of the Big 6 OCEANX groups, the trait dynamics of LX system goes
Extroverted
Extroverted
subtlety,
indeed
the subtlety
of all
600 quadrillion
Extroverted
(X)
rarer), followed by those 6 that
have and
a gap
between
their
components
(i.e.strength
fairly permutations!
common),
Seeks fortune, joy & recognition;
easily tempted by the promise of
beyond
and canstarting
be considered
to 3give
& Freeform
Conscientious
The following pages will show
youthe
the1515Super-Strengths
main Super-Strengths
with those
thatinsights into 60 different
(cx)
(Cx)
is
persistent
working
for and
them.
and finally, those 6 that share an adjacency (i.e. most common).
pleasure
and
attention
from
others.
Driven by a sense of(CX)
duty. Works
Has little need for excitement or Enthusiastic but lacking in
Desires
manyinthings
in life
(cX)
depending
on thefollowed
permutation
of each
of the 15 unique pairings.
are polar opposites to oneextreme
anothercharacteristics
in the LX system
(i.e. rarer),
by those
6 that
Introverted
Conscientious
toward goals out of sense of willing to work hard to get them.
Impulsive and
Given the polarity of the Big 6 OCEANX groups, the trait dynamics of LX system goes achievement. Pleasures arefollow-through.
Extroverted
Extroverted &
&
Freeform
&
Introverted
SOCIAL-PLANNING
Freeform
(c)
Conscientious
have a gap between their components (i.e. fairly common), and ﬁnally, those 6 that share an
responsibility rather than
low-key and passive, i.e. food,
Seeks
fortune, joy &(C)
recognition;
easily tempted by the promise of
beyond the 15 Super-Strengths and can be considered to give insights into 60 different
& Freeform anticipation
Conscientious
of
joy.
Persistent
even
music,
TV.
Uninterested
in
pursuing
is
persistent
in
working
for them.
pleasure and attention from others.
adjacency (i.e. most common).
The following pages will show you the 15 main Super-Strengths starting with those 3 that
(cx)
(Cx)
(cX)
(CX)
extreme characteristics depending on the permutation of each of the 15 unique pairings.
when work is unexciting.
status, money, or attention.
Has little need for excitement or
Driven by a sense of duty. Works
Introverted
(x)Introverted
15 SUPER-STRENGTH
DEFINITIONS
are polar opposites
to one anotherFROM
in the LXOCEANX
system (i.e. rarer), followed by those 6 that
Conscientious
toward
goals out of (C)
sense of
achievement.
Pleasures(c)
are
SOCIAL-PLANNING
Freeform
Conscientious
& Freeform
& Introverted
have a gap between their components (i.e. fairly common), and ﬁnally, those 6 that share an
responsibility rather than
low-key and passive, i.e. food,
The following pages will show you the 15 main Super-Strengths starting with those 3 that
(cx)
(Cx)
anticipation
of joy.ofPersistent
even
music,
in pursuing
adjacency (i.e. most common).
HasTV.
littleUninterested
need for excitement
or
Driven by a sense
duty. Works
SS1
SS3
SELFLESS = Caring,are
Agreeable,
Trusting, Understanding,
Humble,
Generous
AUTHORITATIVE
=
Convincing,
Direct,
Activating,
Strong-Willed,
Self-Assured,
Leading
polar opposites
to one another
in the
LX system (i.e. rarer), followed by those 6 that
Introverted
Conscientious
when
unexciting.
status, money,Pleasures
or attention.
towardwork
goalsis out
of sense of
achievement.
are
OPEN-MINDED = Innovative, Learner, Analytical, Observant, Curious, Progressive
STABLE = Measured, Adaptable, Sincere, Respectful,
Centered,Introverted
Composed &(x)Introverted
&
Freeform
have a gap between their components (i.e. fairly common), and ﬁnally, those 6 that share an
responsibility rather than
low-key and passive, i.e. food,
This super strength describes how you approach decisions. Having this super strength
This super
describes
how you move towards action. Having this super strength
anticipation of joy. Persistent even
music,strength
TV. Uninterested
in pursuing
adjacency (i.e. most common).
‘JUDGMENT’
‘CHAIRING’
means that when SS1
making decisions, you take into account both the logical, objective
means that you
manage
well
the
natural
tension
between
being
conserving
and
steady
when work is unexciting.
status,
money,
or
attention.
SS3
Selﬂess
Authoritative
SELFLESS
Caring, Agreeable,
Trusting,
Humble,
Generous
AUTHORITATIVE
= Convincing,
Direct,
Activating,
Self-Assured,
Leading
Introverted
(x)Strong-Willed,
facts and aspects, as well
as the =human
side of things
likeUnderstanding,
the decision’s
potential
with
moving
faster
towards
change.
You
intuitively
know
which
one
is
the
best
to
& Open-Minded
& Stable
OPEN-MINDED
=
Innovative,
Learner,
Analytical,
Observant,
Curious,
Progressive
STABLE
=
Measured,
Adaptable,
Sincere,
Respectful,
Centered,
Composed
impact on people. You seek innovative ways to make the world better.
choose when and how to alternate your approach to be effective.
This super strength describes how you approach decisions. Having this super strength
This super strength describes how you move towards action. Having this super strength
‘JUDGMENT’SS1
‘CHAIRING’SS3
means
that
when
making
decisions,
you
take
into
account
both
the
logical,
objective
means
that you= manage
well
the Activating,
natural tension
between
being conserving
SELFLESS
= Caring,
AUTHORITATIVE
Convincing,
Direct,
Strong-Willed,
Self-Assured,
Leading and steady
Selﬂess
(E) Agreeable, Trusting, Understanding, Humble, Generous
Authoritative
(A)
Selﬂess
Authoritative
OPEN-MINDED
= Innovative,
Learner,
Analytical,
Curious,like
Progressive
facts and aspects,
as well
as the
humanObservant,
side of things
the decision’s potential
STABLE
= Measured,
Adaptable,
Respectful,
Centered, Composed
with moving
faster
towardsSincere,
change.
You intuitively
know which one is the best to
Passionate about taking action
& Open-Minded
& Stable
Helps other people in practical
Uses facts and feelings to help
Displays
calm,
steady
and
ﬁrm Having this super strength
impact
on people.
seek innovative
to make
the world
better.
This
super
strengthYou
describes
how youways
approach
decisions.
Having
this super strength
choose
when
and
how
to
alternate
your
approach
to
be
effective.
especially under stress or when the
This super strength describes how you move towards action.
ways. Uses established
take
decisions.
Thinks
about
how
approach
to
life
and
whatever
‘JUDGMENT’
Selﬂess & means that when Selﬂess
&
Authoritative
stakes are high. Takes the lead‘CHAIRING’
and
making decisions,
means that you Authoritative
manage well the natural tension between being conserving and steady
institutions and processes to be Selﬂess
theyou
worldtake
couldinto
be aaccount
better andboth the logical, objective
needs to be done. Others rely on
Authoritative
cannot tolerate being challenged.
Straightforward
Open-Minded
Selﬂess
(E)
&
Emotive
Stable
facts
and
aspects,
as
well
as
the
human
side
of
things
like
the
decision’s
potential
with moving faster &towards
change.
You(A)
intuitively
know which one is the best to
Authoritative
happy and secure.
more beautiful place.
them in high
stress situations.
& Open-Minded
&
Stable
Gets upset if made to wait.Passionate
about
takingwhen
action and how to alternate
(oE)
(OE)
(An)
(AN)
impact
on
people.
You
seek
innovative
ways
to
make
the
world
better.
choose
your
approach
to
be
effective.
Helps other people in practical
Uses facts and feelings to help
Displays calm, steady and ﬁrm
especially under stress or when the
ways. Uses established
take decisions. Thinks about how
Straightforward (o)
Open-Minded
(O)
JUDGEMENT
approach to life and whatever
Emotive (n)
(N)
Selﬂess & Selﬂess (E) Selﬂess &
Authoritative StableAuthoritative
stakes are high. Takes the CHAIRING
lead and
institutions and processes to be
the world could be a better and
Authoritative (A)
needs to be done. Others rely on
cannot
tolerate
beingtaking
challenged.
Straightforward
Open-Minded
& Emotive
& Stable
(oe)
(Oe)
Passionate
action
(an) about
(aN)
happy and
secure.
more
beautiful
place.
them
in high
situations.
Helps
other
people
in
practical
Uses
facts
and
feelings
to
help
Follows
others’
lead
but
also
goes
Accepts
and
appreciates
others’
Displays
calm,stress
steady
and ﬁrm
Gets
upset
if made
to wait.
Ensures accuracy and efficiency
Solves logical problems
(oE)
(OE) with
(An)
(AN)
especially
under
stress
or when
the
Individualistic
&
Open-Minded
Accepting
Stable
&
ways.
Uses
established
take
decisions.
Thinks
about
how
through
internal
emotional
turmoil.
leadership
and
steer
on
what
to
do
approach
to
life
and
whatever
in logical systems. Uses proven
rational, complex
analysis.
Selﬂess &
Selﬂess
& Thinks
Authoritative
Authoritative
stakes are high.
Takes the lead and
Straightforward
& Emotive
Accepting CHAIRING
Straightforward
Open-Minded
Emotive (n)
Stable
institutions
and processes(o)
to be & Individualistic JUDGEMENT
the
world could be(O)
a betterCan
andfeel like having little control
and how. Calm follower who works
needs
to be(N)
done. Others rely on
methods to accomplish
about
innovative
ways
to
improve
cannot tolerate being challenged.
Straightforward
Open-Minded
& Emotive
& Stable
happy
and
secure.
more
beautiful
place.
over
their
own
life
or
outcomes.
hard
to
establish
harmony.
them
in
high
stress situations.
real-world goals for themselves.
systems and get ahead.
Gets upset if made to wait.
(oe)
(Oe)
(an)
(aN)
(oE)
(OE)
(An)
(AN)
Follows
others’
lead
but
also
goes
Accepts
and
appreciates
others’
Ensures accuracy and
efficiency
Solves logical problems with
Individualistic
&
Open-Minded
Accepting
Stable
&
Individualistic
(e)
Accepting
(a)
through internal emotional
leadership
and steer on what to do
Straightforward
(o)
Open-Minded
(O)
JUDGEMENT
CHAIRING
Emotiveturmoil.
(n)
Stable (N)
in logical
systems. Uses proven
rational,
complex analysis.
Thinks
Straightforward
& Individualistic
& Emotive
Accepting
Can
feel
like
having
little
control
and
how.
Calm
follower who works
methods to accomplish
about innovative ways to improve
(oe)
(Oe)
(an)
(aN)
over
their
own
life
or
outcomes.
hard
to
establish
harmony.others’
Follows others’ lead but also goes
Accepts and appreciates
real-world
goals forand
themselves.
systems
and get
ahead. with
Ensures accuracy
efficiency
Solves logical
problems
X
28
Individualistic &
Open-Minded
Accepting
Stable
&
through internal emotional turmoil.
leadership and steer on what to do
in logical systems. Uses proven
rational, complex analysis. Thinks
Individualistic
(e)
Straightforward
& Individualistic
& Emotive Accepting (a) Accepting
Can feel like having little control
and how. Calm follower who works
I could take this further and say that there are 2 x 15 variations assuming that a person
SOCIAL PLANNER
I could take
further and(primary)
say that&there
are 2 x(secondary)’
15 variations
thatdifferent
a person who
whothis
is ‘Authoritative
Open-minded
will assuming
have a slightly
Extrovert &
is ‘Authoritative (primary) & Open-minded (secondary)’ will have a slightly different character
Conscientious
character to somebody who is ‘Open-minded (primary) & Authoritative (secondary)’. In
to somebody who is ‘Open-minded (primary) & Authoritative (secondary)’. In fact, I have
fact, I have incorporated I this
thethis
LX further
model, and
which
forare
and2 adapts
to such assuming that a person
couldinto
take
sayaccounts
that there
x 15 variations
incorporated this into the full LX model, which accounts for and adapts to such subtlety, and
subtlety, and indeed the subtlety
all 600
quadrillion
strength
permutations!
is of
‘Authoritative
(primary)
& Open-minded
(secondary)’ will have a slightly different
indeed the subtlety of all 600 who
quadrillion
strength
permutations!

Jud

SoP
SoP

Cha

X
X

Jud

Cha

Jud

Cha

methods to accomplish
real-world goals for themselves.

about innovative ways to improve
systems and get ahead.

Individualistic (e)

168

over their own life or outcomes.

hard to establish harmony.

Accepting (a)

169
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SS4

Mot

SS4
SELFLESS = Caring, Agreeable,SELFLESS
Trusting,=Understanding,
Caring, Agreeable,
Humble,
Trusting,
Generous
Understanding, Humble, Generous
EXTROVERTED = Inspiring, Engaging,
EXTROVERTED
Outgoing,
= Inspiring,
Adventurous,
Engaging,
Joyful,Outgoing,
Lively Adventurous, Joyful, Lively

Mot

Ent

Mot

Ent

SS6

SS6 AUTHORITATIVE
AUTHORITATIVE = Convincing,
Direct, Activating,
= Convincing,
Strong-Willed,
Direct,
Self-Assured,
Activating,Leading
Strong-Willed, Self-Assured, Leading
OPEN-MINDED = Innovative, Learner,
OPEN-MINDED
Analytical,
= Innovative,
Observant,Learner,
Curious,Analytical,
Progressive
Observant, Curious, Progressive

Ent

This super strength describes
This super
your strength
results-focused
describesinnovation.
your results-focused
Having thisinnovation.
super
Having this super
This super strength describes
This super
the approach
strength you
describes
take tothe
motivate
approach
others.
you take
Having
to motivate
this
others. Having this
‘MOTIVATION’
‘ENTREPRENEUR’
‘ENTREPRENEUR’
SS4
SS6
SS6
strength
means
that
you
strength
have
the
means
capability
that
to
you
not
have
only
the
come
capability
up
with
to
ideas
not
but
only
also
come
to
up
with
ideas but also to
AUTHORITATIVE = Convincing,
AUTHORITATIVE
Direct, Activating,
= Convincing,
Strong-Willed,
Direct,
Self-Assured,
Activating, Leading
Strong-Willed, Self-Assured, Leading
super
strength
that
super
you
strength
form
means
interpersonal
that
you
form
connections
good interpersonal
with Generous
peopleconnections with people
SELFLESS
= Caring,means
Agreeable,
SELFLESS
Trusting,
=Understanding,
Caring,good
Agreeable,
Humble,
Trusting,
Generous
Understanding,
Humble,
Selﬂess
Authoritative
Authoritative
OPEN-MINDED
Learner,
OPEN-MINDED
Analytical,
= Innovative,
Observant,
Learner,
Curious,
Progressive
Curious, Progressive
turn
them into= Innovative,
reality. You
turn
thrive
them
at into
being
reality.
able to
You
innovate,
thriveAnalytical,
atcreate
beingObservant,
and
ablesee
to possibilities
innovate,
create and see possibilities
EXTROVERTED
Engaging,
EXTROVERTED
Outgoing,
=and
Inspiring,
Adventurous,
Engaging,
Joyful,
Outgoing,
Lively
Adventurous,
Joyful,
Lively
one-to-one
and= Inspiring,
able to energize,
one-to-one
excite
and
able
encourage
to energize,
them
excite
to take
and
action.
encourage
People
them
often
to take action. People
often
& Extrovert
& Open-Minded
& Open-Minded
that
others
can’t
even
imagine,
that
others
and
then
can’t
focusing
even
imagine,
on
making
and
them
then
focusing
real.
on
making
them real.
This
super
strength
describes
This
super
your
strength
results-focused
describes
innovation.
your
results-focused
Having
this
innovation.
super
Having this super
turn
you for
advicedescribes
or just
turnfor
to
ayou
bitapproach
for
of aadvice
conﬁdence
or just
for
amotivate
bitapproach
of a conﬁdence
boost.
This to
super
strength
This
super
the
strength
you
describes
takeboost.
tothe
others.
you take
Having
to motivate
this
others. Having this
‘MOTIVATION’
‘MOTIVATION’
‘ENTREPRENEUR’
‘ENTREPRENEUR’
strength means that you strength
have the means
capability
thattoyou
nothave
onlythe
come
capability
up withtoideas
not only
but also
cometo up with ideas but also to
super strength means that
superyou
strength
form good
meansinterpersonal
that you form
connections
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& Emotive
& Stable
& Stable
Calm and composed
in
Calm and composed
through
key decisions.
through
key decisions.
(cn)
(cn)
(Cn)
(Cn)
(nx)
(Nx)
(Nx)
Feels
like a before
misunderstood
soul.
Feels
like (nx)
a(nX)
misunderstood
soul.
Highly motivated to(CN)
achieve goals
Highly motivated to achieve
goals
(cN)
(cN)
(CN)
(nX) (NX)
conversations, but (NX)
shares thoughts
conversations, but shares thoughts
Has a difficult time focusing on
Has a difficult
time focusing onConscientious
Emotive
Emotive &
& to and avoid errors. Tendency
Introverted
Stable &
Stable
&
Often
Often feelsIntroverted
alienated or excluded
and Conscientious
avoid errors. Tendency
to feels alienated or excluded
only
when
asked.
Comfortable
only
with
when (N)
asked. Comfortable with
work and staying
motivated.
staying
motivated.
IMPLEMENTING
IMPLEMENTING
Freeform
(c) work&and
Freeform
(c)
Conscientious
(C)
Conscientious
(C)
Emotive
(n)
Emotive
(n) is
Stable Introverted
(N)
Stable
NEGOTIATION
Freeform
& Freeform
Emotive
Emotive
from society.Their
inner turmoil
from
is society.Their
inner turmoil
overwork and have
emotional overwork
ups
and have emotional
ups
& Emotive
& Emotive NEGOTIATION
Introverted
themselves and bringing theirthemselves
true
and bringing their true
Tends to worry about outcomes
Tends to worry about outcomes
sometimes hard to manage. sometimes hard to manage.
and downs. Relieved(Cn)
when projects
and downs. Relieved when projects
Calmtoand
composed
in
Calm
and
composed
in
(cn) (Cn)
self
the
conversation.
self
to
the
conversation.
and ﬁnds it hard getting started.
and ﬁnds(cn)
it hard getting started.
(nx)
(nx)
(Nx)
(Nx)
Feelsgoals
like a misunderstood soul.
Feels like a misunderstood soul.
Highly
motivated
to achieve goals
Highly
motivated
to achieve
are
completed
correctly.
are
completed
correctly.
conversations,
but
shares
thoughts
conversations,
but
shares
thoughts
Has a difficult time focusing on
Has a difficult
time
focusing
on
Emotive EmotiveConscientious
Emotive & Emotive
& to and avoid errors. Tendency
Introverted
Stable &Introverted (x) Stable &
Often
Often feelsIntroverted
alienated orIntroverted
excluded
and Conscientious
avoid
errors. Tendency
to feels alienated or excluded
(n)
(n)
(x)
only when asked. Comfortableonly
withwhen asked. Comfortable with
work and staying motivated. work&and
staying motivated.
Freeform
& Freeform
Emotive
Emotive
from society.Their
inner turmoil
from
is society.Their
inner turmoil is
overwork and have
emotional overwork
ups
and have emotional
ups
& Emotive
&
Emotive
Introverted
Introverted
themselves and bringing theirthemselves
true
and bringing their true
Tends to worry about outcomes
Tends to worry about outcomes
sometimes hard to manage. sometimes hard to manage.
and downs. Relieved when projects
and downs. Relieved when projects
self to the conversation.
self to the conversation.
and ﬁnds it hard getting started.
and ﬁnds it hard getting started.
SS9
SS9
SS11
SS11
are completed correctly.
are completed correctly.
STABLE = Measured,
Adaptable,
STABLE
Sincere,
= Measured,
Respectful,Adaptable,
Centered,Sincere,
Composed
Respectful, Centered, Composed
EXTROVERTED = Inspiring, Engaging,
EXTROVERTED
Outgoing,
=(n)
Inspiring,
Adventurous,
Engaging,
Joyful,
Outgoing,
Lively (n)Adventurous, Joyful, Lively
Emotive
Emotive
Introverted
(x)
Introverted
(x)
OPEN-MINDED = Innovative, Learner,
OPEN-MINDED
Analytical,
= Innovative,
Observant,Learner,
Curious,
Analytical,
Progressive
Observant, Curious, Progressive
AUTHORITATIVE = Convincing,AUTHORITATIVE
Direct, Activating,
= Convincing,
Strong-Willed,
Direct,
Self-Assured,
Activating,Leading
Strong-Willed, Self-Assured, Leading

Mob

‘MOBILIZATION’
SS9
Extrovert &
Authoritative

Mob

This super strength describes
This super
how you
strength
inspire
describes
and leadhow
groups
you inspire
of people
andtowards
lead groups
a
of people towards a
‘MOBILIZATION’
‘MEDIATION’
SS9
SS11
vision.
Having
this
super
vision.
strength
Having
means
this
that
super
you
strength
are
skilled
means
at naturally
that youmarshalling
are skilled at naturally marshalling
EXTROVERTED
= Inspiring,
Engaging,
EXTROVERTED
Outgoing,
= Inspiring,
Adventurous,
Engaging,
Joyful,Outgoing,
Lively Adventurous, Joyful, Lively
Extrovert
&
Open-Minded
and
inspiring
people
towards
and
inspiring
ambitious
people
towards
You Direct,
do Self-Assured,
ambitious
whatever
itgoals.
takesYou
to get
do Self-Assured,
whatever
there itLeading
takes to get& there
AUTHORITATIVE
= Convincing,
AUTHORITATIVE
Direct,
Activating,
=goals.
Convincing,
Strong-Willed,
Activating,
Leading
Strong-Willed,
Authoritative
Stable
with
the
help
of
others
who
with
are
the
proud
help
to
of
be
others
part
of
who
your
are
team.
proud
to
be
part
of
your
team.
This super strength describes
This super
how you
strength
inspire
describes
and leadhow
groups
you inspire
of people
andtowards
lead groups
a of people towards a

Med

This super strength describes
This super
how you
strength
approach
describes
situations
how needing
you approach
mediation.
situations
Having
needing mediation. Having
‘MEDIATION’
this
superMeasured,
strength
meansthis
that
super
you
strength
keep your
means
calm even
that
you
in Respectful,
tense,
keep your
emotionally
calm even
charged
in tense, emotionally charged
SS11
STABLE =Open-Minded
Adaptable,
STABLE
Sincere,
= Measured,
Respectful,
Adaptable,
Centered,Sincere,
Composed
Centered, Composed
situations
and
are
able
to
situations
bring
people
and
together
are
able
around
to
bring
creative
people
together
solutions
around
that
support
creative
solutions that support
OPEN-MINDED
= Innovative, Learner,
OPEN-MINDED
Analytical,
= Innovative,
Observant,Learner,
Curious,Analytical,
Progressive
Observant, Curious, Progressive
& Stable
each
parties’strength
needs. describes
each
parties’
needs.
This super
This super
how you
strength
approach
describes
situations
how needing
you approach
mediation.
situations
Having
needing mediation. Having

Med

‘MOBILIZATION’
‘MOBILIZATION’
‘MEDIATION’
‘MEDIATION’
this super
strength meansthis
that
super
you strength
keep yourmeans
calm that
evenyou
in tense,
keep your
emotionally
calm even
charged
in tense, emotionally charged
vision. Having
this supervision.
strength
Having
meansthisthat
super
you strength
are skilled
means
at naturally
that youmarshalling
are skilled at naturally marshalling
Extrovert &
Extrovert &
Open-Minded
Open-Minded
Extroverted (X)
Extroverted (X)
Stable
(N)
Stable
(N)
situations
and
are
able
to
situations
bring
people
and
together
are
able
to
around
bring
creative
people
together
solutions
around
that
support
creative
solutions
thatandsupport
andofinspiring
people
andofinspiring
ambitiouspeople
goals.towards
You do ambitious
whatever
takesYou
tocombination
get
do whatever
there
tocombination
get& there
Brings opinions closer and ﬁnds
Brings
a opinions
closer
ﬁnds a
Believes in the power
people
Believes
in thetowards
power
people
Leads withitgoals.
a powerful
Leads withita takes
powerful
Authoritative
Authoritative
StableMostly calm and placid,
& StableMostly calm and placid,
each
parties’
needs.
each
parties’
needs.
experiencing
few
emotional
experiencing
few
emotional
middle
ground.
Fosters
middle
ground.
Fosters
with
the help
of others
who
with
are
the
proud
help
others
part of
who
your
areteam.
proud
to
be
part
of
your
team.
coming together
to make
a coming
together
to make
a toofbe
of optimism, high-energy and of optimism, high-energy and
spikes. Satisﬁed
coming&up with
collaboration by coming up with
positive change. The community
positive Extroverted
change. The community
&
Extroverted & conﬁdence.
Authoritative
Authoritative
Stablewith
& how things
Stable
& & collaboration by
Stable
Stable
Others follow themconﬁdence. Others followspikes.
them Satisﬁed with how things
are
and
are
not
interested
in
are
and
are
not
interested
in
Extroverted
innovative
ideas and stable, steady
innovative ideas and stable, steady
aspect is more important thanaspectAccepting
is more important
than &(X)
Stable
Stable
(N)Open-Minded
willingly&(X)
and
happily.
willingly and happily.
AcceptingExtroverted
Extroverted
Extroverted
Straightforward
placid,comingStraightforward
Mostly
placid, (N)Open-Minded
Brings opinions
closer and ﬁnds
Brings
a opinions closer and ﬁnds a
Believes in the
people
Believes in the
power
ofmission.
people
Leads with a powerful combination
Leads with a powerful combination
comingMostly
up withcalm
newand
solutions.
up withcalm
newand
solutions.
approach.
thepower
actualofmission.
the
actual
(aX)together to make a
(aX) (AX)
(AX)
(oN) few emotional
(oN) (ON) middle ground. Fosters
(ON) approach.
experiencing
few
emotional
experiencing
middle
ground. Fosters
coming together to make a coming
of optimism, high-energy and of optimism, high-energy and
spikes.
Satisﬁed
with
how
things
spikes.
Satisﬁed
with
how
things
collaboration
by
coming
up
with
collaboration
by coming up with
positive change.
The
community
positive
change.
The
community
Extroverted
& (a)
ExtrovertedMOBILIZATION
& conﬁdence.
Authoritative
Authoritative
Stable & MEDIATION
Stable
& & MEDIATION
Stable
Stable
Others(A)
follow them
conﬁdence.
Others (A)
follow them Straightforward (o)
MOBILIZATION
Accepting (a)
Accepting
Authoritative
Authoritative
Straightforward
(o)
Open-Minded
(O)&
Open-Minded
(O)
are
and
are
not
interested
in
are
and
are
not
interested
in
innovative
ideas
and
stable,
steady
innovative
ideas
and stable, steady
aspect is more important thanaspectAccepting
is more important than & Extroverted
willingly&and
happily.
willingly and happily.
Accepting
Extroverted
Straightforward
Straightforward
Open-Minded
Open-Minded
comingthings
up with
solutions.
coming(on)
up with
solutions.
(ax)
(Ax)
(Ax)
(on)
(On) Experiences
(On)of approach.
approach. a full range
actual mission.
actual mission.
Prefers
to new
be simple
and
Prefers
things
to new
be simple
and
Prefers to havethe
a simple,
conﬂict
Prefers to(ax)
havethea simple,
conﬂict
(aX)
(aX) (AX)
(AX)
(oN)
(oN) (ON)
(ON)
Experiences a full range of
Perceived
as
commanding
and
Perceived
as
commanding
and
Accepting
Authoritative
EmotiveAny
& change of
Emotive
Emotive&& emotions. Can
Emotive
&and emotions. Can get upset and
straightforward. Any change ofstraightforward.
and stress free life. Nurtures only
and stressAccepting
free life. Nurtures only Authoritative
get upset
demanding.
Compliance
only
Compliance
the only
MOBILIZATION
MOBILIZATION
Accepting (a)a few close
Accepting
(a)
Authoritative
(A) is thedemanding.
Authoritative
(A) isplans
MEDIATION
MEDIATION
(o)plans orStraightforward
(o)
Open-Minded
(O)
Open-Minded
& relationships.
Introverted
& Introverted
& Introverted
Straightforward
Straightforward
Open-Minded
Open-Minded
orStraightforward
the unknown gets them
the unknown gets them
a few close relationships. Follows
Follows & Introverted
frustrated
if others disagree.
Might
frustrated
if others (O)
disagree. Might
option. Others follow them outoption.
of Others follow them out of
anxious
and
stressed.
anxious
and
stressed.
the lead of others and tries to the lead
of
others
and
tries
to
feel
like
a
misunderstood
genius.
feel
like
a
misunderstood
(ax)
(ax) (Ax) fear. Can feel lonely(Ax)
(on) (On) Experiences a full range
(On)of Experiences a full range ofgenius.
at the top.fear. Can feel lonely at the top.
Prefers things to be simple and
Prefers (on)
things to be simple and
Prefers
have
simple,
conﬂict
Prefers
havein atough
simple,
conﬂict
play ittosafe
in atough
situations.
play ittosafe
situations.
Perceived
as commanding andPerceived as commanding and
Accepting
Authoritative
EmotiveAny
& change of
Emotive
Emotive& & emotions. Can
Emotive &
straightforward. Any change ofstraightforward.
and stress free life. Nurtures only
and stressAccepting
free life. Nurtures
only Authoritative
Introverted
(x)
Introverted
(x) Compliance is thedemanding.
Emotive (n)
Emotive (n) get upset and emotions. Can get upset and
demanding.
only
Compliance
is
the
only
& relationships.
IntrovertedFollows & &
Introverted
Introverted
& Introverted
Straightforward
Straightforward frustrated
Open-Minded
Open-Minded
plans or the unknown gets them
plans or the
unknown gets them
a few close relationships. Follows
a few close
if others disagree. Might
frustrated if others disagree. Might
option. Others follow them outoption.
of Others follow them out of
anxious and stressed.
anxious and stressed.
the lead of others and tries tothe lead of others and tries to
feel like a misunderstood genius.
feel like a misunderstood genius.
fear. Can feel lonely at the top.fear. Can feel lonely at the top.
play it safe in tough situations.play it safe in tough situations.

X

X

Introverted (x)

X

X
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Introverted (x)

Emotive (n)

Emotive (n)
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SS12
EXTROVERTED = Inspiring, Engaging,
EXTROVERTED
Outgoing,
= Inspiring,
Adventurous,
Engaging,
Joyful,Outgoing,
Lively Adventurous, Joyful, Lively
OPEN-MINDED = Innovative, Learner,
OPEN-MINDED
Analytical,
= Innovative,
Observant,Learner,
Curious,Analytical,
Progressive
Observant, Curious, Progressive

SS14

Bra

Exe
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Exe

SS14
CONSCIENTIOUS = Effective, CONSCIENTIOUS
Diligent, Accountable,
= Effective,
Perseverant,
Diligent,
Principled,
Accountable,
Organized
Perseverant, Principled, Organized
AUTHORITATIVE = Convincing,AUTHORITATIVE
Direct, Activating,
= Convincing,
Strong-Willed,
Direct,
Self-Assured,
Activating,Leading
Strong-Willed, Self-Assured, Leading

Exe

This super strength describes
This super
yourstrength
approachdescribes
to brainstorming.
your approach
Havingto this
brainstorming.
super
Having this super
This super strength describes
This super
your approach
strength to
describes
organized
your
leadership.
approach to
Having
organized
this super
leadership. Having this super
‘BRAINSTORM’
‘EXECUTIVE’
‘EXECUTIVE’
SS12 strength‘BRAINSTORM’
SS12yourstrength
SS14
SS14
means
that
come
up
means
with
innovative
that
your
ideas
come
and
up
with
naturally
innovative
communicate
ideas
and
and
naturally
communicate
and
strength
means
that
you
typically
strength
give
means
determined,
that
you
typically
focused,
give
and
determined,
assertive
direction.
focused,
You
and assertive
CONSCIENTIOUS
= Effective, CONSCIENTIOUS
Diligent, Accountable,
= Effective,
Perseverant,
Diligent,
Principled,
Accountable,
Organized
Perseverant, Principled,
Organized direction. You
EXTROVERTED
= Inspiring,
Engaging,
EXTROVERTED
Outgoing,
= Inspiring,
Adventurous,
Engaging,
Joyful,Outgoing,
Lively Adventurous, Joyful, Lively
Extrovert &
Extrovert
&
Conscientious
Conscientious
share
these
openly
with others.
share these
Your
best
openly
ideas
withmight
others.
even
Your
come
bestwhen
ideastalking
might
things
even Progressive
come
out when talking &things
out
are
clear
on what
the goalAUTHORITATIVE
areDirect,
is clear
andActivating,
how
on what
to= get
thethere.
goal Direct,
Others
is and
how
follow
to your
get
there.
lead and
Others
respect
follow your
lead and respect
AUTHORITATIVE
= Convincing,
Convincing,
Strong-Willed,
Self-Assured,
Activating,
Leading
Strong-Willed,
Self-Assured,
Leading
OPEN-MINDED
= Innovative,
Learner,
OPEN-MINDED
Analytical,
= Innovative,
Observant,
Learner,
Curious,
Analytical,
Progressive
Observant,
Curious,
Open-Minded
Open-Minded
Authoritative
& Authoritative
loud
with
a
group
of
people,
loud
who
with
are
a
ideally
group
of
as
people,
creative
who
as
you
are
ideally
are.
as
creative
as
you
are.
your
authority
as
well
as
your
your
ability
authority
to
get
as
well
to
results.
as
your
ability
to
get
to
results.
This super strength describes
This super
yourstrength
approachdescribes
to brainstorming.
your approach
Havingto this
brainstorming.
super
Having this super
This super strength describes
This super
your approach
strength describes
to organized
yourleadership.
approach to
Having
organized
this super
leadership. Having this super
‘BRAINSTORM’
‘EXECUTIVE’
strength‘BRAINSTORM’
means that yourstrength
come upmeans
with innovative
that your ideas
come and
up with
naturally
innovative
communicate
ideas andand
naturally communicate
and
strength‘EXECUTIVE’
means that you strength
typically means
give determined,
that you typically
focused,give
anddetermined,
assertive direction.
focused,You
and assertive direction. You
Extrovert &
Extrovert &
Conscientious
Conscientious
Extroverted
(X)ideas
Extroverted
(X)ideastalking
share these
openly with others.
share
these
Your best
openly
withmight
others.
even
Your
come
bestwhen
mightthings
even come
out when talking &things
out
are clear
on what the goal
are
isclear
and how
on what
to get
goalConscientious
Others
is and how
follow
to your
get
lead and
Others
respect
follow your lead and respect
Conscientious
(C)thethere.
(C) there.
Open-Minded
Open-Minded
Authoritative
& Authoritative
Hastotheget
ability
to execute Has the ability to execute
Hasideally
a passion
for
the creative
Hasare.
a passion for the creative
loud
with
a
group
of
people,
loud
who
with
are
a
ideally
group
of
as
people,
creative
who
as
are
you
are.
as
creative
as
you
your
authority
as
well
as
your
ability
authority
to
get
as
well
to
results.
as
your
ability
to
results.
Freely communicates to keep Freely communicates to keep
Follows others’ lead to executeFollows others’ lead to execute

Bra
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ambitious plans that yield results.
ambitious plans that yield results.
process that is infectious. Enjoys
process that is infectious. Enjoys
everyone informed. Recounts everyone
informed. Recounts
what needs to get done. Takeswhat
prideneedsConscientious
to get done. Takes pride Conscientious
Extroverted
&
Extroverted&& iteratingExtroverted
Conscientious
Extroverted
&
Conscientious
Starts
and
ﬁnishes
projects.
Starts and ﬁnishes projects.
and debating ideas with
iterating and debating ideas with
Extroverted
Extroverted (X)
events, shares information, and
events, shares information,
and (X)
in being reliable and thoroughintobeing reliable andConscientious
thorough to
(C)
Conscientious
(C)
Organizes
ideas
and
people
for
Organizes ideas and people for
Straightforward
Straightforward others especially
& Accepting
& Accepting Has the
Open-Minded
Open-Minded
& Authoritative
& Authoritative
towards some
others especially towards some
ability to execute Has the ability to execute
Has a passion for the creativeHas a passion for the creative
compares experiences with others.
compares experiences with others.
support those in charge.
support those in charge.
efficiency and effectiveness.
efficiency and effectiveness.
Freely communicates to keep Freely(oX)
communicates to keep
others’ lead to execute
goal or future(OX)
vision. grand goal or future vision. Follows others’ lead to executeFollows(Ca)
(oX)
(Ca) (CA)
(OX) grand
(CA)
ambitious plans that
yield results.
ambitious plans that yield results.
process that is infectious. Enjoys
process that is infectious. Enjoys
everyone informed. Recounts everyone
informed.
Recounts
what
needs
to
get
done.
Takes
what
pride
needs
to
get
done.
Takes
pride
Extroverted
&
Extroverted
&
Conscientious
Conscientious
Extroverted
&
Extroverted
&
Conscientious
Conscientious
Starts
and
ﬁnishes
projects.
Starts
and ﬁnishes (A)
projects.
iterating
and debating
iterating
and debating
EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE
Straightforward (o) events,
Straightforward
(o) and
BRAINSTORM
BRAINSTORM
Open-Minded
(O)ideas with
Open-Minded
(O)ideasin with
Accepting
(a)intobeing reliable
Accepting
(a) to
Authoritative (A)
Authoritative
events, shares information, and
shares information,
being reliable
and thorough
and thorough
ideas and people forOrganizes ideas and people for
Straightforward
Straightforward others especially
& Accepting
& Accepting Organizes
Open-Minded
Open-Minded
& Authoritative
& Authoritative
towards some
others especially towards some
compares
experiences
with others.
compares
experiences
with others.
support those in charge.
support
those in charge.
Communicates
when necessary
Communicates
to
(ox)
(ox)
(ca)
(ca)
(Ox) grand
(Ox)
(cA)
(cA) toefficiency
efficiency
and effectiveness.
and effectiveness.
Does
whatever
is necessary
Does whatever
is necessary to
or future
vision.
or future
(oX) when necessary to
(oX)
(Ca) to the needs of the
(Ca) (CA)
(OX)
(OX)
(CA)
Thinksgoal
deeply
before
speaking.grand
Thinksgoal
deeply
beforevision.
speaking. Reacts to the needs of the Reacts
convey speciﬁc information. convey
speciﬁc information.
Introverted
&
Introverted & Thoughtfully
Freeform
&
Freeform
&
Open-Minded
Open-Minded
Authoritative
Authoritative
moment.
Good
at
responding
to
moment.
Good
at
responding
to
achieve
results.
Doesn’t
hesitate
achieve
to
results.
Doesn’t hesitate to
shares insights once
Thoughtfully shares insights once
EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE
Straightforward
Straightforward
(o)
BRAINSTORM
BRAINSTORM
Open-Minded
(O)
Open-Minded
(O)
Accepting
(a)
Accepting
(a)
Authoritative
(A)
Authoritative
(A)
Dislikes
talking for the (o)
sake ofDislikes
talking for the
sake of
ad
hoc
requests
and
changing
ad
hoc
requests
and
changing
give
out
orders
or
requests.
Has
give
out
orders
or
requests.
Has
Straightforward
Accepting
Accepting
&Straightforward
Introverted
&
Introverted
&
Freeform
&
Freeform
they have been carefully
they have been carefully
talking. Keeps discussions to talking. Keeps discussions to
whatever requirements.
it
whatever it
high expectations and
is ratherhigh expectations and is rather
Tends to(Ox)
focus on considered. Tends to focus requirements.
on Reacts toDoes
Communicates when necessary
Communicates
to
(ox) when necessary to
(ox)
(ca) toDoes
(ca) (cA)
(Ox) considered.
(cA)
the needs of the Reacts
the needs of the
Does whatever is necessary
toDoes whatever is necessary to
Thinks deeply before
speaking.Thinks deeply before speaking.
essential facts.
essential facts.
takes
to
support
such
requests.
takes
to
support
such
requests.
impatient
with
getting
to results.
impatient with getting to results.
interpretations.
interpretations.
convey speciﬁc information. convey
speciﬁc information.
Introverted
&
Introverted & Thoughtfully
Freeform
&
Freeform
&
Open-Minded
Open-Minded
Authoritative
Authoritative
moment.
Good
at
responding
to
moment.
Good
at
responding
to
achieve
results.
Doesn’t
hesitate
achieve
to results. Doesn’t hesitate to
shares insights once
Thoughtfully shares insights once
Introverted
(x)
Introverted
(x)
Freeform
(c)
Freeform
(c)
Dislikes talking for the sake ofDislikes
talking
for
the
sake
of
ad
hoc
requests
and
changing
ad
hoc
requests
and
changing
give
out
orders
or
requests.
Has
give
out orders or requests. Has
Straightforward
Accepting
Accepting
&Straightforward
Introverted
& been
Introverted
&
Freeform
& Freeform
they have
carefully
they have been carefully
talking. Keeps discussions to talking. Keeps discussions to
requirements. Does whatever requirements.
it
Does whatever it
high expectations and is ratherhigh expectations and is rather
considered. Tends to focus onconsidered. Tends to focus on
takes SS15
to support such requests.
takes to
support such requests.
impatient with getting to results.
impatient with getting to results.
SS13 essential facts.
SS13 essential facts.
SS15
interpretations.
interpretations.
SELFLESS = Caring, Agreeable,SELFLESS
Trusting,=Understanding,
Caring, Agreeable,
Humble,
Trusting,
Generous
Understanding, Humble, Generous
SELFLESS = Caring, Agreeable,SELFLESS
Trusting,
=Understanding,
Caring,
Humble,
Trusting,
Generous
Understanding,
Humble, Generous
Introverted
(x)Agreeable,
Introverted
(x)
Freeform
(c)
Freeform
(c)
AUTHORITATIVE = Convincing,AUTHORITATIVE
Direct, Activating,
= Convincing,
Strong-Willed,
Direct,
Self-Assured,
Activating,Leading
Strong-Willed, Self-Assured, Leading
CONSCIENTIOUS = Effective, CONSCIENTIOUS
Diligent, Accountable,
= Effective,
Perseverant,
Diligent,
Principled,
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If EQ is so important, why isn’t it a Super Strength? In fact, it is. This is the 16th Super Strength.

Emotional
more important than intelligence
(IQ).intelligence (EQ) is a widely used and somewhat misused term. At its core, it
reﬂects a person’s ability to not only understand themselves and others but also to manage
FOUR
COMPONENTS
OFwith others accordingly. Mature EQ skills help people to
their relationship
with the self and
understand
and empathize QUOTIENT
with the self and with
others. Many people would argue that it is
EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
(EQ)
Four
Components
of
more important than intelligence (IQ).
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makeup of other
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SELF-MANAGEMENT
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Able to control
or redirect
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disruptive
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suspend judgement - to
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think before acting
effectively even in tense
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Cooperative individual
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Resilient mindset
Builds relationships
Lower stress
Win-win outcomes
More authentic
Meaningful connections
Higher insight
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EmpoweredBetter
individual
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Self-fulﬁlled
High
performance
Resilient mindset teamwork Builds relationships
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Lower stress
Win-win outcomes
OUTCOMES
More authentic
Meaningful connections
Higher insight
Better decisions
Self-fulﬁlled
High performance teamwork

HANDLING
Regulation

TYPICAL
OUTCOMES
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EQ

EQ of PERSONAL COMPETENCY = Centered & Composed

This super strength relates to the ability to recognize and manage your own
emotions, and also to understand those of other people. Having this super strength
means that youSS16
can manageEQstress
well and handle conﬂict with others effectively.
of SOCIAL COMPETENCY = Understanding & Agreeable
You are also more likely to EQ
be of
self-aware,
to be sensitive
to others’
needs.
PERSONALand
COMPETENCY
= Centered
& Composed

EQ

This super strength relates to the ability to recognize and manage your own

‘EMOTIONAL
emotions, and also toSOCIAL
understand
those of other people. Having this super strength
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COMPETENCY
INTELLIGENCE
means
that
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can
manage
stress
well and handle conﬂict with others effectively.
How you
manage
yourself
How
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manage
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QUOTIENT’

You are also more likely to be self-aware, and to be sensitive to others’ needs.
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SOCIAL COMPETENCY
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How you manage yourself + Knows emotional
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+ Empathetic feelings
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+ Provides affirmation
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Emotional Intelligence Quotient (EQ)
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If EQ is so important, why isn’t it a Super Strength? In fact, it is. This is the 16th Super
Strength. Unlike the other 15 that are made up of the combinations of the Big 6 character
SUPER-STRENGTH
EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
trait groups,
EQ is made up of 16:
4 character
trait clusters:
Centered, Composed,
SS16
Understanding, and Agreeable.
EQ of SOCIAL COMPETENCY = Understanding & Agreeable
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Com

‘COMPOSED’
Diplomatic,
Collected
& Harmonious

+ Accomplished relaxation
+ Motivational approach
+ Stable lifestyle
+ Regulates emotions

Agr

‘AGREEABLE’
Collaborative,
Team-Player
& Cooperative

+ Win-win engagements
+ Conﬂict manager
+ Healthy assertiveness
+ Provides affirmation
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LX TABLE OF PERSONALITY ELEMENTS

SS16

EQ

LX TABLE OFLX
PERSONALITY
ELEMENTS ELEMENTS
TABLE OF PERSONALITY
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Selﬂess &
Authoritative

The concept
of ‘trait
dynamics’of -strengths
how combinations
of strengths produce unique
The concept of ‘trait dynamics’
- how
combinations
produce unique
characteristics
core includes
to the LXthesystem
whichStrengths
includes the
characteristics - is core to
the LX system- iswhich
15 Super
in its15 Super Strengths in its
main
table.
While
secondary
to theclusters,
main 36they
character
traitinsights
clusters,
they give
goodcharacteristics
insights
main table. While The
secondary
to the
36
character- trait
give
concept
of main
‘trait
dynamics’
how
combinations
of good
strengths
produce
unique
- is core
to the
system
which
includes
theimmediately
16 Super
in immediately
its main table.
While secondary to the main 36
into
those motivations
and
thatStrengths
might
not be
obvious.
into those motivations
andLX
advantages
that might
notadvantages
be
obvious.
character trait clusters, they give good insights into those motivations and advantages that might not be
immediately obvious.
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Last but not least, does the the LX system align with classic psychology theory? Good
But that would not be the complete answer. Let’s look at it closely. Across most of the classic
question, especially since it aims to bring some self-awareness to anyone who is open to
psychology frameworks, five pairs of ‘preferences’ are commonly used to define different
learn about themselves: their motivations, mindset, behaviour, etc. At its core, the LX System
personality types. Each of these can statistically be derived from the LX System‘s character
Last but not least, does the the LX system align with classic psychology theory? Good
But that would not be the complete answer. Let’s look at it closely. Across the classic
is based on Last
linguistic
analysis
of
modern
languages.
As
a
statistical
factoring
model,
it
is
not
clusters.
In theLet’s
LXlook
System,
theseAcross
are referred
but not least, does the the LX system align with classic psychology theory? Good
But that would not betrait
the complete
answer.
at it closely.
the classicto as a person’s ‘Power Preferences’.
question,
especially
since
it
aims
to
bring
some
self-awareness
to
anyone
who
is
open
to
psychology
frameworks,
there
are
ﬁve
pairs of ‘preferences’ that are used to deﬁne
based on first
principles
‘Jungian’
psychology
theory.
question,
especially
since it aims
to bring some
self-awareness to anyone who is open to
psychology frameworks, there are ﬁve pairs of ‘preferences’ that are used to deﬁne
learn about themselves: their motivations, mindset, behaviour, etc.
different personality types. Each of these can in fact be derived from the LX System‘s
learn about themselves: their motivations, mindset, behaviour, etc.
different personality types. Each of these can in fact be derived from the LX System‘s
character trait clusters, and therefore they are referred to as the ‘Power Preferences’.
character trait clusters, and therefore they are referred to as the ‘Power Preferences’.
HOW DO TRAITS
TYPES
ALIGN?
CLASSIC PSYCHOLOGY PREFERENCE PAIRS
At its &core,
the LX System
is based on linguistic analysis of modern languages. As a
At its core, the LX System is based on linguistic analysis of modern languages. As a
statistical factoring model, it is not based on ﬁrst principles ‘Jungian’ psychology theory.
statistical factoring model, it is not based on ﬁrst principles ‘Jungian’ psychology theory.
Classic Psychology Preference Pairs

Classic Psychology Preference Pairs

How are they
related?

How are they
related?
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Making
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‘THINKING’
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and clear plan

LIFESTYLE
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Management
and clearPrefer
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Management
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ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY Prefer to initiate and
Prefer to be passive Mindset
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THINKING vs FEELING

The first axisThe
to ﬁrst
lookaxis
at to
inlook
theatLX
is theis Thinking-Feeling
This
splits
in System
the LX System
the Thinking-Feeling dimension.
dimension. This
splits
the the
36 character36trait
clusters
twointo
groups
of 18.of The
more
people
socialorientated
orientated
character
traitinto
clusters
two groups
18. The
more
people and
and social
The
ﬁrst
axis
to
look
at
in
the
LX
System
is
the
Thinking-Feeling
dimension.
Feeling dimension
includes
the
Big
6
groups
associated
with
Selflessness,
Stability,
Feeling dimension includes the Big 6 groups associated with Selﬂessness, Stability,
andandThis splits the
Extroversion. The more task 36
and utility-oriented
Thinking
those
related
clusters
into
twodimension
groups
of 18.includes
The more
people
and social orientated
Extroversion. The morecharacter
task and trait
utility-oriented
Thinking
dimension
includes
those
related
to being Open-minded, Conscientious,
and Authoritative.
balance
between
these
gives Stability, and
Feeling
dimension
includes
the BigThe
6 The
groups
associated
with
Selﬂessness,
to being Open-minded,
Conscientious,
and Authoritative.
balance
between
these
gives
insight into how an individualExtroversion.
approaches
amongst Thinking
other things.
Thedecision
more taskmaking,
and utility-oriented
dimension includes those related

insight into how an individual approaches decision making, amongst other things.
to being Open-minded, Conscientious, and Authoritative. The balance between these gives
THINKING VSinsight
FEELING
OCEANX
into how PREFERENCES
an individual approachesAND
decision
making, amongst other things.

Thinking vs Feeling Preferences and OCEANX

(ILLUSTRATIVE SIMPLIFICATION; AXES & PLOTTING NOT TO SCALE)

(Illustrative Simpliﬁcation; Axes & Plotting Not To Scale)

Thinking vs Feeling Preferences and OCEANX
(Illustrative
Axes & Plotting Not To Scale)
FEELINGSimpliﬁcation;
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To provide
insight
into more
your Thinking-Feeling
balance,
the LX system measures
7 pairs
To more
provide
even
insight into your
Thinking-Feeling
balance,
the LX system measures
of sub-facets
that
relate
to
this
dimension
(see
bottom
of
this
page).
It
is
possible
for
you
to page). It is possible
7 pairs of sub-facets that relate to this dimension (see bottom of this
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dimension
asFeeling
well
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Feeling: This power
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Making
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focuses
on feels
Feeling:
ThisGenerally
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concerns
fact based Thinking:
decisions. This power
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based
on what
right.
care
information
knowledge
to driveis a using
emotions
to make
intuitive decisions
relationships areusing
managed
using and
fairness
for people
key factor,
both
of close
fact
based
decisions.
Generally
based
on
what
feels
right.
Generally care
and respect to make realistic choices.
friends and others that are unknown.
relationships are managed using fairness for people is a key factor, both of close
respect to make realistic choices.
and others that are unknown.
• Make decisions and
objectively
• Decide based onfriends
their feelings
• Appear cool and reserved
• Appear warm and friendly
decisions
objectively • Are convinced by
• Decide
based
• Are convinced by• Make
rational
arguments
how they
feelon their feelings
• Appear
Appear
warm and friendly
• Are objective and
direct cool and reserved
• Are diplomatic •and
tactful
•
Are
convinced
by
rational
arguments
•
Are
convinced
• Value honesty and fairness
• Value harmony and compassionby how they feel
Are objective and direct
• Are
diplomatic and tactful
• Take few things •personally
• Take many things
personally
• Value honesty and fairness
• Value harmony and compassion
• Are good at seeking ﬂaws
• Are quick to compliment others
• Take few things personally
• Take many things personally
• Are motivated by achievement
• Are motivated by appreciation
• Are good at seeking ﬂaws
• Are quick to compliment others
• Are motivated by achievement
• Are motivated by appreciation
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A vs R POWER PREFERENCES

ACTIVE vs REACTIVE
The next axes to look at in the LX system is the balance between Active and Reactive. This
The horizontal Active and Reactive axis again splits the 36 character trait clusters into two
again
the 36
character
trait clusters
into Extroverted
two groups of
18.Authoritative
The more active
groups of
18. splits
The more
active
orientation
includes
and
strengths,
orientation
includes
Extroverted
and
Authoritative
strengths,
plus
half
of
both
Selﬂessness
plus half of both Selflessness and Open-minded strength groups. The more reactive includes
The next axes to look at in the LX system is the balance between Active and Reactive. This
Open-minded
strength
groups. The
more
includesofStability
and Conscientious
Stability and
and
Conscientious
strengths
and
thereactive
remaining
the Selflessness
and Openagain splits the 36 character trait clusters into two groups of 18. The more active
minded strengths
strengths.
and the remaining of the Selﬂessness and Open-minded strengths.
orientation includes Extroverted and Authoritative strengths, plus half of both Selﬂessness
and Open-minded strength groups. The more reactive includes Stability and Conscientious
ACTIVE VS REACTIVE
PREFERENCES AND OCEANX
strengths and the remaining of the Selﬂessness and Open-minded strengths.
(ILLUSTRATIVE SIMPLIFICATION; AXES & PLOTTING NOT TO SCALE)

Active vs Reactive Preferences and OCEANX

(Illustrative Simpliﬁcation; Axes & Plotting Not To Scale)

REACTIVE (R)

Stable, Conscientious

So what is the insight here? The balance shows how you initiate and respond to tasks and
people in the world around you. It is important not to confuse this dimension with
So what is the insight here? The balance shows how you initiate and respond to tasks and
Extroversion-Introversion though. It is possible, even if it is rare, to have an Active
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progress.
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Active vs Reactive Preferences and OCEANX
Typically this means being proactive in measured mindsets. Typically this means
(Illustrative Simpliﬁcation; Axes & Plotting Not To Scale)
Active: This power preference relates to an Reactive: This power preference is
making plans and decisions,
and bringing a being reactive to situations and challenges,
individual’s mindset for action and progress. identiﬁed with more reﬂective and
Tru Car
Agr Und
sense of urgency to tasks and teams.
and seeking an even steady tempo.
Typically this means being proactive in measured mindsets. Typically this means
Mea
Eng
making plans and decisions, and bringing a being reactive to situations and challenges,
• Proactive in making plans
• Reactive to the situation
Hum Gen Tru Car
Agr Und
sense of urgency to tasks and teams.
and seeking an even steady tempo.
• Comfort in leading with ambiguity
• Nervous in leading without mandate
Sin Ada
Ins Adv
Mea
Eng
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better than
iteration
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and
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by
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Classic Quadrant Character Orientations
Classic Quadrant Character Orientations

Let’s pause here for a second. Considering just the combinations of these two primary
dimensionsLet’s
(T-Fpause
& A-R),
System
produces
one
of the
herethe
forLX
a second.
Considering
the here
combinations
ofcommon
these
two types
primary
Let’sjust
pause
for most
a second.
Considering
justofthepersonality
combinations of these two primary
models - the
‘Classic
Quadrant
Orientations’.
This
model
is
at
the
core
of
several
personality
dimensions (T-F & A-R), the LX Systemdimensions
produces one
types
of
(T-F of& the
A-R),most
the common
LX System
produces
one of the most common
typesFEELERS
of
REACTIVE
systems (e.g.,
DISC,
Birkman,
True
Colors,
Ancient
Temperaments,
etc.).
Of
course,
there
are
personality models - the ‘Classic Quadrantpersonality
Orientations’.
models - the ‘Classic Quadrant Orientations’.
Partnership & Stability
many nuanced variables that make each of these systems unique and valuable.
Steadiness & Group Orientation

PEOPLE ORIENTED
SOCIAL & FEELING

PEOPLE ORIENTED
SOCIAL & FEELING

ACTIVE FEELERS
REACTIVE FEELERS
& Approval
Partnership &People
Stability
& People Orientation
Steadiness &Inﬂuencing
Group Orientation

ACTIVE FEELERS
People & Approval
Inﬂuencing & People Orientation

Measured, Trusting, Caring, Sincere, Adaptable, Measured, Trusting,
Agreeable,
Understanding,
Engaging, Generous,Agreeable, Understanding, Engaging, Generous,
Caring, Sincere,
Adaptable,

This model is at the core of several personality
systems
DISC,ofBirkman,
True Colors,systems (e.g., DISC, Birkman,
This model
is at(e.g.,
the core
several personality
TrueCentered,
Colors, Composed, Respectful
Humble,
Inspirational,
Humble, Centered,
Composed, Adventurous,
Respectful Outgoing, Joyful, Lively
Inspirational, Adventurous, Outgoing, Joyful, Lively
Ancient
etc.). Of course,
there
are many nuanced variables that
make Sincere,
these Steady, Supportive Mindset: Sincere,
Ancient Temperaments, etc.). Of course, there
are Temperaments,
many nuanced variables
that make
these
Steady,
Supportive
Mindset: Interactive, Impulsive, Inspirational
Mindset:
Mindset:
Interactive,
Impulsive, Inspirational
MAPPING
OFandCLASSIC
QUADRANT
CHARACTER
STRENGTHS
Harmonizing
& Deliberate
Appears: Charming & Enthusiastic
Appears: Loyal, Harmonizing & DeliberateAppears: Loyal,Appears:
Charming
& Enthusiastic
systems unique
and valuable.
systems unique
valuable.
Prioritizes:
Calm
Composed
&
Caring
Prioritizes: Open Communication & Individuals
Prioritizes: Calm Composed & Caring
Prioritizes: Open Communication & Individuals
Focus: ‘How’ &Focuses:
Let’s do it‘Who’
Mindfully
Focus: ‘How’ & Let’s do it Mindfully
& Let’s do it Together Focuses: ‘Who’ & Let’s do it Together
(ILLUSTRATIVE SIMPLIFICATION; AXES & PLOTTING NOT TO SCALE)
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Strengths: Trusting, Considerate, Good Strengths: Trusting,
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Mapping Of
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Limitations:
Indecisive,
Indirect,
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Limitations: Unorganized, Details, Follow-Up
Limitations:
Indecisive,
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Details,
Follow-Up
(Illustrative
Simpliﬁcation; Axes & Plotting Not To Scale)
(Illustrative Simpliﬁcation; Axes & Plotting
Not To Scale)
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Quality & Investigation
Goals & Results
Quality & Investigation
Evaluation
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& Leadership
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Convincing, Direct, Activating, Analytical, Self-Assured,
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Perseverant,
Direct,
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Effective, Diligent, Accountable, Perseverant, Effective, Diligent,Convincing,
Leading, Innovative, Learner, Strong-Willed
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Mindset: Demanding, Decisive, Determined
Cautious
Mindset:Complex,
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Decisive, Determined
& ACTIVE
Mindset:
Competent, Complex, CautiousMindset: Competent,
Appears: Direct & Self-Assured
Appears:
Calculating,
Careful
&
Detailed
Appears:
Direct
&
Self-Assured
Appears: Calculating, Careful & Detailed
Prioritizes:
Discovery,
Logic
&
Accuracy
Prioritizes: Rapid Results & Risk-TakingPrioritizes: Rapid Results & Risk-Taking
Prioritizes: Discovery, Logic & Accuracy
ACTIVE
THINKER
Focus: ‘What’ & Let’s do it Now
Focus:
‘Why’
&
Let’s do
it Right
Focus:
‘What’
& Let’s do it Now
Focus: ‘Why’ & Let’s do it Right
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Thorough,
Dependable,
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Focus,
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Problem
Solving,
Confronting Issues
Following Standards
& Rules
Problem
Solving, Confronting Issues
Following
Standards & Rules
Self-Assured, Leading,
Limitations: Insensitive, Impatient, Intolerant
Limitations: Perfection,
Aloof,
Over-analysis
Limitations:
Insensitive,
Impatient, Intolerant
Limitations:
Perfection, Aloof, Over-analysis
Innovative, Learner,
Motivation: Challenges & Impact
Motivation:
Organization
&
Details
Motivation: Challenges & Impact
Motivation:
Strong-WilledOrganization & Details
Goal: To Overcome Opposition & take action
Goal:
Build
Quality
within
rules
&
process
Goal: To Overcome Opposition & take action
Goal: Build Quality within rules & process
Fears: Being Taken Advantage Of & Failure
Fears:
Criticism
&
Unpredictability
Fears: Being Taken Advantage Of & Failure
Fears: Criticism & Unpredictability
Drives: Response to Challenge & Competition
Drives:
Reaction
to
Rules
&
Thinking
Drives: Response to Challenge & Competition
Drives: Reaction to Rules & Thinking

TASK ORIENTED
UTILITY & THINKING

X

ACTIVE THINKERS
Goals & Results
Directing & Leadership Orientation

TASK ORIENTED
UTILITY & THINKING

X
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N vs S POWER PREFERENCES
INTUITIVE vs SENSING

N VS S POWER PREFERENCES

N vs S POWER PREFERENCES

No personality theory can be said to be complete unless it includes the Intuitive-Sensing
INTUITIVE
SENSING
(N-S)VS
cognitive
thinking dimension, ﬁrst outlined by Carl Jung. In the LX system, a third of
the 36 character
trait clusters
correlate to Intuition, a third to Sensing, with the remaining
INTUITIVE
vs SENSING
No personality
can be said
to be
third relatingtheory
to the application
of these
twocomplete
extremes. unless it includes the Intuitive-Sensing

(N-S) cognitive thinking dimension, first outlined by Carl Jung. In the LX system, a third of
No personality theory can be said to be complete unless it includes the Intuitive-Sensing
the 36 character trait clusters correlate to Intuition, a third to Sensing, with the remaining
thinking
dimension,
ﬁrstare
outlined
by
Jung.
In the LX
What thistomeans
is that(N-S)
when cognitive
the
LX System
where What
you
across
theCarl
36
third relating
the application
of these
twoshows
extremes.
this
means
is character
that when
thesystem,
LX a third of
the
character
clusters
correlate
to Intuition,your
a third
to Sensing,
trait
clusters,
your N-S
also becomes
System
shows
where
youbalance
are36across
thetrait
36clear.
character
trait clusters,
N-S
balancewith
alsothe remaining
third relating to the application of these two extremes.
becomes clear.

INTUITIVE VS SENSING PREFERENCES AND OCEANX

What this means is that when the LX System shows where you are across the 36 character
(ILLUSTRATIVE SIMPLIFICATION; AXES & PLOTTING NOT TO SCALE)
trait clusters, your N-S balance also becomes clear.

Sin
Cen
Eff
Acc
Prn

X

iii

n

‘INTUITIVE’
Correlates across
OCEANX

To provide more insight into your Intuitive-Sensing balance, the LX system measures 7 pairs
To provide
more
insight
Intuitive-Sensing
the LX system
measures
7 pairs
of sub-facets
that
relate
tointo
thisyour
dimension.
Again,balance,
it is possible
for you
to have
an overall
of sub-facets
this dimension.
it is possible
for youtowards
to have the
an overall
preference
for one,that
yetrelate
havetosome
sub-facetAgain,
preferences
inclined
other.
iv

preference for one, yet have some sub-facet preferences inclined towards the other.

Abstract
Information
iii

n

s

‘SENSING’
Correlates across
OCEANX

Concrete
Information
iv

s

Abstract
Intuitive: This power preference relies more Sensing:
This power preference makes Concrete
‘INTUITIVE’
‘SENSING’
on ‘gut feeling’ than input
from sensory Information
more use of senses to gather
information. Information
(Illustrative Simpliﬁcation; Axes & Plotting Not To Scale)
organs. Typically thisCorrelates
makesacross
it more Typically this is more Correlates
concernedacross
with the
OCEANX
OCEANX
idealistic and imaginary by nature and open present than issues that cannot be seen,
to changing the present for a better future.
felt or may happen in the future.
Intuitive: This power preference relies more Sensing: This power preference makes
Tru Car
AgrIntuitive
Und vs Sensing Preferences and OCEANX
‘gut feeling’ than input
sensory
more use of senses to gather information.
• Focus on big picture &on
possibilities
• Focusfrom
on details
& speciﬁcs
(Illustrative Simpliﬁcation; Axes
& Plotting
SENSING
(S) Not To Scale)
Eng
makespractical
it more
Typically this is more concerned with the
• Admire creative ideas organs. Typically this• Admire
solutions
Present, Process, Production
Hum Gen
idealistic
and
imaginary
by
nature
and
open
present
than issues that cannot be seen,
• Notice anything new or different
• Notice details & remember
facts
People, Practicalities
to changing
future.
felt is’
or may happen in the future.
Ada
Ins Adv
• Are inventive - see’ what
could be’ the present •for
Area better
pragmatic
- see ‘what
• Think about future implications
• Live in the here-and-now
Tru Car
Agr Und
•
Focus
on
big
picture
&
• Trust their gut instincts
•possibilities
Trust actual experience• Focus on details & speciﬁcs
Com Res Mea Out Joy
Liv
SENSING (S)
Eng
• Admire creative ideas • Like to use established•skills
Admire practical solutions
MINDSET (M)
Present, Process, Production • Prefer to learn new skills
Hum Gen
• Notice anything new or• different
Mindset & Actions that People, Practicalities
• Work in bursts of energy
Work at a steady pace • Notice details & remember facts
Sin
Ada
Ins
Adv
•
Are
inventive
see’
what
could be’
• Are pragmatic - see ‘what is’
turn
Ideas
to
Reality
Dil
Per
Con Dir
Act
• Think about future implications
• Live in the here-and-now
•
Trust
their
gut
instincts
Abstract
INFORMATION
Concrete • Trust actual
Cen Com SAs
Res Led
Out Joy
Liv
N
S experience
Org
MINDSET (M)
• Prefer to learn new skills
INTUITIVE (N)
Concept
Experience• Like to use established skills
Obs
Ana
Mindset
&
Actions
that
• Work in bursts of energy
• Work at a steady pace
Predisposition, Possibilities,
Imaginative
Realistic
StW
turn
Ideas
to
Reality
Eff
Dil
Per
Con Principles,
Dir
ActPatterns, Prospects
Possible
Practical
Lea Pro
Inn Cur
Abstract
INFORMATION
Concrete
S
Theoretical N
Factual
Acc Org
SAs Led
INTUITIVE (N)
Concept
Experience
Progressive
Traditional
Obs
Ana
Predisposition, Possibilities,
Imaginative
Realistic
StW
Prn
Exploring
Habitual
Principles, Patterns, Prospects
Possible
Practical
Lea Pro
Inn Cur
Theoretical
Factual
Progressive
Traditional
62
Exploring
Habitual

Intuitive vs Sensing Preferences and OCEANX

Mea

To provide more insight into your Intuitive-Sensing balance, the LX system measures 7 pairs
of sub-facets that relate to this dimension. Again, it is possible for you to have an overall
preference for one, yet have some sub-facet preferences inclined towards the other.
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CHARACTER ELEMENTS & POWER PREFERENCES
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
ELEMENTSELEMENTS
& POWER&
POWER
CHARACTER
ELEMENTS
&PREFERENCES
POWER PREFERENCES
PREFERENCES

‘O’‘O’

‘O’‘C’‘C’

‘C’‘E’‘E’

CHARACTER ELEMENTS & POWER PREFERENCES

‘A’‘N’‘N’
‘O’

‘E’ ‘A’‘A’

‘N’‘X’‘X’‘C’

‘X’

‘E’

GROUP TRAITS
GROUP TRAITS
GROUP TRAITS
GROUP TRAITS
GROUP TRAITS
GROUP TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITS
(OPEN-MINDEDNESS)
(CONSCIENTIOUSNESS)
(SELFLESSNESS)
(STABLENESS
- Neurotic)
(EXTROVERTNESS)
(AUTHORITATIVE)
GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITS GROUP
TRAITS
GROUP
TRAITSGROUP
GROUP TRAITS
TRAITSGROUP TRAITS
Neurotic)
Neurotic)
(OPEN-MINDEDNESS)
(OPEN-MINDEDNESS)
(CONSCIENTIOUSNESS)
(CONSCIENTIOUSNESS)
(SELFLESSNESS)
(SELFLESSNESS)
(STABLENESS
(STABLENESS
(EXTROVERTNESS)
(EXTROVERTNESS)
(AUTHORITATIVE)
(AUTHORITATIVE)
Big 6
Neurotic)
(OPEN-MINDEDNESS)
(CONSCIENTIOUSNESS)
(SELFLESSNESS)
(AUTHORITATIVE)
(OPEN-MINDEDNESS)
(STABLENESS
(CONSCIENTIOUSNESS)
(EXTROVERTNESS)
(SELFLESSNESS)
“How do you
“How you
“How you
“How you focus
“How
you
“How you-get
energized in
6
Big
66
CHARACTER Big
TRAITS
“How
do you
“Howondotasks
you“How
you
“Howtake
you the lead”
“HowBig
you6
“How
you to “How
you focus
“Howaccommodate
you focus “How
you
“How
“How
you settings”
you get energized “How
in you get energized in
Big
approach
new
things”
others”
and
goals”
respond
stress”
social
“How do you
“How you
“How you
“How do you
“How you focus
“How you
“How you focus
“How you get energized in “How you
CHARACTER
TRAITS
CHARACTER
TRAITS
(OCEANX
STRENGTHS)
approach new things” approach new things”
others” accommodate others”
take the lead”TRAITS take the lead”
on tasks and goals”
on tasks andaccommodate
goals”
respond to stress”
respond to stress”
social settings”
social settings”
CHARACTER
TRAITS
CHARACTER
approach
new
things”
accommodate
others”
take
the
lead”
approach
new
things”
on
tasks
and
goals”
respond
to
stress”
on
tasks
and
goals”
social settings” accommodate others”
(Opposite
=
Straight-forward)
(Opposite
=
Individualistic)
(Opposite
=
Accepting)
(Opposite
=
Free-form)
(Opposite
=
Emotive)
(Opposite
=
Introverted)
(OCEANX STRENGTHS)
(OCEANX
(OCEANX STRENGTHS)
STRENGTHS)
(OCEANX
STRENGTHS)
(Opposite = Straight-forward)
(Opposite = Straight-forward)
(Opposite = Individualistic)
(Opposite = Accepting)(Opposite = Accepting)
(Opposite = Free-form)(Opposite =(Opposite
Free-form)= Individualistic)
(Opposite = Emotive) (Opposite =(Opposite
Emotive) = Introverted)
(Opposite = Introverted)

Sensing
Sensing
‘S’ PERIOD
TRAITS

O1

Sensing
Obs
Sensing
Obs

(Opposite = Straight-forward)
O2
C1
O2 O1
C1 O2
O2
O1

C2

(Opposite = Free-form)
E1
C2 C1
E1 C2
C1
C2

(Opposite = Individualistic)
E2
A1
E2 E1
A1 E2
E1
E2

A2

(Opposite = Accepting)
(Opposite = Straight-forward)
(Opposite = Individualistic)
(Opposite = Emotive)
(Opposite = Free-form)
(Opposite = Introverted)
N1
N2
X1
X2
A2 A1
N1 A2
N2 N1
X1 N2
X2 X1
X2
A1
A2
O2
N1
N2
C1
C2
X1
E1
X2
E2
O1

Ana Eff
Dil
Car Agr Dir Sensing
Act Mea Ada Ins Eng
Ana
Obs
Eff
Ana
Dil
Eff
Car
Dil
Agr
Car
Dir
Agr
Act
Dir
Mea
Act
Ada
Mea
Ins
Ada
Eng
Ins
‘S’ ‘OBSERVANT’
PERIOD TRAITS ‘ANALYTICAL’
‘EFFECTIVE’ Ana
‘DILIGENT’ Eff‘CARING’ Dil
‘AGREEABLE’ Car
‘DIRECT’ Agr
‘ACTIVATING’
‘MEASURED’
‘ADAPTABLE’
‘INSPIRING’
‘ENGAGING’
Obs
Dir
Obs
Act
Ana
Mea
Ada
Eff
Dil
Ins
‘S’ PERIOD TRAITS
‘S’ PERIOD
TRAITS
‘OBSERVANT’
‘ANALYTICAL’
‘OBSERVANT’
‘EFFECTIVE’
‘ANALYTICAL’
‘DILIGENT’
‘EFFECTIVE’
‘CARING’
‘DILIGENT’
‘AGREEABLE’
‘CARING’
‘DIRECT’
‘AGREEABLE’
‘ACTIVATING’
‘DIRECT’
‘MEASURED’
‘ACTIVATING’
‘ADAPTABLE’
‘MEASURED’
‘INSPIRING’
‘ADAPTABLE’
‘ENGAGING’
‘INSPIRING’
Perceptive,
Logical,
Productive,
Deliberate,
Compassionate, Collaborative,
Assertive,
Proactive,
Controlled,
Accommodating,
Visionary,
Charismatic,
O1

‘S’ PERIOD TRAITS
“How you approach the facts”
‘OBSERVANT’
‘ANALYTICAL’
‘EFFECTIVE’
‘DILIGENT’
‘CARING’
‘AGREEABLE’
‘DIRECT’
‘OBSERVANT’
‘ACTIVATING’
‘ANALYTICAL’
‘MEASURED’
‘ADAPTABLE’
‘EFFECTIVE’
‘INSPIRING’
‘DILIGENT’
“How youProcess,
approach the facts”
“How you approach the facts”
(Present,
“How you Aesthetic
approach
the facts”
“How
youAccelerating
approach
theAssertive,
facts”Cautious
Perceptive,
Logical,
Perceptive,
Productive,
Logical,Prepared
Deliberate,
Productive,
Compassionate,
Deliberate,
Collaborative,
Compassionate,
Assertive,
Collaborative,
Proactive,
Controlled,
Proactive,
Accommodating,
Controlled,
Visionary,
Accommodating,
Charismatic,
Visionary,
Practical
Helpful
Team-Player
Commanding
Flexible
Motivating
Entertaining
Logical,
Productive,
Deliberate,
Compassionate,
Collaborative,
Assertive,
Perceptive,
Proactive,
Controlled,
Logical,
Accommodating,
Productive,
Deliberate,
Visionary,
(Present, Process,
(Present, Process, Conceptual Perceptive,
People, Practicalities)
(Present,
Process,
(Present,
Process,
Aesthetic
Conceptual
Aesthetic
Practical
Conceptual
Prepared
Practical
Helpful
Prepared
Team-Player
Helpful
Commanding
Team-Player
Accelerating
Commanding
Cautious
Accelerating
Flexible
Cautious
Motivating
Flexible
Entertaining
Motivating
Sensory
& Rational Aesthetic
& ResourcefulConceptual
& Thorough Practical
& Inclusive Prepared
& Cooperative Helpful
& DemandingTeam-Player
& InitiatingCommanding
& Careful Accelerating
& Chilled-outConceptual
& CaptivatingPractical
& Expressive Motivating
Aesthetic
Cautious
Flexible
Prepared
People, Practicalities) People,& Practicalities)
People, Practicalities)
People, Practicalities)
& Sensory
&O4
Rational
& Sensory & Resourceful
Rational & Thorough
& Resourceful & Inclusive
& Thorough & Cooperative
& Inclusive & Demanding
&A3Cooperative
& Initiating
&
Demanding & Careful
& Initiating & Chilled-out
& Careful & Captivating
&X3Chilled-out & Expressive
&
Captivating
C3&
C4
E3
E4
A4
N3
N4
X4
O3
& Sensory
& Rational
& Resourceful
& Thorough
& Inclusive
& Cooperative
& Demanding
& Initiating
Sensory
&&Rational
Careful
&&
Resourceful
Chilled-out
&
&Captivating
Thorough
O4 O3
C3 O4
C4 C3
E3 C4
E4 E3
A3 E4
A4 A3
N3 A4
N4 N3
X3 N4
X4 X3
O3
O4
C3
C4
E3
E4
A3
A4
O4N3
C3
N4
C4X3
O3
O3
‘M” PERIOD TRAITS
‘LEARNER’
‘ACCOUNTABLE’ ‘PERSEVERANT’
‘TRUSTING’ UNDERSTANDING ‘CONVINCING’
‘LEADING’
‘SINCERE’
‘RESPECTFUL’
‘OUTGOING’ ‘ADVENTUROUS’
‘M” PERIOD TRAITS ‘M” PERIOD
TRAITS ‘CURIOUS’
‘M” PERIOD TRAITS
‘M” PERIOD TRAITS
“How you approach life”
‘LEARNER’ Inquisitive,
‘CURIOUS’
‘LEARNER’
‘ACCOUNTABLE’
‘CURIOUS’
‘PERSEVERANT’
‘ACCOUNTABLE’
‘TRUSTING’
‘PERSEVERANT’
UNDERSTANDING
‘TRUSTING’
‘CONVINCING’
UNDERSTANDING
‘LEADING’
‘CONVINCING’
‘SINCERE’
‘LEADING’
‘RESPECTFUL’
‘SINCERE’
‘OUTGOING’
‘RESPECTFUL’
‘ADVENTUROUS’
‘OUTGOING’
Self-Developing,
Dependable,
Focused,
Appreciative,
Empathetic,
Wooing,
Decisive,
Honest,
Tolerant,
Sociable,
Intrepid
‘LEARNER’
‘CURIOUS’
‘ACCOUNTABLE’ ‘PERSEVERANT’
‘TRUSTING’ UNDERSTANDING ‘CONVINCING’
‘LEARNER’
‘LEADING’
‘CURIOUS’
‘SINCERE’
‘ACCOUNTABLE’
‘RESPECTFUL’
‘PERSEVERANT’
‘OUTGOING’
“How
you approach
you approach life”
(Mindset
& Actions
that life”“How
“How you
approach
life” Investigative
“HowResults-Focused
you approach
life”
Self-Developing,
Inquisitive,
Self-Developing,
Dependable,
Inquisitive,
Focused,
Dependable,
Appreciative,
Focused,
Empathetic,
Appreciative,
Wooing,
Empathetic,
Decisive,
Wooing,
Honest,
Decisive,
Tolerant,
Honest,
Sociable,
Tolerant,
Intrepid
Sociable,
Interested
Reliable
Disciplined
Forgiving
Sympathetic
Persuasive
&
Authentic
Equitable
Gregarious
Full-Of-Awe
Self-Developing,
Inquisitive,
Dependable,
Focused,
Appreciative,
Empathetic,
Wooing,
Self-Developing,
Decisive,
Inquisitive,
Honest,
Dependable,
Tolerant,
Focused,
Sociable,
(Mindset
& Actions that(Mindset & Actions that
turn Ideas
to Reality)
(Mindset
& Actions
that& Questioning
(Mindset
&Results-Focused
Actions
that& Trustworthy
Interested
Investigative
Interested
Reliable
Investigative
Disciplined
Reliable& Warm
Forgiving
Disciplined
Sympathetic
Forgiving
Persuasive
Sympathetic
&& Ambitious
Persuasive
& Authentic
Results-Focused
Equitable
Authentic
Gregarious
Equitable
Full-Of-Awe
Gregarious
& Cultured
&
Dutiful
&
Doer
&
Considerate
Inﬂuencing
&
Polite
&
Friendly
&
Thrill-Seeking
Interested
Investigative
Reliable
Disciplined
Forgiving
Sympathetic
Persuasive & Results-Focused
Interested
Investigative
Authentic
Equitable
Reliable
Disciplined
Gregarious
turn Ideas to Reality) turn Ideas to Reality)
turn Ideas to&Reality)
turn Ideas to& Reality)
Cultured
& Questioning
Cultured & Dutiful
&C5Questioning &C6
Doer
& Dutiful
& Warm
Doer & Considerate
Warm Inﬂuencing
&A5Considerate
Ambitious
Inﬂuencing & Trustworthy
& Ambitious &&N6
Polite
Trustworthy & Friendly
Polite & Thrill-Seeking
& Friendly
O6&
E5&
E6&
A6
N5
X5&&
X6
O5
& Cultured
& Questioning
& Dutiful
& Doer
& Warm
& Considerate
Inﬂuencing
& Ambitious
Cultured
&& Questioning
Trustworthy
&Dutiful
Polite
&&Friendly
Doer
O6 O5
C5 O6
C6 C5
E5 C6
E6 E5
A5 E6
A6 A5
N5 A6
N6 N5
X5 N6
X6 X5
O5
O6
C5
C6
E5
E6
A5
A6
O6
N5
C5
N6
C6
X5
O5
O5
‘N’ PERIOD TRAITS
‘PRINCIPLED’
‘ORGANIZED’
‘HUMBLE’
‘GENEROUS’ ‘SELF-ASSURED’ STRONG-WILLED ‘CENTERED’
‘COMPOSED’
‘JOYFUL’
‘LIVELY’
‘N’ PERIOD TRAITS ‘N’‘PROGRESSIVE’
PERIOD TRAITS ‘INNOVATIVE’
TRAITS
‘N’ PERIOD
TRAITS
‘PROGRESSIVE’
‘INNOVATIVE’
‘PROGRESSIVE’
‘PRINCIPLED’
‘INNOVATIVE’
‘ORGANIZED’
‘PRINCIPLED’
‘HUMBLE’
‘ORGANIZED’
‘GENEROUS’
‘HUMBLE’
‘SELF-ASSURED’
‘GENEROUS’
STRONG-WILLED
‘SELF-ASSURED’
‘CENTERED’
STRONG-WILLED
‘COMPOSED’
‘CENTERED’
‘JOYFUL’
‘COMPOSED’
‘LIVELY’
‘JOYFUL’
“How you approach the future” ‘N’ PERIOD
Liberal,
Creative,
Unbiased
Systematic,
Gracious,
Altruistic,
Conﬁdent,
Robust,
Balanced,
Diplomatic,
Hopeful,
Enthusiastic,
‘PROGRESSIVE’ ‘INNOVATIVE’
‘PRINCIPLED’
‘ORGANIZED’
‘HUMBLE’
‘GENEROUS’ ‘SELF-ASSURED’ STRONG-WILLED
‘PROGRESSIVE’ ‘INNOVATIVE’
‘CENTERED’
‘PRINCIPLED’
‘COMPOSED’
‘ORGANIZED’
‘JOYFUL’
“How you approach
the future”
“How youReforming
approachLiberal,
the future”
Creative,
Liberal,
Unbiased
Creative,
Systematic,
Unbiased
Gracious,
Systematic,
Altruistic,
Gracious,
Conﬁdent,
Altruistic,
Robust,
Conﬁdent,
Balanced,
Robust,
Diplomatic,
Balanced,
Hopeful,
Diplomatic,
Enthusiastic,
Hopeful,
(Predisposition,
Possibilities,
Imaginative
Objective
Structured
Modest
Magnanimous
Competitive
Resilient
Calm
Collected
Optimistic
Energetic
“How you approach the future”
“How
you approach theConﬁdent,
future”
Liberal,
Creative,
Unbiased
Systematic,
Gracious,
Altruistic,
Liberal,
Robust,
Creative,
Balanced,
Diplomatic,
Unbiased
Systematic,
Hopeful,
(Predisposition,
Possibilities,
(Predisposition,
Possibilities,
Reforming
Imaginative
Reforming
Objective
Imaginative
Structured
Objective
Modest
Structured
Magnanimous
Modest
Competitive
Magnanimous
Resilient
Competitive
Calm
Resilient
Collected
Calm
Optimistic
Collected
Energetic
Optimistic
Principles,
Patterns, Prospects)
&
Challenging
&
Original
&
Fair
&
Strategic
&
Unassuming
&
Giving
&
Fearless
&
Determined
&
Self-Aware
&
Harmonious
&
Positive
&
Excitable
(Predisposition, Possibilities,
(Predisposition,
Reforming
Imaginative
Objective
Structured
Modest
Magnanimous Possibilities,
Competitive
Reforming
Resilient
Imaginative
Calm
Objective
Collected
Structured
Optimistic
Principles, Patterns, Prospects)
Principles, Patterns,
Prospects) & Original
& Challenging
& Challenging & Fair
& Original & Strategic
& Fair & Unassuming
& Strategic & &Giving
Unassuming & Fearless
& Giving
& Determined
& Fearless & Self-Aware
& Determined& Harmonious
& Self-Aware & Positive
& Harmonious & Excitable
& Positive
Principles, Patterns,
Prospects)
Patterns,
Prospects)
& Challenging
& Original
& Fair
& Strategic
& Unassuming Principles,
& Giving
& Fearless
&& Challenging
Determined
&&Self-Aware
Original
& Harmonious
& Fair
&&Strategic
Positive
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vii
ix
i
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Mindset
Mindset

Intuitive
Intuitive

Lea
Mindset
Mindset
Lea

Pro
Intuitive
Intuitive
Pro

Cur Acc Per Tru Und Con Mindset
Led Sin Res Out Adv
Cur
Lea
Acc
Cur
Per
Acc
Tru
Per
Und
Tru
Con
Und
Con
Led
Sin
Res
Out
Lea Cur Acc Per Tru Und Led
Con Sin
Lea
Led Res
Cur
Sin Out
Acc
Res Adv
Per
Out
Inn Prn Org Hum Gen SAs Intuitive
StW Cen Com Joy
Liv
Inn
Pro
Prn
Inn
Org
Prn
Hum
Org
Gen
Hum
SAs
Gen
StW
SAs
Cen
StW
Com
Cen
Joy
Com
Joy
Pro Inn Prn Org Hum Gen SAs StW
Pro Cen
Inn Com
Prn Liv
Org
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e
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Trait Group Code
O1
Trait Group O1
Code
Trait Group Code
O1
Trait Group Code
Trait ‘Strength’ Symbol
Trait ‘Strength’ Symbol
Trait ‘Strength’ Symbol
Trait ‘Strength’ Symbol
Trait ‘Strength’ Name
‘OBSERVANT’
Trait
‘Strength’
Name
Trait
‘Strength’ Name
‘OBSERVANT’
‘OBSERVANT’
Perceptive,
Trait ‘Strength’ Name
‘OBSERVANT’
Trait
Characteristics
Perceptive,
Perceptive,
Aesthetic
Perceptive,
TraitAesthetic
Characteristics Trait Characteristics
Aesthetic
& Sensory
Trait Characteristics
Aesthetic
& Sensory
& Sensory
& Sensory

Obs
Obs

Obs
Obs
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‘EXTRAVERT’
‘INTUITIVE’
‘THINKING’
‘JUDGING’
‘ACTIVE’
‘EXTRAVERT’
‘EXTRAVERT’
‘THINKING’
‘INTUITIVE’
‘JUDGING’
‘THINKING’
‘ACTIVE’
Correlates
to Correlates‘INTUITIVE’
across
Correlates
to
Correlates
to
Correlates
to‘JUDGING’
‘EXTRAVERT’
‘INTUITIVE’
‘THINKING’
‘JUDGING’
Correlates
to Trait
Correlates
Correlates
across
toA+Correlates
Correlates
to across
Correlates
Correlates
to & to
Correlates
Correlates
to to
X+ Group
OCEANX
O+
C+
Groups
C+
Group
A+
X+
Groups
JUNGIAN POWER
O1
Group
Code
Correlates to Correlates across Correlates to
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It is always insightful to review the 7 sub-facet preferences within the E-I dimension to
understand the speciﬁc drivers of an individual’s extroversion or introversion. These will,
for example, often explain why some people can be distinctly extroverted but not
necessarily the ‘talkative entertainer’ that is the classic stereotype.
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Similar to the other Power Preferences, it is useful to dive deeper into the sub-facet
preferences that give more insight into how someone approaches life. Of course, everyone
can ﬂex their style depending on the circumstances and the situation, but these
preferences give a good idea about your most typical approach.
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READ THIS SECOND…
People are complex life-forms. Unpredictable, emotional, irrational, and diverse. And Earth has seven
billion people, with seven billion stories, and seven billion sets of hopes, dreams, and fears. Fathers,
mothers, sons, and daughters. Bosses, colleagues, friends, lovers, and enemies.
And then, there is you. Before you even worry about anyone else, and how you relate to them, do you
know who you are? And I mean truly know. What really motivates you? Keeps you awake at night?
What are you great at, and never going to master? How should you behave to make friends, influence
people, or get that promotion you deserve? And what do you want to really achieve in the 30,000
days you have here on Earth?
< gulp >. Yeah, scary questions, but important ones to be able to answer if you are going to be happy
in life.
I realized several years ago, I couldn’t answer these questions for myself, and so I set out on a voyage
of self-discovery. I read the bookshelves of Amazon, watched the videos of YouTubers, browsed the
stories of Instagrammers, and listened to the podcasts of pop-culture Gurus. I got feedback on sofas
and in coffee shops from various executive mentors, life coaches and well-being experts. I had dinner
debates with academics, financiers, sports stars and business leaders. And I conferenced, retreated,
meditated, studied and used different approaches in the four corners of the world.
Now looking back, I realize that a couple of years after my journey first started, I was drowning in
the advice that exists out there. Ironically the huge menu of overlapping, unprioritized, one-size fits
all and at times contradictory thinking left me feeling more daunted than before I started. Not good.
Since then, I have learned that I am not alone and many people feel this way. Sound familiar?
So back then, like Mark Watney [Astronaut & Space Pirate], as an independent-minded determined
scientist-at-heart, I took the only option that felt comfortable: I tried to engineer the sh!t of the problem.
Now I should say that my first few years of proactive self discovery had not been wasted, indeed far
from it.
A number of ‘universal truths’ had become clear to me:
i) self-reflection and awareness is always a good thing;
ii)thereisalwaysgoodbasic‘foundational’advicetoadoptbeforethemorecomplexadvancedapproaches;
iii) all coaches / advisers / managers / parents / friends are by human-nature unconsciously biased;
iv) everyone is different and so what works for one person might not work for somebody else;
v) more data is better than less, but it has to be accessible and insightful to be useful.
Armed with these truths, a first-principles analytic approach, and the narrow focus to work out what
is the basic practical advice I should personally follow of the ocean of options, I coded the first LX
algorithms.
At the time, I did not really know how these would work in practice, what form the “answer” should
take, and was actually fairly confident that I would not actually make sense of it all. But I thought it
would be fun, so I gave it a go. What’s the worst that could happen?

Looking back now, my initial LX approach was embarrassingly crude, but even then, it helped me
parse through at a very high-level the proliferation of personality frameworks and an associated
morass of advice and get to some clarity about who I am, and what I probably should and should not
do. And so, I used it to start to develop and evolve my own LX Life Plan. Progress!
More importantly, I glimpsed for the first time an algorithmic technique that offered me holistic, practical
personality and well-being advice in probabilistic terms -- computational psychology or coaching if
you like. It also seemed likely to offer an elegant statistical way to bridge from the everyday language
we all use, to the grandest of 20th century psychology theories. This itself was a purely coincidental
by-product that I was not actually looking for but gave me confidence I was on the right path.
Now my LX analysis and algorithms do not tell me what to do in specific situations or what choices
to make, but they do help me understand myself better and the ‘flow of my life’. The analogy is like
watching a gas; an observer cannot predict the motion of a single molecule, but they can predict the
likely mass action of the gas and how it will probably react to different forces, pressure changes, and
more or less space to move into.
Since those early versions, my equations have evolved and helped me improve my self-awareness
and Life Plan. At the encouragement of friends, I have also worked quietly over the years to expand,
generalize, and refine that initial set of algorithms, analysis, and advice so it also helps them. And today,
while I am the first to remind everyone that it is only ever probabilistic advice, the LX computational
psychology and personalized advice consistently resonates both emotionally and statistically with
people who receive it.
Fortunately, I am now in a place to have several people helping me develop further the ‘primary LX
algorithm’ and ‘package of advice’ it produces. This means I can now make it is accessible to help
a wider audience. It feels the right time to do this as LX is on Version B (Battenburg), uses several
base clustering languages, has a database of >1 million customizable advisory words, uses a big-data
driven adaptive survey script and runs results validity checks versus more than 15 classic psychology
and well-being assessments. With the support of this team, I hope now the LX system will help more
people like me, to better parse through the ocean of ‘x’ options ahead of them in their own journey
to becoming their best self.
And what about this book? Well, many of the people who receive LX’s advice are naturally curious
and want to understand more about the main concepts of LX so they can apply them better. It is with
this in mind I have tried to summarize them here in this companion guide. The topics include all the
key definitions, the first principles basis for the 36 character clusters and six-element professional
behavior models, and go through to the alignment with Maslow’s pyramid and Jungian theory. I have
spared you the statistics, computer science and engineering, though!
As a final thought, please keep in mind two things. Firstly this generalized high-level theory is
interesting but only secondary to your own personalized LX probabilistic advice (if that doesn’t help
the theory is kind of useless). Secondly, I seek only to help you see better yourself and the world
around you: it is you that ultimately has the best information and needs to make the choices on how
you live your best life.
LX
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER & WAIVER
FOR EDUCATIONAL & INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY
The information contained in this book, and the resources and services related to it, are for educational
and informational purposes only. All printed, email, online or other materials delivered through ‘LX’
(the ‘LX AI’) or as part of the ‘LX System’ (the ‘LX AI System’), are meant to help you understand
yourself better and provide some initial general advice on how to enhance various areas of your life.
Reasonable efforts have been taken to make sure the information provided by LX is educational,
correct, complete, and up-to-date, but LX can not be held liable or responsible for any inaccuracies,
errors or omissions. The advice from LX is offered in good faith; you do not have to use this advice.
You should not rely entirely upon any information contained in this book, or the related resources,
without further due diligence.

[note - this becomes page 192]

NO GUARANTEES OF RESULTS
LX does not make any guarantees about the results of taking any action, whether suggested in this
book or not. While LX seeks to provide information intended to help people succeed in business, life
and otherwise, you nevertheless recognize that your ultimate success or failure will be the result of
your own efforts, your particular situation, and innumerable other circumstances beyond the control
and/or knowledge of LX. You also recognize that prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.
Thus, the results obtained by others – whether the LX’s users or otherwise – applying the principles
set out in this book, and related resources, are no guarantee that you or any other person or entity will
be able to obtain similar results.
NOT PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
The LX AI advice and information in this book, and related resources, is not meant to be a substitute
for coaching with a professionally qualified human coach, neither is it intended to be construed as
such. The information shared in this book, or via related online services, does not constitute legal or
professional advice. Coaching is not a substitute for professional advice provided by a Medical Doctor,
Psychiatrist, Therapist or trained Counselor. Diagnosing psychological or medical conditions can only
be done by trained medical professionals (e.g. Physicians, Psychiatrists and Therapists), not by LX.
Nothing provided by LX should be understood as a recommendation that you should not consult with
a professional to address any particular mental or health questions you may have.
SEEK PROFESSIONAL HELP IF NEEDED
If you feel psychologically stressed to the point that it is interfering with your ability to function, please
have the courage to seek the help you need in the form of a professional counselor. Importantly
any coaching, may augment your therapy, but coaching is only ever meant to be done when major
emotional and psychological wounds are already healing or healed. The LX advice in this book, and
related resources, is not a substitute for advice from a trained medical professional who is aware of
the facts and circumstances of your individual situation and can advise if coaching would be useful to
you.
USER’S PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY
After reading this book, or related materials, any decisions you make, and the consequences thereof
are your own. You agree to take full responsibility for any harm or damage you suffer as a result of
the use, or non-use, of the information available from LX. You agree to use judgment and conduct due
diligence before taking any action or implementing any plan or policy suggested in this book. Under
no circumstances can you hold LX liable for any actions that you take or do not take, including but not
limited to failing to seek competent advice from a professional who is familiar with your situation. You
agree not to hold LX, liable for any loss or cost incurred by you, or any person related or associated
with you, as a result of materials or techniques, or advice, offered by LX.
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PRIVACY POLICY

MORE
BOOKS
FOR
MORE
LXLX
BOOKS
FOR YOU

FORMAL POLICY
The complete and current data policy is available at www.lx-ai.com. The information below
is for guidance only.

These books are available as part of The LX System that you can order online at www.lx-ai.com.

PERSONAL DATA CONSENT
The website www.lx-ai.com, and associated services, are designed to provide you with
personalized books, sets of advice and additional services. To generate this personalized
book, advice and services you have previously agreed to terms and conditions that allow the
use of the data, including personal data you provided, for the purpose of generating your
personal profile.
INFORMATION WE COLLECT
You have been required to provide your first and last name and respond to a series of
questions, words, statements, images, and/or videos that have been used to create your
customized profile. Optionally, you may have provided demographic information such as
age, gender, marital status, location, education, profession and other such information. We
also collect your email address and delivery address to send you your books and give you
access to other services we provide. We do not maintain any payment information as that is
fulfilled using established regulated third party providers. We do not seek to validate, crossreference or add to the information you provide to us from any public or private information
sources -- your name can be a pseudonym if you so choose.

YOU

These fully customized books do *not* require any additional online survey as the 25-question LX
AI survey used for this book already has all necessary data.

Your Circle of Life

●

100+ personalized pages about your life

●

The six core aspects of life and how to approach them

●

Customized advice and tips for creating your best life

DATA RETENTION
We will retain your information as long as needed to (i) provide you access to your completed
profile; (ii) to comply with our legal obligations; (iii) resolve disputes; and (iv) enforce our
agreements.
WITHDRAWING CONSENT
If you wish us to delete your profile or any part of it, you should notify us through www.lx-ai.
com. In response to deletion request we will remove your provided name and anonymize
other identifiable information in order to continue to use the broader statistics on your
personality profile information to support future product development and operations. Once
your profile has been deleted and anonymized we will not be able to reprint or reproduce
your personalized books or associated data.
3rd PARTY SHARING
We only ever share profile information, data and books with the named individual respondent.
We do not ever share information with employers, potential employers, partners, coaches,
friends or anyone else. If this profile has been given as a gift to you by an employer, partner,
friend or other person or organization they have no rights or access to your profile. We do not
offer any services for recruitment, or other professional assessments as that would introduce
potential conflicts of interest and challenges to our key principles and ethics regarding your
personal privacy. We believe the control of personal information should always remain with
the private individual, and they are always best placed to make decisions on who to share
their information with. For this reason we do not share any individuals profile directly with
partners, friends, parents or professional coaches. If an individual respondent wants an extra
copy to share with a partner, coach or anyone else they have to order them directly and pass
on to the other person themselves.
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Your Work Life

●

100+ personalized pages about your career and
professional styles

●

Deep-dive into your leadership, teamwork and
communication styles

●

Customized advice and tips on what role and work
environment suits you
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D1

‘O’

Lea

D6

Pro

O5

O1

‘OBSERVANT’
Perceptive,
Aesthetic
& Sensory

Obs

O2

‘C’

GROUP TRAITS
(CONSCIENTIOUSNESS)

Acc

‘EFFECTIVE’
Productive,
Practical
& Resourceful
C3

Eff

C1
C2

Per

C4

‘DILIGENT’
Deliberate,
Prepared
& Thorough

Dil

O6

‘INNOVATIVE’
Creative,
Imaginative
& Original

Inn

Trait Characteristics

Trait ‘Strength’ Name

Trait ‘Strength’ Symbol

C5

‘PRINCIPLED’
Unbiased
Objective
& Fair

Prn

C6

‘ORGANIZED’
Systematic,
Structured
& Strategic

Org

‘CURIOUS’ ‘ACCOUNTABLE’ ‘PERSEVERANT’
Inquisitive,
Dependable,
Focused,
Investigative
Reliable
Disciplined
& Questioning
& Dutifu
& Doer

Cur

O4

‘ANALYTICAL’
Logical,
Conceptual
& Rational

Ana

Trait Group Code

‘ORIGINATING’ ‘PROGRESSIVE’
Liberal,
Analyzing,
Reforming
Advisory
& Contributive & Challenging

O

‘CALCULATING’
‘LEARNER’
Operating,
Self-Developing,
Executing
Interested
& Calculated
& Cultured

C

O3

O1

D5

Obs

‘OBSERVANT’
Perceptive,
Aesthetic
& Sensory

D4

‘STEADYING’
Facilitating
Democratic
& Considerate

S

‘INVOLVING’
Supporting
Empathetic
& Supportive

‘E’

GROUP TRAITS
(SELFLESSNESS)
E2

‘A’

GROUP TRAITS
(AUTHORITATIVE)
A2

‘N’

GROUP TRAITS
(STABLENESS - Neurotic)

‘X’

GROUP TRAITS
(EXTROVERTNESS)

E1

E5

‘HUMBLE’
Gracious,
Modest
& Unassuming

Hum

‘TRUSTING’
Appreciative,
Forgiving
& Warm

Tru

E3

‘CARING’
Compassionate,
Helpful
& Inclusive

Car

E6

A1

Led

A4

‘ACTIVATING’
Proactive,
Accelerating
& Initiating

Act

SAs

A5

StW

A6

‘CONVINCING’
‘LEADING’
Wooing,
Decisive,
Persuasive & Results-Focused
Inﬂuencing
& Ambitious

Con

A3

‘DIRECT’
Assertive,
Commanding
& Demanding

Dir

‘GENEROUS’ ‘SELF-ASSURED’ STRG-WILLED
Altruistic,
Conﬁdent,
Robust,
Magnanimous
Competitive
Resilient
& Giving
& Fearless
& Determined

Gen

UNDERSTAND
Empathetic,
Sympathetic
& Considerate

Und

E4

‘AGREEABLE’
Collaborative,
Teamwork
& Cooperative

Agr

N1

N5
‘CENTERED’
Balanced,
Calm
& Self-Aware

Cen

‘SINCERE’
Honest,
Authentic
& Trustworthy

Sin

N3

‘MEASURED’
Controlled,
Cautious
& Careful

Mea

N2

X1

X5
‘JOYFUL’
Hopeful,
Optimistic
& Positive

Joy

‘OUTGOING’
Sociable,
Gregarious
& Friendly

Out

X3

‘INSPIRING’
Visionary,
Motivating
& Captivating

Ins

POWER
PREFERENCES

‘COMPOSED’
Diplomatic,
Collected
& Harmonious

N6

Com

‘RESPECTFUL’
Tolerant,
Equitable
& Polite

Res

N4

‘ADAPTABLE’
Accommodating,
Flexible
& Chilled-out

Ada

X2

Ent

SS6

PEACE-KEEPING
Stable
& Selﬂess

SS5

Pea

Neg

SS10

‘MOBILIZION’
Extrovert &
Authoritative

SS9

Mob

‘IMPLEMENT’
Conscientious
& Stable

SS8

Imp

SOCIAL-PLAN
Extrovert &
Conscientious

SoP

SS11

i

‘INTROVERT’
Correlates to
X- Group

ii

‘EXTRAVERT’
Correlates to
X+ Group

t

f

‘SENSING’
‘FEELING’
Correlates across Correlates to
OCEANX
E+ N+ X+ Groups

s

Z1

Z2

Z3

Z4

L

Z5

‘CAREER’
Activity
& Environment

C

‘REWARD’
Wealth
& Lifestyle

R

‘IMPACT’
Purpose
& Legacy

I

‘CONNECTION’
Romance,
Friends
& Family

C

CIRCLE
OF LIFE

vii

j

‘COACHING’
Selﬂess &
Authoritative

SS15

Coa

‘PERCEIVING’
Correlates to
C- Group

p

Z6

a

r

‘REACTIVE’
Correlates to
N+ & C+ Groups

x

‘ACTIVE’
Correlates to
A+ & X+ Groups

ix

‘ENERGY’
Stress Mgmt.
& Authenticity

E

‘EXECUTIVE’
‘LOVE FOR LIFE’’
Conscientious
Joy &
& Authoritative
Positivity

Exe

SS14

COORDINATION
Selﬂess &
Conscientious

SS13

Cor

‘BRAINSTORM’
Extrovert &
Open-Minded

SS12

Bra

‘CHAIRING’
Authoritative
& Stable

Cha

SS3

‘INTUITIVE’
‘THINKING’
‘JUDGING’
Correlates across Correlates to
Correlates to
OCEANX
O+ C+ A+ Groups
C+ Group
iv
viii
vi

n

v

e

iii

Med

i

SS7

‘MEDIATION’
Open-Minded
& Stable

Arc

‘ARCHITECT’
Open-Minded
& Conscientious

X6
‘LIVELY’
Enthusiastic,
Energetic
& Excitable

Liv

‘ADVENTUROUS’ ENTREPRENEUR ‘NEGOTIATION’
Intrepid
Authoritative
Stable
Full-Of-Awe
& Open-Minded
& Extrovert
& Thrill-Seeking

Adv

X4

‘ENGAGING’
Charismatic,
Entertaining
& Expressive

Eng

‘MOTIVATION’
Selﬂess
& Extrovert

Mot

SS4

I

D3

Jud

SS2

SUPER STRENGTHS
SS1

‘JUDGMENT’
Selﬂess
& Open-Minded

GROUP TRAITS
(OPEN-MINDEDNESS)

LX TABLE of PERSONALITY ELEMENTS

‘INSPIRING’
Networking,
Visionary
& Expressive

I

D2

‘DRIVING’
Shaping,
Commanding
& Direct

D

BEHAVIOR
STYLES

